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I. PROJECT REVIEW



PROJECT REVIEW

Background of Critical Television Viewing Skills Project

The use of TV programs as adjuncts to classroom activities in public

school's has been very successful. Television scripts have been used to

teach reading, and many teachers' guides to programs have been published

and distributed prior to scheduled broadcasts.

The ideas expressed by participants of the conference, "Television,

the Book and the Classroom," sponsored jointly by the U. St Office of Edu-

cation and the Library of Congress in April, 1978, further contributed to

the development of the U. S. Office of Education's program to delielop criti-

cal television viewing skills in students. The USOE program was "designed

to.bridge the gap between what children learn from their TV sets and what '14
tk

they learn in their school classrooms."

USOE's twp-year program, begun October 1, 1978, covered two phases:

planning, design, prototype development, and field testing during the

first year; and national distribution and training during the second year.

Four contractors were selected to provide materials for elementary school

(kindergarten through fifth grades), middle school, secondary school, and

postsecondary school students.

Objectives of Critical Television Viewing Skills Project
$

The Rbjective of the Critical TV Viewing Skills Project for Elementary

School Students is to enable and encourage students in kindergarten through

the fifth grade to learn critical TV viewing skills and to use these skills

to become evaluative and reasoning consumers of television. As stated in

RFP 78-94, critical television viewing skills are those factors which enable

a person to (1) distinguish among a wide range of program elements, (2)

make judicious use of their viewing time, (3) understand the psychological

implications of commercials, (4) distinguish fact from fiction,



(5) recognize and appreciate differing and/or opposing views, (6) under-

stand the style and content of dramatic presentations, documentaries,

public affairs, news, and other television programming, and (7) understand

the relation between television and the printed word.

The philosophy of this project has been to reach elementary school

students directly as well'as indirectly through their parents, teachers,

and leaders of youth organizations. A long-term effort is required in

order to teach students critical TV viewing skills. Teachers and_parents

-iiho have the primary opportunity to have an impact upon students are

necessary to the success of this long-range effort. Therefore, materials

and activities have been developed not only for students, but also for

parents and teachers. Furthermore, training manuals and workshop materials

have been developed for education, parent, and youth leaders who can train

other parents, teachers, and youth-serving professionals.

Three specific tasks have been performed to reach students, their

parents, and their teachers.

1. Curriculum materials for students, parents and teachers have been
developed, field tested, and revised;

2. Workshops and training materials have been provided to leaders
of parent, education, and youth-serving organizations;

3. National dissemination of the materials has been planned and
conducted.

Emphasis has been placed upon specific materials and dissemination

approaches designed to reach a wide range of socio-economic levels and cul-

tural groups. The objectiVe has been to maximize the impact of the project

for all elementary school students, including students in poor rural and

poor urban settings who are usually difficult to reach.
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The materials to teach critical TV viewing skills to elementary school

students have been designed so that they can be beneficial and useful

.regardless of the content of a specific television program. Pre-broadcast

use and post-broadcast use, as well as independent use, can be made of these

materials. Most importantly, the materials are based upon existing research

knowledge.

Research Base fbr Materials Development

In developing curriculum materials to teach critical TV viewing skills,

SEDL has attempted to blend the limitations of practicality. and effectiveness

with the principles and insights derived through television, child development,

and pa'renting research. In many cases, this blend has been very natural. For

example, the importance of parental mediation of TV content found in a series

of research studies provides a natural basis for recommending ideas to parents

atout how to cope with the way television content influences their children.

Twelve concepts have been developed in the scientific literature:

. Children's cognitive development plays a fundamental role in their

Klderstand_teTevision programming. Young

.children have the greatest difficulty distinguishing between the

"play acting" of television and the events of life.

Yourg children often fail to accurately understand the plot or

theme of a program. Quite often children will :zither miss the plot

or obtain a distorted impression of the plot.

Young children often fail to distinguish the difference and

implications of fantasy and cartoon portrayals from live-action

portrayals.

Young children often think someone has done something bad only if

punishment results. In TV programs, the "bad guys" often avoid

punishment, and thus are not seen as being "bad."

a
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Children often do not understand implicit portrayals or implications.

for example, children often fail to be aware of the implied

consequences of a violent portrayal on television.

Children .re easily swayed and misled by stereotypic portrayals.

The racial, sexual, and age stereotypes used by many TV writers

become absorbed into young viewers' conceptualization of the world.

Children often do not understand TV commercials. They are not

aware of the purpose of commercials and are not resistant to per-

suasive messages.

Children often do not think to compare what they see on TV with

ether sources of information.

Children rarely plan their TV viewing. Few people, adults or chil-

dren, are selective in their TV viewing and make judicious use of

their TV viewing time.

Parents can improve their children's TV viewing habits by setting

time limits and by encouraging them to plen their viewing.
4

Parents can avoid many of the problems presented by TV prograths by

limiting the TV content their children watch according to their

ability to maturely understand it.

Parents can make a direct change in the' impact of television by

explaining programs and expressing their own ideas and values.

Sometimes TV programs can be used as a "springboard" to important

family discussions. However, parents should tailor the explanations

to the child's developmental level.

These concepts have provided the basis far developing he student, teacher,

and parent materials.



SEDL Approach to Materials Development

SEDL has developed and implemented a comprehensive program. After

an intensive evaluation of the problems involved in teaching elementary

school students critical TV viewing skills and after an exhaustive review

of the possible alternative approaches, SEDL proposed and (with the

approval of USOE) pursued an approach that deviates from the traditional

format of curriculum materials.

Because of the young age of elementary students and because of resist-
._ --

ance problems from both teachers and parents, the use of traditional for-

mats such as texts, workbooks, teacher guides and family guides was

questioned seriously. While the traditional formats were evaluated as

being highly feasible to produce and likely to be moderately effective, the

probability of their use by the target audience was judged to be less than

10 percent. Four major principles have guided the SEDL staff as it developed

materials to teach critical TV viewing skills and its dissemination plan to

implement use of the materials.

ihe.first principle 4s that materials for elementary school students

must attract their attention and interest, and then must increase their

awareness of TV viewing issues. The criteria for each element of the mate-

rials is that it be visually attractive and substantive but simple to

understand. Colorful graphics were used on each. Both children's fairy

tales and realistic Storybook characters were developed. Through charming

stories and interesting games, young students were introduced to a variety

of TV viewing concepts. In the fairy tales, these concepts were interwoven

subtly with the adventures of the make-believe characters. In the more

realistic storybook series, the characters served as models for appropriate

viewing behavior.

C,)
1,
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Because of the students' young age, it would be unreasonable to expect

them to understand the more technical aspects of television production

and broadcast. Instead, the objective of the children's materials was to

create and increase an awareness of the many issues and concepts involved

in television programs and television viewing.

The second principle is that while teachers likely would be resistant

to teaching TV viewing, they would be very receptive to attractive

supplementary materials utilizing television viewing. These supplementary

materials could assist teachers in teaching objectives of their own

choosing. For example, students can learn English grammar by mt:tching

for grammatical mistakes on TV commercials. When teachers and students

use television in specific educational tasks, students learn to perceive TV

differently, begin to evaluate TV programming, and realize that TV is an

important educational resource. With this rationale in mind, TEACHER CUE

CARDS were developed with suggestions for TV-related activities which would

enhance and enrich existing educational goals. The cards utilized a simple

5 x 7 format which can be stored in a desk.drawer for easy access. In

addition, a TRAINING MANUAL for all materials has been written. Teachers

are encouraged to use the student materials as well as the CUE CARDS.

The third principle is that the materials for parents should focus upon

the total family, providing something of interest for each member. The

family materials should be attractive and substantive but written in an

informal style. A positive approach, rather than a negative one, should be

emphasized. Warning signs to alert parents to possible negative effects of

10
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television can be blended with a variety of games, poems, and puzzles

suggesting different things families can do about TV or with TV. The basis

of the family materials is to make learning fun for all.

The fourth and possibly most important principle is that major parent,

education, and youth-serving organizations should be involved in this impor-

tant effort. They have been involved in the planning, the development, and

the implementation. These organizations are individually and collectively

a major resource that is seldom utilized by government-sponsored programs.

They can provide important insights into the needs and the likelihood of

success of various strategies and materials. They can provide unequaled

dissemination assistance. Each organization operates differently. Each

has a different kind of membership, and has different values and priorities.

Thus, each organization must be approached individually, However, the

extra effort taken to work individually with these organizations has

improved the quality of the materials and increased the likelihood that

the materials will reach their target populations.



II. CURRICULUM REVIEW BOARD
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CURRICULUM REVIEW BOARD

The Request for Proposal - Development of Critical Television Viewing

Skills in Students - stated that "A Curriculum Review Board which includes

members from target populations shall be used in all phases of materials

development." A,twelve-member Curriculum'Review Board was carefully chosen

to reflect sex, racial, and geographical balance. There were six males

and six females (four Blacks, four Hispanic, and four Anglos)who came

from California, Wisconsin,Missouri, Texas, Michigan, Vermont, and Florida.

Six of the twelve were students ranging in ages from five to ten. The

adults were parents, educators, and one was a student in media production:

The group met twice, once to review preliminary drafts of materials and to

discuss approaches to the problem, and again to review final versions.

Parents who accompanied the children, while not officially members of the

CRB, participated in evaluation of the materials and provided valuable

feedback.

First Meeting

On January 26, 1979, the Curriculum Review Board was assembled for a

day-long session to use and evaluate preliminary versions of materials

developed by SEDL at that time. The group was divided into student members

and adult members for the morning session.

Student members read (or wera read to by their parents) the preliminary

versions of five SUZIE STORIES and five FROG FABLES which were at that time

called the Fed-Up Frog Stories. The anticipated problem of developing mate-
__

rials to attract; interest and teach all ages and cognitive levels repre-

sented by the children in the K-5 grade span was verified. To alleviate

this problem of diverse reading abilities, parents of kindergarten and first

grade Curriculum Review Board members took turns reading the stories aloud

13/ .
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to this group. Older children read the stories for themselves and were

asked to mark any difficUlt words or ideas which they did not understand.

Most of the children, when 'sked their opinions of the stories, said they

were "all right." As expected, there was discrepancy as to the "favorite"

story, with some of the more mature students choosing stories with more

difficult concepts as their fwforites, and less mature students saying the

same stories were "boring." A few words or concepts were marked as diffi-

cult to understand.

During a break in the reading session, the TV FROG LOG was introduced.

The children and accompanying parents were asked to complete the FROG LOG

which involved discussion and mediation. Parents and students alike were

surprised at the amount of TV viewing to which they had become accustomed.

As curriculum material designed to create awareness and encourage judicious

use of TV viewing time, the FROG LOG was commented upon very favorably by

the parents. Children enjoyed drawing the symbols for different types of shows,

and several children commented on the realization that they primarily watched

comedies. The activity of tallying weekly amounts of viewing time was

commented upon as being educational as well. General response was enthusiastic

with most children agreeing that they "would use" the FROG LOG. As a result

of this positive feedback, only minor design and editing changes were made

before production of the field test version.

Adult members of the Curriculum Review Board, during the morning session,

were asked to read and evaluate the children's stories and the TV FROG LOG,

as well as the TEACHER CUE CARDS and TEACHER'S GUIDE TO MATERIALS. Family

materials were not developed sufficiently at that time to warrant presentation

to the group.

After lunch, the two groups merged to view a video tape of the most

recent Mork and Mindy show. Adult members and parents observed while student

1 '
_A.4.1
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members paired off and played the TV TRAVEL GAME (as it was called at that

time) while watching the show. your of the children had already seen the

particular episode, which naturally gave them an advantage over the two who had

not. It became apparent that there was a need for a referee for each game

to validate "right" answers as there was a good deal of lively discussion and

competitiveness. Some children expressed discontent with the fact that many

of the questions did not have one "right" answer. Arguments about some of

the questions continued into the afternoon. Certainly, the game promoted

discussion of the TV program, as designed. Also, judgments were required

to identify the "right" answers.

It was deterMined, as a result of the January Curriculum Review Board

evaluation, that more spaces'n the game board were necessary. Older children

were able to..answer the questions developed at that time before the end'of a

thirty-minute show. Also, in direct response to the suggestion of the Board,

more questions were added to the game. It was decided that two sets of

questions--one more difficult and one easier--were desirable in order to

facilitate effective playing of the game by all age groups within theage-range

of the project. Two sets of questions also enabled parents or other adults to

play the game without younger children. The Board also suggested that

clarification of the wording of some questions was necessary. Thus, all

questions were edited to make them as simple and understandable as possible.

The game board itself underwent major design changes to accommodate these

findings. It was reduced in size from the poster-board pilot test version

to a more usable, convenient, and mailable size. This evolution included

a change of theme from the TRAVEL GAME to the TV DISCOVERY GAME. Graphics

were changed to reflect the theme change. Elements of TV production, TV

use, and program format were introduced on the game board itself to enhance

the learning of these critical TV viewing skills.

15
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The remaining portion of the afternoon was used to fill out evaluation

forms on all materials reviewed. Informal discussion also resulted in

valuable insights which were incorporated into the ultimate revisions of the
.

materials. The TEACHER CUE CARDS were judged to be useful and relevant. Minor

restructuring and-format changes were made before printing the field test.

versions.

One particular criticism of the FROG FABLES was taken into serious

consideration. One of the adult Curriculum Review Board' members had strong

misgivings about the use of an underwater television set as a story element,

and thought this could become a dangerous suggestion for young children.

Other criticisms were made in reference to the personality traits of the main

character which was at that time.a very preachy, negative frog named Fed-Up

Frog. Ultimately, these suggestions, as well as the judgments of senior staff

members, resulted in a completely rewritten series and the renaming of the

frog. The utilization of the underwater TV as ah "experimental model"

ultimately led to a more adventuresome storyline and the introduction of even

more concepts pertaining to TV than the original stories.

Most of the adult members as well as the student members liked the

SUZIE STORIES and thought children would relate to them. Minor editing

changes and additions were made before they were printed in the field test

versions.

Second Meeting

For the second meeting of the Curriculum Review Board, held six

months later on July 20, 1979, members came prepared. All had been mailed

revised versions of three SEE-MORE STORIES, three SUZIE STORIES, the

ti" revised TV DISCOVERY GAME, and the FROG LOG. The teacher members were

furnished with TEACHER CUE CARDS and TEACHER'S GUIDES. Students and adult
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members met together with SEDL staff and each member was asked for comments,

general oar specific. All remarks were tape recorded. Beginning with

Mr. Silva, parents reported both their reactions and their children's.

Parental reports of special likes and dislikes sometimes conflicted with

O

the children's self report. Mr. Silva, for example, reportelithat his\son

Danny like the SEE-MORE STORIES best, whereas Danny reported that he liked

the SUZIE STORIES best. Mr. Silva felt the FROG LOG was very valuable for

planning and monitoring children's TV viewing. He stated further that

Danny liked playing the game best, and while he enjoyed playing it with his

8-year-old sister, he most enjoyed playing it with his parents. Mr. Silva

reported that the game questions made not only the children but also him-

self aware of "things on TV." Danny Silva reported that he liked to play

the game with different programs. He thinks SEE-MORE STORIES are for little

kids, and prefers the SUZIE STORIES. He likes planning TV with the FROG LOG.

Mr. Hardy Murphy stated that he thought both the SUZIE STORIES and the

SEE-MORE STORIES were excellent because they dealt with issues he had wanted

to discuss with his children about TV without lecturing. He felt the enter-

taining, non-moralizing tone of the stories combined with the large amount of

information conveyed was the greatest strength of the materials. He also

hithly, approved of the FrogLog.

Mrs. Patsy Jackson was very impressed with the effect of the materials

on her daughter Angela. She Said Angela was so enthused about the revised

materials after receiving them, that she immediately showed them to her

neighborhood friends. She reported the stories attracted considerable

neighborhood interest and inquiries, and that children were delighted with

the revised game. She reported that Angela is now more discriminating in

choosing TV shows and critical of many. Angela had learned to follow plots

17
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and is even critical of her mother's TV viewing habits. She quoted Angela:.

"Why are you watching that? You shouldn't be watching that. You didn't plan

that!" Angela plans her own TV viewing now and is much more aware.

Mrs. Jackson was impressed at the neighborhood children's and parents'

interest and enthusiaskwith the materials.

Mrs. Rosemary Potter stated she had used the materials extensively with

her fifth and sixth grade classes in remedial reading. She reported that

the reitsed game was the most popular segment, and that her students repeat-

\

edly checked it out to take home to play. She approved the revised format

and size, and liked the additional harder questions, "short-cuts," and trick

questions used to enhance the game strategy. She endorsed the TV DISCOVERY

GAME as the best part of the materials.

Mrs. Potter stated that there needed to be more than one TV FROG LOG per

teacher, as it was difficult to use in the classroom. SEDL staff had

intended that each child have a FROG LOG, but did not think it economically

feasible to provide thirty of them to each teacher participating in field

testing. Ultimately, in the distribution plan of these materials, it will be

advised that each child have one.

Mrs. Potter felt the TEACHER' GUIDE needed to explain the cross-referencing

and duplication of Cue Cards. Additionally, she felt the TEACHER'S GUIDE should

give more information on grade level use of the cards, and' alternatives for

younger children. The TEACHER CUE CARDS have been revised by adding grade

levels to each. In addition a direction card has been added.

-Several teacher members and parents expressed confusion as to the grade__

appropriateness of both sets of stories. Mrs. Potter explained the confusion

was due to "print cues" in the materials. The bolder type in the SUZIE

STORIES spells "easy reading" to teachers and students alike. The stories
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are perceived as being for younger children. She stated that the Suzie

--character was hOme-oriented, like young children, whereas See-More is more

wordly wise and sophisticated. In addition, the smaller size type and the

sans-serif typeface used in the gEE-MORE SERIES hints to teachers and studeitrk

that it-is-harder to-read.

Story illustrations were discussed. Mrs. Hayward and Mrs. Potter stated,

that Suzie looked too old for the dialogue attributed to her. Several people

stated that the illustrations in the FROG FABLES were to complicated and

could be enhanced by more color.

In view of these suggestions, the SEE-MORE SERIES was revised to shorten

the text and eliminate some of the more difficult words. Graphic revisions

included using larger print and the addition of another color. Specific

revisions, including statements about readability levels for both series,

vocabulary list of "challenging words,! and "TV words," and additional dis-

cussion questions were. recommended. These revisions have been made and are

specified in descriptions of materials.

In the afternoon, xeroxed copies of TV: A FAMILY FOCUS were distributed

and read. Rosemary Potter praised them highly, as did Mr. Murphy and Mrs.

Hayward. Children experimented with games included. Mr. Murphy especially

liked the inclusion of a SUZIE story, "Suzie's History' Lesson," an illustra-

tion of the explanation of parental intervention. All members agreed that

these indepth materials should be sent to parents one at a time, e.g., once

a month. Response to the family materials was enthusiastic and positive.

The format was complimented highly.

After adult discussion of optimum packaging of the curriculum materials,

Rebecca,. Ray and Scott reported their preferences. Rebecca liked Suzie, Ray

liked the game, and Scott thought all the stories were "fun." Evaluation

forms were completed and the meeting adjourned.

1.)
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AGENDA

CRITICAL TEEEVISION VIEWING SKILLS
CURRICULUM REVIEW BOARD

Southwest-Tower
211 E. 7th Street

Austin

7:00: 8:30 p.m. - Get acquainted gathering for CRB Members.
Second.Floor Conference Room - SEDL

19

January 27, 1979

9:00 - 9:30 a.m. - Reimbursement Procedure

Prdject Overview - Charles R. Corder-Bolz, Ph.D.
Second Floor Conference Room

9:30 - 12:00 noon - Materials Review - Group Meetings

Adults - Second Floor Conference Room
Students & Their Parents - Fifth Floor

12:00 - 1:00 p.m. - Lunch

Second Floor Conference Room

1:00 - 3:30 p.m. - Materials Review (Continued)
Second Floor COnference Room & Fifth Floor

3:30 - 4:00 p.m: - Materials Discussion - Adults, Students & Their Parents
Second Floor Conference Room

Curriculum Review Board

Adults Students

Vidal Acevedo
Daniel Kucij
Esther Maese
Robert Marioh
Rosemary Potter
Cheryl Ward

Scott Hayward
Angela Jackson
Ray Murphy
Alicia Otis
Danny Silva
Rebecca Sosa

Students', Parents

Judi Hayward
Patsy Jackson
Hardy Murphy
Pat Otis

Donald Silva
Manuel Sosa

2')4,

I.

Staff

Charles R. Corder-Bolz

Project Director
Sherry Stanford

Project Coordinator
Jo Ann Starr

Writer/editor
Anne Marshall

Research Assistant



Staff:

Sherry
Anne

CURRICULUM REVIEW BOARD

AGENDA FOR

STUDENTS- AND-THEIR PARENTS

20

January 27, 1979

9:00 - 9:30 a.m. Meet together for project overview and reimbursement
details

9:30 - Divide into two groups - Students and parents to 5th floor

9:30 - 12:00 noon Materials Review

Fed-Up Frog Series

Students read stories to'themselves

Nonreaders (Rebecca & Angela read with parents
aloud in other room - parents can
alternate reading to them)

Parents read student and parent materials

Students illustrate Fed-Up Frog Series

12:00 - 1:00 p.m. Texas Barbecue - 2nd Ftoor Conference. Room

1:00 - 1:45 p.m. Materials Review

Game

Children view videotape and play game in pairs

Rebecca - Angela

Alicia - Danny

Scott - Ray

1:45 - 2:15 p.m. Frog log

Students & parents set week's viewing limits and
plan a week's viewing

2:15 - 3:30 p.m. Suzie Series

Students read stories to themselves

Parents review materials-not read-in-morning

All complete evaluation forms

3:30 - 4:00 Groups back together to discuss materials
2nd Floor Conference Room
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Staff:

Charles
Jo Ann

CURRICULUM REVIEW BOARD

AGENDA FOR ADULT MEMBERS

January 27, 1979

21

ti

9:00 - 9:30 a_.m, Meet_together_ for reimbursement_ details-and .project
overview

9:30 Divide into two groups - teachers-remain in 2nd Floor
Conference Room

9:30 - 12:60 noon Review teacher, student and parent materials

Evaluate activity cards and student materials

12:00 - 1:00 p:m. Texas Barbeque - 2nd Floor Conference Room

1:00 - 3:30-p.m. Continue materials review

3:30 - 4:00 p.m. Groups back together again to discuss materials -
2nd Floor Conference Room

A
42.
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CURRICULUM REVIEW BOARD
Saturday, January 27, 1979

General Description

All members of the Curriculum Review Board met together at 9 a.m. as

a group. Agendas are attached. Initially, reimbursement details a

general orientation were given.

At 9:30, the children and their accompanying parents separated from

the larger group and went to another room, accompanied by two staff members,

for Material review. Their session is described in a following section.

From 9:30 to 10:30, Dr. Corder-Bolz gave adult CRB members an

explanation of the project, using posters to explain its goals. The Frog

Log was explained and discussed as well as the TV Travel Game. Stories in

the Fed-Up Frog Series and the Suzie Series were distributed. Finally, teach-

ers were asked to evaluate the teacher activity cards.

From 10:30 to 12:00, materials were reviewed and discussed informally.

'The TV Travel Game was well received. The potential role of the'

parent was discussed. Several members felt that parental involvement was

required or maximum effectiveness.

The TV Frog Log was also well received. However, CRB Members felt

that the underwater TV graphic was a dangerous model. Revision of this

difficulty was discus§ed.

The stories were commented upon favorably with some suggestions

for 'improvement. It was noted that the Fed-Up Frog stories do not

stand alone but need to be read in -Nuence. Some of the vocabulary

was-thoilght-to be-too-dtfficult. One member suggested that the objective

Of each story be stated at the beginning, with content questions at the

end of each story. It was also mentioned that evaluative thinking is

ex difficult to teach.
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A After lunch, adult tRB members watched while the children played

the TV Travel game for half an hour. Further informal discussion took

place after returning to the training room. Children and their accompany-

ing parents rejoined the adult group at about 3:00 p.m.

4

L
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STUDENTS AND ACCOMPANYING PARENTS:

CURRICULUM REVIEW BOARD

General Description

The six children on the Curriculum Review Board, with their accompanying

parents, alternated reading material with other activities, such as playing
,

a 131 related board game and completing their TV Frog Log with an anticipated

viewing schedule. All materials were reviewed in the course of a seven-hour

day.

Children began at about 9:15 a.m. reading the Fed-Up Frog Series and

initially were serious and motivated. Their attitude was similar to

children in a school classroom. They were asked to mark any words or

sentences that they did not understand, and this request was repeated

several times throughout reading periods. Stories were read aloud by

parents to the kindergarten student, Rebecca Sosa, and the second grader,

\`Pfr

Angela Jackson. This was done because of the children's short attention

span and the amount of material to be covered. The Fed-Up g series

required approximately 30 minutes for the four older children to read to

themselves.

There was a competitive element. working among the older children.

Each child was requested to hand each story to his/her parentas he

completed reading, and the slowest reader's father commented on his speed.

'to the child. This competition to finish first may have had the effect

of causing the children to read more hastily than desirable.

None of the four older children marked any concepts or specific

words as unknown or unintelligible. When asked informally for comments on

the stories, few were elicited, except that they were "OK." There was dis-

. agreement as to which story was best or worst. "Who Pays for TV?" was

27
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described by one child as boring, but named by another child as being

the most informative and interesting. Differing development levels and

degrees of sophistication about TV may account for this disagreement.

Children were asked to draw their conception of the Fed-Up Frog

and Tuner-Fish characters as a relaxing activity and as a break from the

reading. A juice and cracker snack was served.

The children and accompanying parents were then asked to complete the

Frog Log which involved discussion and mediation. This activity took about

45 minutes. Parents and children alike were surprised at the amount of

TV viewing to which they had become.accustomed. As an activity designed to

create awareness and encourage judicious use of viewing time, completion of

the Frog Log was commented upon very favorably by the parents. Children

enjoyed drawing the symbols for different types of shows, and several

children commented on the fact that they primarily witched comedies. The

activity of tallying weekly amounts of viewing time was commented upon as

being educational as well.

After lunch, the TV Travel Game was played by the children while

watching a videotape of the most recent Mork & Mindy show. Four of the

children had already seen part or all of this show, which naturally gave them

advantages over the two who had not.

It became apparent that there was a need for a referee for each

gamy to validate "right" answers as there was a good deal of lively

discussion and competitiveness. Some children expressed discontent with

the'fact that many of the questions did not have one "right" answer.

Arguments about some of the questions continued into the afternoon.

Certainly, the game promoted discussion of the TV program, as designed.
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All children, including the two youngest, understood the majority of the

questions. 'Those questions they did not understand were clarified by

IIparent or staff mediation. The general response was enthusiastic, and

all three pairs of players played the game more than once.

IThe last segment of the day's activities, reading of the Suzie

I
Series, was initially

i
not welcomed. There was by this time, an element

of fatigue and restlessness among the children. The children groaned at

Ithe announcement of more reading.

'Once again, children were asked 'to mark words or sentences they did

1

6

not understand. Parents read aloud to the kindergarten student and the

1

second grader.

General reaction to the Suzie stories was favorable in informal

1
comments with "Suzie's Broken TV Set" chosen as the best. Accompanying

parents reported this story and "Suzie's History Lesson" to be most

Ifavorably received by the kindergarten and the second grade students.

1

The Suzie series required approxifilately 40 minutes to read.

At this time, children completed "Student Evaluation Forms" while

Iparents completed the "Accompanying Parents Evaluation Form." The

children generally were hasty in completing their forms while their

Iaccompanying parents took their time and deliberated at some length.

1

Copies of parental evaluations are included with a tabulation of student

responses.

IAt the end of the afternoon, the children and their parents rejoined

the adult segment of the CRB and were debriefed.

[ Dr. Corder-Bolz asked each child questions pertaining' to each segment

of the materials. Their remarks were as indicated on previous pages. When
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asked about the TV Travel Game, children maintained that the game was not

too difficult to play while watching TV. Comments were favorable in

general although some children continued to complain that the questions

did not have a single "right" answer. There was some discussion as to

possible rewording of questions for the sake of clarity, and the need for

a "referee" (mediation) was discussed. General reaction was positive, and

the comments by children and adult members were suggestions for revisions

of details of the games.

The TV Frog Log was commented upon favorably by the adults. Children

thought it was "all right." All of the children said they would use it.

Remarks made by children about the stories were as recorded previously.

Adult members suggested more explanation of new vocabulary words,

specifically in the Fed-Up Frog series. It was generally agreed that there

was'too much material for the children to absorb at one time and that this

was the major element involved in the resistance to reading.

Debriefing required 30-45 minutes. The meeting was then adjourned,

and ihe teacher members of the CRB took materials with them for a more leisurely

review.



CRITICAL TELEVISION VIEWING SKILLS
CURRICULUM REVIEW BOARD

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
211 East 7th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

Hindsman Conference Room
July 20,.1979

11:00 z.m.

12:45 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

11-CRB Members Present

.1 Adults

Rosemary Potter

CRB Members Absent

IVidal Acevedo
Daniel Kucij
Robert Marion
Cheryl Ward
Esther Maese

AGENDA

Reimbursehent Procedure

Project Update

Discussion Of Materials

Se -Mbre Storjes
Skie Stories
TV Discovery Game
Frog Log

Working Lunch

"CBS Morning News" Videotape

Discussion Of Material's

"Television: A FaMily Focus"
Teacher's guide
Teacher Cue Cards

SummarS, of ReactiO6s

Students

Scott Hayward
Angela Jackson
Ray Murphy
Danny Silva
Rebecca Sosa

Alicia Otis

Students' Parents

Judi Hayward
Patsy Jackson
Hardy,Murphy
Don Silva
Mrs. Sosa

Pat Otis

a.
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CRB NOTES (July 20, 1979)

,Danny Silva (as per father's report)
Danny played the game with his 8 year-old sister, but enjoyed it

most with his parents. He used the TV Frog Log a lot. Mr. Silva
thinks it is the best material because it makes children aware of the
amount f time and they are given choices. Mr. Silva liked the way
the materials made him "aware of other things on TV." Danny liked
See7Mbre and'Suzie. Mr. Silva said later Danny thought the Suzie stories
were for his 8 year-od sister (because of print, simplicity, etc.).

. Ray Murphy (as,per Hardy)
Mr. Murphy liked the Suzie stories and the Frog stories because

it showed a way to talk to children about TV issues without lecturing
(like modelling in Suzie stories). He suggested a reward system in the
Frog Log for watching what had been planned.

He felt the biggest strength was the way the stories were not
"lecturing". Very favorable overall.

Angela Jackson (per Patsy)
Angela recalled all of the first CRB, and recognized the stories.

Patsy said the stories were more "tangible" to Angela with illustrations,
format, etc. .She showed the materials to her neighborhood friends and
parents were curious and interested. Materials received a good response
in the neighborhood.

Angela (and other children) were enthusiastic about the gam- board.
Angela is now more discriminating in choosing and critical about

TV. Now she looks for plots and is critical to her Mother. ("Why
are you watching that?! You shouldn't be watching that.")

Angela plans her own TV. She feels Angela has increased her
awareness both of what she is watching herself and for her Mother.

Patsy thinks the kids' enthusiasm will sell the materials.

Danny (per himself)
Liked to play the game with different programs. He thinks See-More

is for little kids. He says he liked Suzie. (Father says reverse)
He liked filling out the Frog Log. (Mr. Silva says he likes to monitor
the Frog Log.)

Rosemary Potter
Used materials for her 5th and 6th graders in remedial reading.
She felt there were problems with the Frog Log for teacher use.

The teacher needs one for each child.
The kids liked the game. There were repeated requests to check

it out to take home. The new version appeals especially because of its
portability.

She felt the game had improved and was harder and kids liked the
commercial questions.
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In the See-More stories, she felt both the print and content made them
most suitable for older children.

The "teacher cue" given by the print is: big print=younger children
and fine print and lots of it =older children.

For K and 1st grade- Frog Fables too hard. Needed vocabulary
list for the Frog Fables.

Littler children like the small print in the Suzie stories. Thinks
Suzie stories are just fine.

'Cue Cards. Some take more preparation. Teacher's Guide should
say that most are for upper level. Should be statement in Teacher's Guide
about reading levels of stories.

Cross referencing of cue cards means that there are less different
activities than she originally thought. Cross referencing should be
explained in the Teacher's Guide.

Rosemary thinks Family Focus #1 is too talky.

Judy Hayward
, Loves Parent Materials. Thinks format is teriffic.

Hardy
Thinks family materials tieing into stories good idea. Thinks

materials might refer, specifically to sections of Suzie story that model
the technique discussed, e:g., point out the paragraph number that
models "springboarding".

All agree Family Materials shouldn't be sent at once.

Discussion of best packaging, dissemination: Family Materials by
subscription? Monthly magazine?

Judy

See-More stories too complicated for K and 1st grade. Would feel
uncomfortable attempting w use them with younger children, whereas Suzie
is great for younger children, because it is simple and home-based as
younger children are.

She feels See-More is too overshelming ("elaborated and sophisticated")
for younger children. "Perhaps" smaller chapters would help.

Frog stories for 5th and 6th grade and Suzie for 1st and 2nd grade.

Rebecca Spa

Rebecca likeddSuzie best. Mom reports Rebecca enjoyed the Frog Log,
but Rebecca became. critical of Mom's watching.

Liked the game. Thinks See-More is funny.

Scott

Thinks all the stories easy, fun-to read. (Mom reports Scott reads ona 10th grade level.)

t)t)



Teacher's Gude needs tc be reorganized and fixed. 31

Illustrations.

Scott told me Suzie didn't look like he thought. He said he
thought she was a blonde. Ray Murphy said he thought Suzie was
a blonde, too. 2.people (Judy and Rosemary) thought Suzie looked too
old. Sov4o I.

Illustrations in Frog Stories need more color, too complicated.
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..tOLLABORATION"

0

The SEDL project has seriously evaluated the problem of disseminating

information about TV viewing skills. Often educational and public information

materials do not reach the people who need them the most. Paper-based

materials usually have the greatest difficulty,, rarely reaching many special

populations such as inner-city poor families and rural poor families.

Two major reasons appear to cause the lack of success of many materials

development and distribution projects. First, materials developed for a

national' audience often fail address the particular needs of any audience

and thus have c distant and remote feeling. "They're great, but I don't

need them." Secondly, such projects very rarely have an organization or

network that reaches the grassroots nationally. These are both major,

critical barriers to successfully teaching elementary school students critical

TV viewing' skills.

SEDL has attempted to utilize several national education, parent, and

youth-serving organizations\ Many of the organizations have assisted in the

development of materials by identifying particular needs of their members.

Many organizations have also provided informative evaluations of thv. materials.

Now many of the organizations are assisting in the dissemination of informa-

tion. While each organization operates differently and has its own policies
*". 4' -

and priorities, they individually and collectively represent a communication

network that can reach literally millions of students and their parents and

teachers, and provide informational and educational services to children and

families who often are not reached by such services. Therefore, the SEDL

project has invested a great deal of time in collaborating with many organiza-

tions which directly work with students, parents and teachers.
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American Association of School Administrators

34

AASA, one of the oldest professional organizations; was formed in

1865. Its purposes are to serve the needs of education by providing

professional organization for administrators all over the world, to serve

as a communication link among administrators, to'provide leadership for

learning, and to provide liaison with the government.

AASA's 19,000 members include superintendents, principals, state

association leaders, state department heads, federal members, and college

personnel.

SEDL met with AASA representatives in December, 1977, February, and

September, 1979. At the February meeting with William G. Spady, Director,

National Center for the Improvement of Learning and Jerry Melton, Associate

Director of AASA, much interest was expressed. Field test copies of

student and teacher materials were shared with AASA staff and were well

received. SEDL was invited then to conduct a workshop at the 2nd Annual

AASA Convention focusing upon curriculum and instruction in Denver,

.Colorado, July 1, 1979. The topic, "Developing Critical Television View-

ing Skills in Children" was presented by SEDL staff.

The newsletter "TV Viewer" has kept AASA apprised of project progress.

SEDL has proposed to submit an article relating to television as a posi-

tive educational resource for the AASA publication, School Adm4nistrator.

The workshop planned for the AASA Convention in Anaheim, California on

February 15-18, 1980, was cancelled by SEDL in an attempt to reduce costs.

SEDL materials were disseminated by the other USOE contractors who were

presenting in the workshop.'

AASA served as a cosponsor for and sent representatives to the National

Workshop on Television and Youth in March, 1980.
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American Federation of Teachers (AFT)

AFT is an international union of 520,000 teachers, counsellors,

paraprofessionals, principals and other school employe; at all grade

levels. Its objects are to protect members economically and profession-

ally, to raise the standards of the profession by providing inservice

education and securing good working conditions, and to assure all chil-

dren educational opportunity which will enab:e them to fuiction economic-

ally, socially and politically.

SEDL staff met with Linda Chavez,.Editor, Tish Gorman, TV Editor, and

Pat Weiler, Teacher Center Director, in December, 1978, February, and

September, 1979. A one-page-rticle on all four contractors has appeared

in the fall, 1979 issue of American Educator. Ms. Weiler provided names

of teacher center directors and teachers whom she thought would be
4

interested in the project. She expressed great interest and wanted to

ensure teacher center involvement. Copies of field tst versions of stu-

dent and teacher materials were provided for AFT staff feedback. The

"TV Viewer" newsletter has kept AFT informed of the project's status.

o AFT served as a cosponsor and sent representatives to the National

Workshop on Television and Youth in March, 1980. Patrick Daly, AFT Vice

President, served as an excellent speaker at-the Workshop. A paper was

also submitted by AFT.

Boys' Clubs

Boys' Clubs of America, one of the nation's largest youth-serving

organizations, stresses the development of programs in health, youth

employment, leadership, and delinquency prevention. The 1,095 Boys'

Clubs reach out to their more than one million members, attempting to

provide a place where a professional, guidance-oriented staff will be

1
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available to offer diversified programs in social recreation, health,

education and leadership development. These programs are basically aimed

at the poor, inner-city, and sometimes delinquent youth of America.

Through our relationship with Boys' Clubs, the project will be able to

reach, a large segment of disadvantaged American youth that may be other-

,

wise missed.

Copies of SEDL materials have been shared with David Wynn, National

Program Director, and he has been apprised of the project through the

"TV Viewer" newsletter. David Wynn submitted a paper for the National

Workshop on Television and Youth entitled, "Television From the Perspective

- of a Youth-serving Organization." An article was submitted for the semi-

annual publication, "How to Do It," which is distributed to Executive

Directors and Unit Directors of each Member Club, Associate Club and

Provisional Club of Boys' Clubs of America, and to paid subscribers. The

article covers activities that are most applicable to members of the Boys'

Clubs and at the same time develop important skills in the area of critical

TV viewing. In addition, copy suggesting parenting activities for positive

TV viewing at home was also included. Publication is anticipated in

August, 1980.

Paula Leonard, editor of the Boys' Clubs publication, Keynote, requested

that an article be submitted to be published in the winter issue. The

article was to provide leader training ideas regarding important aspects

of TV that can be utilized by the Boys' Clubs: putting TV in perspective,

positive TV viewing at club and home, things clubs could try. The article*

provided was not used. However, a section entitled Cues and Reviews reviewed

the SEDL materials in the Summer, 1980 issue of Keynote.

The interest expressed by Boys' Clubs in realizing the need for criti-

cal TV viewing has been heartening. SEDL ideas were well received.
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Camp Fire Girls, Inc.

Camp Fire, one of the larger national organizations directly serving

youth, views their purpose to be one of providing, through a program of

informal education, opportunities for youth to realize their potential and to

function' effectively as caring, self-directed individuals responsible to

themselves and to others;,and, as an organization, to seek to improve those

conditions in society which affect youth.

Working with Camp Fire, Inc. has been exciting because of the potential

access they provide in terms of disseminating materials to over 300,000

children and their families across the country and because of our shared concern

about the efferts of television on children. Camp Fire leaders have told

us television has been one of their central concerns and they are extremely

excited about the project as a Mean§ of providing a means of attacking

this problem.

Copies of the critical television viewing skills materials, as well as

the newsletter, "TV Viewer," have been shared with Karen Bartz, Program

Director.

A section, "TV: Through New Eyes" has been written for inclusion in

the Camp Fire's Blue Bird Leader's Resource Book. This piece discusses the

need for children in the Blue Bird Group, ages 6-8, to be able to judge tele-

vision critically and to be aware of it as an educational resource. It

suggested activities to leaders that would be helpful in pursuing critical

television viewing skills with their .groups of children.

A request for further information was received and a 14 page article,

"Reflections on Television as a Camp :-ire Resource" was included in the
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September/November issue of their quarterly publication Camp Fire Leadership.

This publication, with a circulation of over 65,000, is distributed to

all Camp Fire Leaders. Thus, this article, focusing on distortion pre-

sented on television and suggesting how leaders can help correct these

distortions by working with children in their groups to become critical

television viewers, has.been,quite useful to leaders.-.

SEM. was invited to present two "ThinkShop" sessions at the biannual

Camp Fire Congress in Portland, Oregon, October 31-November 4, 1979. This

provided SEDL with the opportunity to share materials with the 320 councils,

represented and to present detailed projects aimed at developing critical

'television viewing skills in children that leaders can directly incorporate

into their present programs. The workshop received very favorable evalua-

tions.

Karen Bartz, Program Director, participated.in the National Workshop

on Television and youth as a facilitator.

Council of Better Business Bureaus--Children's Advertising Unit.

Field test copies of the student and teacher materials for the critical

television viewing skills project were forwarded to Ms. Shirley Mueller,

Director of Children's Advertising Review Unit for staff review. They have

also been kept apprised of the project's progress through our newsletter,

"TV Viewer", and have been extremely interested in the project.

Copies of our recent research, including two articles regarding the

effects of advertising upon children's occupational attitudes and aspirations,,

and an article published in the Journal of Communication focusing upon the

possibility that the'impact of television content upon children can be

modified by parents and parent surrogates have been forwarded at their request.

4i
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The project director and coordinator met in New York with Kathleen McGowan

and Patricia Matthews in January and June, 1979, regarding the work of the

Children's Advertising Review Unit and the SEDL project.

At Ms. Mueller's suggestion, copies of the student and teacher materials

were forwarded to Ms. Linda Paige, of the Association of National Advertisers,

for her review.

Kathleen McGowan prepared a position paper entitled, "What is Industry

Doing to Regulate its Child-Directed Advertising?" for the National Workshop

on Television and Youth. She also attended the sessions.

Family,Project of Greater Miami

The Family Project of Greater Miami is a joint endeavor of the YMCA

of Greater Miami, the Girl Scout Council of Tropical Florida, and the Big

Brothers/Big Sisters of Greater Miami supported by a major grant of the

W. K. Kellogg Foundation. Its purpose is to improve family life .in Dade

County.

A meeting was held April 22, 1980, with Jon Ireland, Director of

the YMCA and several representatives of the other organizations. Uses of

materials were discussed and samples were given them. All seemed interested

in using the materials in future workshops given by the project. They are

also interested in receiving Spanish translations.

4-H Extension Service

4-H is the youth education program of the Cooperative Extension Service,

which is conducted jointly by the United States Department of Agriculture, the

state land-grant universities, and county governments. The Cooperative Exten-

sion Service was established primarily to educate, to interpret, and to encour-

age the practical use of the knowledge that comes out of scientific research.

Its mission is to 'extend" this knowledge to the public.
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4-H today is still an agency for change. It stresses education fOr action

through organization and leadership by local citizens. 4-H programs are serving

towns, cities, and rural areas with information on agriculture, home economics,

community development, and related subjects. These programs are for all youth,

from all racial, cultural, economic, and social backgrounds. 4-H reaches over

5 million boys and girls through television, and through programs planned to

- meet specific needs of youth and the communities where they live. As one of the

largest youth-serving organizations that reaches a diversified population, 4-H

is clearly an asset in the dissemination of SEDL critical TV, viewing materials.

Copies of materials have been shared with Dr. Hope Daugherty, National Pro-

gram Leader, and Larry Krug, Director of Media and Information. Their initial

response was very positive. These contacts have also been kept up to date

through the newsletter, "TV Viewer."

Dr. Daugherty mentioned the project in.the July, 1979, issue of the SEA/

Extension 4-H Newsletter. Her article prompted queries from several 4-H Youth

Specialists throughout the country requesting copies of our, critical TV viewing

materials and expressing a need for more critical TV viewing.

SEDL staff met with Dr. Daugherty in September, 1979. Arrangements

were made to send a set of materials to each of the 50 state extension

directors. Materials were mailed in November, 1979.

For the National Workshop on Television and Youth, Dr. Daugherty pre-

pared a position paper on 4-H and Television and acted as a resource person

for the workshop.

Girls Clubs of America

Girls Clubs is a large organization with far-flung branches. Their member.;

ship is girls ages 5-12 from a wide variety of communities. The goal of the

Girls Club, to help each girl to feel good about herself, meshes well with our

4
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goal of teaching critical television viewing skills. Additionally, their mem-

bership includes urban children of various ethnic groups who are traditionally

difficult to reach with educational materials.

The Project Director -and Project Coordinator contacted Martha May Newsom,

Director of National Services for Girls Clubs, to ask for Girls Club assistance

in developing ideas for materials and developing a dissemination plan.

Ms. Newsom was interested in the critical television viewing skills project

and expressed interest especially in stories for ethnic minorities. One of the
...-

Clubs she offered to contact on our behalf, the Rapid City Girls Club, has a

proportionally high number of Indian members, and similarly, the Escondido Girls

Club has a proportionally high membership of Hispanic children. Therefore, the

Project Director proposed that stories be developed especially for Indian child-

ren, Hispanic children, and urban children.

Different, branches of Girls Clubs were contacted by Ms. Newsom, including

the Girls Clubs of Rapid City, Escondido, Seattle, and Delaware. It was pro-

posed that they should try SEDL core curriculum materials and additionally that

the Escondido Girls Club would be sent Jennifer Redbird stories. In

addition, SEDL offered to send urban children's stories about Tony, a child in

a single parent black family, to.all the Girls Clubs.

The tore materials were sent in June, 1979 and the individual Girls

Clubs' directors will be utilizing these materials. The Escondido Girls

Club and the Rapid City Girls Club have been eager to show the Jennifer

Redbird and Juana stories to their respective memberships, and all Girls

Clubs are interested in the Tony stories.

L



Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.

Girl Scouting in the Unified States is only part of a world-wide move-

ment with members in more than 90 nations. The Girl Scout program is built

on the foundation of such guiding principles as belief in God, service,

responsible leadership, high ideals of character, and appreciate of the

worth of all people. Girl Scout'ng operates on the principle that girls

grow, learn, and have fun by making decisions, doing, and discovering for

themselves. The program helps each girl develop to her fullest potential

through group experience. The world-wide popularity and high standards of

Girl Scouts are important reasons for utilizing them as a potential dissem-

inator of our critical TV, tiewing skills materials.

Copies of SEDL materials have been shared with Julie Gilligan, National

Training Director,:and she has been kept up to date on the project through

the "TV Viewer" newsletter.

Many ideas were discussed including revision of the literature badge to

include TV-related activities, and possible articles for the Girl Scout'

Leader magazine. Other long -range possibilities that appeared to be fruit-

ful included: the development of campfire activities and the development

of brief leader training materials.

GSUSA participated in the National Workshop on Television and Youth as

a cosponsor. In addition, a position paper entitled, "The Needs of Youth

in the Age of Television," was written by Julie Gilligan, who also served

as a resoulte person at tho Workshop.

Ms. Gilligan wrote an article on critical television viewing skills for

the Girl Scout Leader magazine which gave some information about the SEDL

project. Daisy, the members' magazine, reprinted "Suzie Makes the Menu" and

plans to reprint'other materials in future issues.

A workshop was given in March, 1980, for Girl Scout staff and leaders,

plus numerous other interested persons i .he New York area.
5J
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National Board df the YWCA .

The YWCA is a large national-organization with a membership of urban

women and girls of all ages. The YWCA is interested in encouraging criti-
,.

cal TV viewing skills, especially in the areas of racial stereotyping.

The Project Director and Project Coordinator contacted Ms. Harriet

Dockstaddr,-Teen Program Consultant, in December, 1978. Her assistant,

Maria Vizcarrando, expressed great interest in family materials, especially

those useful for single-parent families. She is also interested in mate-

rials for Hispanic children, urban children, and Black children, as these
00

groups constitute large proportions of the YWCA's membership. Additionally,

the YWCA is in need of staff development materials.

Since one of the approaches to teaching critical television viewing

skills is to train the staff of organizations to train others in critical

TV viewing, SEDL discussed furn ishing workshop staff training materials.

A workshop on the topic "What is,TV Telling Children?", was planned for the

Program Directors' Conference to beheld November 5, 1979, at French Lick,

Indiana, but was cancelled due to.lack of YWCA participant interest. SEDL

participation in a YWCA workshop in Elpaso was proposed. However, in an
- -

attempt to have a wide geograftical distribution, SEDL decided not to con-

duct a workshop there.
4.0

In June, after reviewing the core materials, Maria Vizcarrando con-
,

tacted the Project Coordinator to request that we send her children's stories

that would appeal especially to urban, Hispanic, Black, and single-parent .

children. Thereforecopies of Juaha and Tony stories were sent for com-

ments and suggestions:
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National Catholic Educational Association

The NCEA has been very supportive of the project. The project was

reviewed in their national publication, which resulted in requests for

information from many Catholic schools. A workshop was requested and pre-

sented at the NCEA National Convention April 9, 1980.

National and State PTAs

The National PTA, with membership in excess of 6.5 million, is a

volunteer organization devoted to promoting the welfare of children and

youth in the home, school, community and place of worship. PTA has a

unique ability to reachjyoung parents and has been very concerned and

active regarding television's effects on youth. For the past several

years, PTA has been deVeloping a critical TV,viewing skills curriculum.

Believing that the SEDL project would complement the National PTA's TV

efforts, SEDL has pursued a cooperative working relationship with the

National PTA.

In December,, 1978, the Project Director and Coordinator met with Grace

Baisinger, National President and Jean Dye, who are members of the Wational

PTA Commission on TV, to share ideas and offer assistance with their criti-

cal viewing skills project. In June, 1979, the Project Coordinator met

with these and other members of that Commission to discuss and share the

materials developed to date. The possibility of presenting a workshop at

PTA's national convention to be held June 15-18, 1980, was raised. The

National PTA did participate as a cosponsor in the national invitational

workshop held in Washington, D.C. in March, 1980. The national president,

Virginia Sparling, was one of the speakers. Jean ,Dye served as a

factlitator.
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Letters were sent to each state PTA president explaining the project

and materials. A sample "Suzie" story was enclosed and the ideas of

assistance in sharing materials, ideas and presenting workshops at their

state conventions were discussed. Each state president receives the "TV

Viewer" newsletter.

The National PTA Board of Managers was highly complimentary about

the SEDL materials reported Texas PTA President Hester Herbster after

attending the Board meeting in June, 1980.

The Texas PTA, an organization with a membership of over 696,000, has

responded enthusiastically to-the project. The Texas PTA established a TV

Advisory Committee to act as a liaison between the state PTA. and the SEDL

TV project. The members of the Committee, Brenda Drago and Claire Cunningham,

met with SEDL staff in January, 1979, to look over the materials and offer

suggestions. A Workshop given for Pecan Springs PTA was highly successful.

It was, in fact, filmed by CBS and shown on national television. Workshops

were presented also at the Texas PTA's Summer Seminar held July 16-17, and

at the State Convention in November, 1979. The Texas PTA has been very

excited about working with SEDL on a Critical Television Viewing Skills

program.

A workshop was given for the New Mexico PTA's state convention in

April,1980, and materials description/order forms were distributed at the

California State PTA Convention.

National Association'of Elementary School Principals

NAESP is a national organization with a membership of approximately

23,000 principals whose purposes' include facilitating positive educational

leadership, serving as the spokesman for elementary and middle school
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principals, enhancing the image of the elementary and middle school princi -.

pal as an educational leader and promoting greater recognition of the pro-
,

fessional skill and performance demanded by the position. NAESP serves as

an agency for the collection and dissemination of information pertinent to

the elementary and middle school principalship and promotion of the princi-

ples of equal rights, the elimination of prejudice, bigotry and discrimination.

SEDL staff met with Winston Turner, Director of Professional Activities,

Paul Houts, Editor, and Kris Amundson regarding the critical TV viewing

"skills project on December 19, 1978, and again for an update ir. February

and September, 1979, in Washington, D.C. Mr. Turner provided names of prin-

cipals interested in assisting in field testing of materials. Field test

materials were shared with'Mr. Turner, who in turn shared them with other'

staff. The "TV Viewer" newsletter has kept NAESP up to date on the project.

In answer to a request from NAESP, SEDL presented a workshop at the

NAESP Conventinn in Miami Beach April 19 -24. The workshop addressed edu-

cators concerning development of critical TV viewing skills.

NAESP participated in the National Workshop on Television and Youth as

. a cosponsor.

National Council of Family Relations

The National Council of Family Relations is an interprofessional

organizations of 5,300 members promoting the advancement of marriage and

family through consultation. The Council has provided contacts to

many professionals and the multitude of agencies and institutions they

represent which are concerned with and actively involved in issues of

family life.

Ruth H. Jewson, Executive Director of the National Council of Family

Relations and editor of their newsletter, provided information about the

project in their Fall, 1979 issue.
43
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National Education Association (NEA)

NEA has over 1.7 million members made up of teachers and administrators

from all over the nation. The NEA works on behalf of teachers and children

or the betterment of education in public schools. The members of NEA

strongly support collective bargaining for teachers, support civil rights

and, teacher's rights. They are also actively working to get funding for

public schools.

NEA works primarily for education and for the teachers. They are cur-

rently implementing labor laiireform, a national health insurance program,

and a national'teacher retirement program. NEA is supportive of funding of

programs for the handicapped, for bilingual education, and for the develop-

ment of teacher centers.

In December, 1978, the Project Director and Coordinator met with Lois

Karasik, Professional Associate, Instruction and Professional Development,

Dr. John Sullivan, Director of Professional Development, and Karen Klass,

Communications Specialist, to inform them of the project and to solicit NEA

input into development of materials. The Coordinator met again with Karen

Klass in February and September, 1979, Copies offield test versions of

student and teacher'materials were shared with Ms. Klass. Draft versions

of the materials were received enthusiastically.

NEA was invited to participate as a cosponsor of the National Workshop

on Television and Youth but declined. KaNn Klass served as a resource

person,'however.

National School Boards Association (NSBA1,

NSBA is a nonprofit organization of 1,E0 school boi.rd affiliates in

the United States, representing 95,000 schools that compose 97% of the pop-

ulation of children in elementary and secondary public schools. Active



members include 49 state school boards, plus Hawaii, Washington, D.C., and .

the Virgin Islands.

)
NSBA promotes quality education through state and local school boards

and through liaison represents, he interests of local school boards. Pro-

grams for the betterment of school boards and management services are pro-

*ifided by NSBA.

Meetings with NSBA Executive Director, Tom Shannon, and Assistant

Executive Director Lee VanBremen were held in Washington, D.C., in December

1978 and February 1979. Froth these conversations, NSBA decided to establish

a Task Force focusing upon "What Should Children be Taught About Critical TV

Viewing?" Technical and information services were provided to the Task

O

Force by .SEDL.

Field test copies of student and teacher materials for the project were

forwarded, to Dr. Shannon, with a request that they be shared with other

staff members for collective feedback. The "TV Viewer" newsletter has kept

NSBA apprised of the project's progress.

In September 1979, SEDL gave a presentation to Task Force members.

Subsequently, the Task Force developed recommendations that critical tele-

vision viewing skills be taught in public schools.

Parents Without Partners, International, Inc.

Parents Without Partners has expressed much interest in the project.

4 workshop was given for the national convention in Dallas July 11. PWP

printed the materials description/order form for general distribution at

the convention. The organization's magazine, The Single Parent, will carry

an article on critical television viewing skills in the September 1980 issue.
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Founded in 1971, the Learning Exchange is a locally supported, independent

teacher center located in Lnias Cit', Missouri to provide teachers with

curriculum ideas and innovative teaching methods. Staff is available on

a consultant basis to teachers, parents, and students.

The Learning Exchange actively works with school advisory councils and

parent advisory councils to enable both kinds of groups to work more

cooperaively.and effectively. Workshops, as well as counseling on college

courses, are provided for teachers.

The Project Coordinator met with Director Gail Johnson Taylor in

. January 1979 regarding the critical TV viewing skills project. Ms.

Taylor was extremely interested and provided the names of teachersrin

the Kansas City area whom she thought would be interested in the materials.

Field test copies of the student and teacher materials were provided

for Ms. Taylor and her staff to review. Samples were also placed in the

TV Center for teacher reaction.

The "TV Viewer" has kept the Learning Exchange apprised of the project's

progress.

United Neighborhood Centers of America (formerly National Federation of

Settlements of Neighborhood Centers)

The United Neighborhood Centers of America is ,a large and established

organization focusing on urban neighborhood and family activities. They

offer.an important opportunity to reach inner-city neighborhoods and

children.

In December 1978, the Project Director and Coordinator contacted Shirley

Frankel, Director of Field Services, about reviewing and using the materials

in various branches. At that time Ms. Frankel was enthusiastic and agreed

/77
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to contact other large urban settlement bi44nches about our project. She

was-especially interested in children's materials for family use in general.

Consequently, the Tony stories were proposed in addition to the core curricu-

lum materials.

However, in June 1979, the National. Federation of Settlements and

Neighborhood Centers was reorganized and retitled the United Neighborhood

Centers of America. Ms. Frankel left the organization. The new director,

Walter Smart, was contacted regarding the project but apparently had no

interest in the project.

YOung Men't*Christian Association*(YMCA)

The,YMCA'is an international organization dedicated to the purpose of

7-

developing Christian personality and building a Christian society. With

over 10 million participating men and women, YMCA in the United States works

to repffirm.and demonstrate this commitment through values-oriented pro-

grams, activities and services. The organization provides leadership and values

education to help individuals and groups eiamine.and apply their own values

in today's pluralistic-society. YMCA provides leadership towards achievement

of universal human rights, with emphasis on elimination of personal and

institutional racism. It provides motivation and opportunity for achievement

of physical and mental health and works towards improving the quality of

family relationships and strengthening the development of family members.

The Project Coordinator met' with Charles Kujawa and Charlotte Himber in

New York on June 11, 1979. This meeting proved to be extremely helpful in

that Mr. 'Wawa indicated he would discuss with the National Family Life

Management Team of the National Board possibilities of being involved in the

project. He also said he would explore the idea of workshops for the YMCA

Program Directors Conference and for the National Longhouse Conference in

53
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Detroit, April 25-27, with a possible staff seminar prior to the convention.

Finally, Mr. Kujawa agreed to talk with several YMCAs in various parts of the

country, such as Miami, Dallas, Los Angeles,-and San Antonio, to determine

interest in the project.

Copies of field test materials were shared with YMCA staff: ,Mr. Kujawa

and Mrs. Himber respdnded favorably. They suggested story settings for urban

and minority children also.

Contact through Mr. Kujawa resulted in a response from the Family

Project of Greater Miami, a consortium of YMCA, Girl Scouts and Big

Brothers/Big Sisters. A meeting was held in April, 1980 in which their

usage of'materials was discussed.

A
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PRODUCTS

The following pages include an itemization of materials produced

by the Critical Telvision Viewing Skills Project, Elementary School

Level. Descriptions of materials, including printer's specifications,

critical television viewing skills concepts, objectives and rationale

are given.

While production of materials was prolific, printing of all stories

was not financially feasible. Therefore some materials remain in draft

form.The curriculum materials were designed to be colorful, eye-catching,

and fun, as well as informative. Materials for teachers were conceived

to help them teach the subjects they already have to teach, rather than

giving them another subject to teach. It was SEDL's,cottention that

critical television viewing skills should be integrated into the regular

curriculum. Student materials were designed to capture the imagination

of young children and the adults wh'd' work with them. The family materials

were designed to help parents think about television and to help teach

their children without making them feel guilty about watching television

and insecure in their parental roles. The materials were made for use

by the entire family.

5 6
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THE FROG FABLES

"SEE-MORE FINDS A FRIEND"

The objectit.es are to help young children have a more realistic view

of TV, to create an awareness of TV as a potential way to see more of the

world, to stimulate curiosity about TV, and to increase general knowledge of

. TV.

Synopsis. See-More, a curious green frog, leaves home to see more of

the world and learns about TV. See-More meets a fish, appropriately named

Tuner-Fish, who is addicted to TV watching. Seeing TV for the first time,

the curious frog questions how the pictures get into the box. See-More

decides to leave the pond to learn more about TV before watching further.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Making Judicious Use of
Viewing Time

Discusses "play time" vs. "TV time"
for Tuner-Fish and suggests planned
viewing.

Recognizing and Appreciating See-More's view of TV as a rindow on.
Differing Views the world is explored. The story

presents Offering views and uses of
television`by Tuner-Fish, Ali the
cat, and the' TV technicians.

Research Basis. Studies indicate that children take television and its

programming for granted as part of their everyday lives. Thus; they tend not

to questicins programming origins. Research also indicates that both parents

and children frequently misjudge the amount of time spent viewing TV.

Rationale. See-More's curious character is designed to re-awaken

children to the wonder of television and the world around them. By contrasting

See-Mote's desire to "find out where TV comes from" with Tuner's passive

acceptance of programming, children 's curiosity is stimul ated.
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"SEE-MORE FINDS OUT THE FACTS"

Th'e objectives are to familiarize students with the process of

making TV programs and commercials and to create an awareness that TV program-

ming is planned and produced rather than being real life.

Synopsis. See-More Frog engages in several adventures and misadventures

in the big city while attempting to find out about TV. The curious frog

visits a TV studio, discovering where and how TV programs and commercials are

made. See-More learns about the equipment and people involved in producing a

TV program and discovers that TV programs and commercials rely upon planned

scripts.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Distinguishing Program
Elements

Understanding Psychological
Implications of Advertising

Distinguishing Fact From
Fantasy.

Understanding Style of
. Dramatic Presentations, game shows.

Public Affairs, News, and
Other Programming

Understanding the Relation See-More_learns about scripts and
Between TV Programming and writers and their purpose.
the Printed Word

Research Basis. Studies indicate that very young children generally are

unaware of "how people get in the TV." At later ages, children remain

unfamiliar with sets, scripts, writers, cameras, actors, and commercials.

This story supplies basic information on TV production.

Rationale. The character of See-More as a curious frog who braves danger

in city to find out about TV is further developed in an adventure format

to etain children's interest. The visit to a TV studio is a vehicle to

explain basic production facts in an entertaining way.

See-More finds out how a TV program
is produced.

See-More finds out the purpose of
commercials and how they are made.

See-More learns about acting.

See-More learns 8.,,Jt audiences and
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"TUNER'S TUNE-IN GUIDE"

The objectives are to increase students' awareness and knowledge

of TV program formats, and to suggest the value of planning and using TV

viewing time wisely.

Synopsis. Deciding to explore the possibilities of TV viewing, See-More

discovers different kinds of TV shows in the TV program listings. See-More

relates what he has learned to Tuner and points out the value of planned,

selective TV watching. Tuner-Fish begins to realize the value of planning

his TV time.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Making Judicious Use of
Viewing Time

Distinguishing Fact From
Fantas

Understand Content of
Dramatic Presentations,
Public Affairs, News, an
Other Programming

See-More alerts Tuner to the variety
of viewing Possibilities and the
value of planned viewing.

Tuner learns the differences between
documentary and fiction, news, and
westerns, etc.

Tuner learns the difference in con-
tent of different shows.

Understanding Style of Tuner learns about different shows
Dramatic Presentations, and their styles of presentation.
Public Affairs, News, and
Other Programming

Research Basis. According to several studies, children generally tend to

watch only a few types of shows in an unplanned manner.

Rationale. See-Vore's excitement and desire to share what he has learned

with Tuner :s the vehicle to teach children about different types of shows.

Planning viewing time is stated as advantageous so that children may watch

different types of shows as well as time to play. In this way, the message is

put in nonmoralizing terms. It was agreed that it was not in the best interest

of the project's goals to condemn television viewing. Instead, children are

encouraged to be selective viewers and plan their viewing time.

5J
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"WHO PAYS FOR TV?"

The objectives are to increase students' knowledge about economics

of the TV. industry, and to increase knowledge about the purpose of commercials-

Synopsis. See-More begins to wonder who pays for TV and sets off to

find out. On his way to the studio, he'meets Ali Cat, who tags along to the

TV studios-where a cat-food commercial is being taped. While watching the

commercials being taped; See-More finds out who pays for TV and returns to

tell Tuner-Fish all about it.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented:

Distinguishing Prbgram
Elements

Understanding ,Psychological
Implications of Advertising'

.

See-More learns about TV as a
*business.

See-More learns the reason for commer-
cials and what theytry to accomplish.-

Research Basis'. Children.are unaware of the economics of television

programming, and cannot distinguish well between programs and commercials.

Rationale. The curiosity of See-More and the fun of his adventures

offers an entertaining format for presenting basic facts about television

as an industry.

CI)
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"SEE-MORE AND TUNER THINK AS THEY WATCH"

The objectives are to model critical TV viewing; to increase

awareness of TV elements, and to encourage evaluation and discussion of

what is viewed.

Synopsis.'. Together See-More and Tuner choose a TV show to watch that

neither has.seen. A's the drama unfolds, See-More and Tuner discuss points

of interest and confusion, and See-More makes evaluative comments on the

characters' actions..

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented:

Distinguishing Program
Elements

See-More points out the effects of
music, color,-and tempo of the story
to Tuner.

Making Judicious Use of See-More and Tuner choose and plan
Viewing Time which show to watch, and also plan

time for other activities.

Understanding Psychological
Implications of Advertising

Distinguishing Fact From
Fantasy

Understanding the Content
of Dramatic Presentations,
Public Affairs, News, and
Other Programming

Understanding the Style of
Dramatic Presentations,
Public Affairs, News, and
Other Programming

Research Basis. Research indicates

See-More and Tuner discuss a

commercial.

See-More points out the consequences
of a character's actions which are
not shown on TV.

See-More and Tuner discuss development
of the plot and storyline.

See-More and Tuner notice dramatic
style.

that young children have difficulty

in following a storyline, as well as distinguishing realistic portrayals from

unrealistic TV portrayals.

Rationale. The purpose of the story is to model all that has been

learned about applying critical viewing skills. See-More is portrayed as

evaluating what he watches, and by his questions and comments, also encourages

Er,Tuner to evaluate.
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THE SUZIE STORIES

"SUZIE'S BROKEN iV"

The objectives are to increase students' awareness of alternative

activities toTV viewing, to encourage judicious use of TV viewing time,

and to model possible favorable outcome of turning off the TV.

Synopsis. Suzie and her family are forced to find, other pastimes

white their TV set is in the repair shop. Suzie rediscovers bike riding,

tree climbing and visitipg.with her neighbors. The family rediscovers

taking walks, going to movies, reading, and after-dinner games. When the

TV set is repaired, Suzie and her family decide to continue their new
,1

activities and to be more selective in their 7V viewing.

Critical TV ViewinOkills Presented.

Making Judicious Use of
Viewing Time

Distinguish Fact From
Fantasy

Suzie and her family rediscover
family activities and other
alternatives to IV viewing.

Suzie contrasts what Wonder Woman
can do vs. what she can; what the
Waltons do after dinner with what
her family does.

Research Basis. In general, children and families-do not realize how

much of their time is taken up by routine TV watching and how many family-

oriented or social activities-they have given up.

Rationale. The purpose of this and other SUZIE STORIES is to model

changing of viewing habits. The idea of spending family time together in

ways other than watching TV is presented in an attractive light. Research

indicates that families tend to become heavy TV viewers through lack of

awareness. Ihcreasing awareness may lead to more selective viewing habits.

6r)
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"SLOE MAKES THE MENU"

The objectives are to increase students' awareness of psychological

implications of advertising, to increase awareness of non-nutritional food

commercials directed toward children, and to model critical evaluation of

commercials.

Synopsis: Suzie plans a day's meals for-1er family, choosing from food

commercials she sees on TV. She becomes overwhelmed by the commercials and

it isn't until the TV is turned off that she realizes that, her menu, made

up of foods from TV commercials, is not nutritionally balanced. With her

mother's guidance, shedecides to make her own menu after all:

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented:

Understanding Psychological TV commercials influence Suzie when
Implications of Advertising she is hungry; attractive style of

.commercials is compared with other
announcements.

Recognizing Suzie learns the difference between,
Differing Views commercials and public service

announcements.

Understanding Content and Commercials vs. public service
Style of Dramatic Presenta- announcements.
tions, Public Affairs, News,
and-Other Programming

Research Basis: Studies on children and TV advertising indicate:

a) children respond most to food commercials when they are hungry;

b) children most often request products portrayed as "fun" in

commercials;

c) children younger than the age of roughly seven or eightcc.nnot

distinguish between commercials and programs and do not recognize

the purpose of commercials.

'11111111111NMEw



Rationale: Children can identify with Suzie, who is an average child

'overwhelmed by TV commercials. Portraying the results of commercials'

influence on Suzie in a humorous way points out the possible outcome of

choosing foods only by commercial. Commercial intent is also contrasted

with public service announcement intent. The. value. of "thinking for

yourself" is stressed.
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"FAMOUS SUZIE"

The objectives are to increase students' knowledge of TV news and

its dependence on other media, to suggest ways of checking TV news accuracy,

and to model critical viewing.,

' Synopsis. Suzie is interviewed for a TV news show when she wins a poster

contest. During the news broadcast, she discovers that TV interviews and

filming are planned, but that they are affected by'unplanned occurrences such

as. fires. She is annoyed that her interview is cut short. In discussion

with her parents, Suzie learns about editing and other aspects of TV news

production.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Distinguishing
E) ements

Distinguishing
Fantasy

Program

Fact From

112921lizinanceci"
Differing Views

Understanding the Content
of Dramatic Presentations,
Public Affairs, News, and
Other Programming

Understanding Style of
Dramatic Presentations,
Public Affairs, News,
and Other Programming

Understanding the Relation
Between TV Programming
and the Printed Word

TV news' emphasis on visual stories
and reliance on videotape.

Suzie protests the staging of her
interview and its portrayal on TV
news as "what really happened."

Suzie learns about the varying impor-
tance of TV news stories to different
viewers.

Suzie notes news symbols for "economy,"
!'peace talks," strikes, etc.

Suzie learns about style of TV news
presentations. She recognizes her
own interest in visually exciting
stories, such as the fire.

The dependence of TV news on print
and the ability to cross-check TV
news with the newspaper are discussed.

Research Basis. Children's lack of interest in the news and their inattention

'to it is frequently commented upon in research literature. Also, children are

generally unaware of industry and time constraints on news reporting and concepts

6J-
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such as editing.

Rationale. Most children would become very excited if they were interviewed

by a TV reporter. They would watch the TV news see themselves. Suzie's

vague comprehension of TV news content and her chagrin that her story is cut

short offers the vehicle by which to transmit much information about TV news

production and its tendency to expend much broadcast time on stories which are
I

easy to present visually. Children can identity with Suzie, and her asking

questions provides children with a model of critical TV viewing./

C
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"REALLY SUZIE"

The objectives are to explain unrealistic portrayals of women and

children on'TV commercials, to make clear the purposes of TV advertising,

and to model critical TV viewing and eva;uation..

Synopsis. Suzie notices one day that her mom doesn't dress or talk like

the mothers portrayed on TV commercials. She thinks about these differences

and discusses them with her mother and her friends. Finally, Suzie begins to

understand why TV portrayals are not always like "real people."

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Distinguishing Program
Elements

Suzie learns about sets, costuming,
and acting.

Distinguishing Fact From Suzie notices the difference between
Fultasy TV portrayals of character vs.

people she knows;

.Understanding Psychological Suzie learns the purpose of commercials
Implications of Advertising and why characters are presented as

they are on TV.

Research Basis. Studies have indicated that children tend to see TV

portrayals as realistic and normative. They confuse TV depictions with reality.

Additionally, children do not understand the intent of commercials nor do they

understand clearly the concept of performers pretending to be something they are

not.

Rationale. Suzie's confusion about what is real and what is not alloWs

children to identify with her. The basis for. TV characters' portrayals is

explained to her by her mother. Suzie models a questioning approach to what

is viewed. Her mother's explanation clarifies a critical approach to television

viewing.
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"SUZIE'S HISTORY,LESSON"

The objectives are to model critical viewing, to model use of TV

as an educational resource, and to increase knowledge of cartoons and tele-

vision economics.

Synopsis. While watching an old cartoon on television, Suzie asks her

about the costuming, dramatic gestures and topical references which she does

not understand. Suzie's mother explains the historical context of the car- I

toon and why modern cartoons are not as topical. This leads to an explanation

of the economics of cartooning and the sale of American cartoons to other

countries. A discussion of the changing style of cartoons is included.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented. 1

Distinguishing Program Suzie learns the elements of cartoon- I
Elements ing.

Distinguishing_Fact From Suzie picks out references to the
Fantasy real world in a cartoon.

Recognizing and Appreciation Suzie learns and considers the view-
DifferingViews 'point of people in other countries

viewing 'thee cartoons.

Understanding The Style of
Dramatic Presentations,
Public Affairs, News,
and Other Programming

Understanding Relation Suzie learns that topical references
Between TV Programming, in cartoons can be explained by
and the Printed Word reference to printed materials.

Research Basis. Studies indicate that many children, even at fourth grade

level, do not understand how cartoons are made, although cartoons remain their

favorite TV programs. Also, children are generally unaware of dramati tech-

niques and TV industry business practices. Thirdly, research indicates that

television can be a useful socialization resource for parents and that .arental

mediation increases learning as well as the positive influence of TV on children.

Suzie learns about dramatic gestures
and symbols for communication.
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Rationale. The use of cartoons as a subject for discussions between

Suzie and her mother is based upon the fact that although children are heavy

viewers of-cartoon, parents generally do not consider cartoons to be worth-

While as an educational resource. .Suzie's lack of understanding and subse-

quent questions are the stimulus for her mother's modeling of a parental

mediation and intervention technique. Clearer understanding of the cartoon-.

ing format will enable children to .benefit more frOm their viewing time.
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"SUZIE LOOKS AT JOBS."

The objectives are to model critical TV viewing, to increase aware-

ess of TV's distortion of reality, to encourage evaluation of what is viewed,

to suggest alternative sources of information about occupations, and to inform

children of TV dependence on scripts and writers.

Synopsis. While watching a TV show about a lawyer, Suzie asks what

lawyers really do. She is disillusioned by her mother's explanation. She

continues to question what she sees on TV about occupations, and finally decides

that perhaps TV is not always the best place to learn about jobs.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Distinguishing Program Suzie learns about the need for.
Elements "excitement" in dramatic shows.

Distinguishing Fact From
Fantasy

Understanding the Content
of Dramatic Presentations,
Public Affairs, News, and
Other Programming

Understanding the, Style of
Dramatic Presentations,
Public Affairs, News, and
Other Programming

Understanding Relation
Between TV Programming
and the Printed Wo.d

Suzie learns that occupations and the
people in them are often distorted by
TV.

Suzie learns that excitement rather
than factital representation makes
a better story.

Suzie learns why certain occupations
meet the need for action in dramatic
presentations.

Suzie learns about scripts; also, that
books are_an alternate source of
information.

Research Basis. Studies of children's occupational knowledge indicate

that they feel they know most about jobs portrayed on TV. They believe this

knowledge, although often distorted, to be accurate. Only six out of ten

people on TV shows can be identified by occupation. This gives children a false

view of the work world. Research indicates also that adult commentary and explan-

ation of these inaccuracies is effective in lessening children's belief in the

reality of TV portrayals of occupations.
R-
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Rationale. Suzie models critical evaluation of what she sees on TV.

Later, her careful attebtion to content brings out research findings on TV

distortions. Her questions as to why TV distorts some occupations leads

to an explanation of dramatic requirements. Also the dependency of TV pro-

grams on scripts written by people with their own opinions is discussed.

The explanation that TV programming reflects reality and people's opinions

with varying degrees of accuracy is meant to encourage an evaluative approach.

TV sex-role sterotyping is also touched upon. Suzie is reassured that she

can aspire to careers that TV portrays as male-dominated.
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"SUZIE'S SALESMAN MAKES A SALE"

The objectives are to present the idea of asking questions about

advertising presentations, to encourage a critical approach to TV commercials,

and to increase knowledge of advertising techniques.

Synopsis. Suzie continues to question her father about sales techniques,

recapitulating what she has already learned. Dad explains why sales

exaggeration is bad for siness and cites Suzie's past disappointment with

a heavily advertised TV toy. He echoes a toy manufacturer's recent explana

tion of how the cost of TV advertising can adversely affect the quality of

the toy, and teaches Suzie that she should be a critical viewer of commercials.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Distinguishing Program
Elements

Understanding Psychological
Implications of Advertising

Recognizing and Appreciating
Differing Points of View

Suzie learns about special effects
and how they can make things seem
"real."

Suzie learns to question advertisin
claims.

Suzie learns that most advertisers
tell only the good things about
their product.

Research Basis. Studies on children and advertising indicate a basic

lack of knowledge about television commercials and sales techniques in

children until disillusionment b&sed upon a disappointing purchase occurs,

resulting in skepticism of all commercials by older children.

Rationale. Use of concrete examples to explain TV commercials and to

illustrate concepts in this story makes abstract elements of salesmanship

comprehensible to children. As ih other stories, critical viewing is

modelled.

g .
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THE SPECIAL AUDIENCE SERIES

One of the project's goals is to reach children of various ethnic and

socio-economic backgrounds. Because these students are traditionally

difficult to reach, youth serving organizations have been contacted and',

asked for information as to the types of stories which would be effective

with their members.

Based on their responses and SEDL staff evaluation, stories were written -

to reflect different parenting styles, different family structures and

activities, and differing-ethnic and socio economic backgrounds. One

specific suggestion came from a Girls Club in Rapid City, South Dakota whose

membership is predominantly girls of American Indian extraction. A series

of stories were written about a young Indian girl, Jennifer Redbird, and a

young cowboy, Jason Cash. The JENNIFER REDBIRD STORY presents an Indian

child who does not question the portrayal of Indians she sees on television

until confronted by a young "cowboy" whose ideas of Indians are as stereotyped

as those on TV. Jennifer's 'lame and the Indian customs mentioned were

thoroughly researched. Although the series is written from a particular

ethnic viewpoint, all children will learn about racial stereotypes. They will

learn that most people are more alike than different.

Another series was created featuring an Hispanic family. Although the

stories are similar in theme to the SUZIE STORIES, the Gomez family is

distinctly different from Suzie's. By presenting different parenting styles

and family activities, the JUANA STORIES make it possible for children of

differing backgrounds to identify with the characters of the story. In this

way, children who perhaps cannot relate well to Suzie can still learn critical

viewing skills from other stories. These stories have been translated in

Spanish.

I LI

/
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The TONY SERIES is about a black youngster who lives alone with his

mother in a city apartment. Single-parent families, according to statistics,

are increasing. So, some children, whether black, Hispanic, Anglo, or

Indian will be able to relate to the situations depicted in this series.

The problem of family control of viewing habits and adjustment to new rules

and the stereotyping of racial types and occupational roles on TV is a

ctimmon one to all families as reported in research literature.

The TONY SERIES, although written to appeal to inner-city groups, reflects

a positive view of city life as well as positive aspects of living with a

single parent. As with the SUZIE STORIES, characters in the SPECIAL AUDIENCE

SERIES serve as models for critical viewing as well as for acceptable

behavior. Although some consultants have suggested that "street talk" and

"street" themes be used in the inner-city stories, the SEDL staff felt that

use of such in the storylines would not enhance the goals of this project.

I
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. "TONY LOOKS AT JOBS"

The objectives are to increase students' awareness of TV distor-

tions, to encourage comparison of TV portrayals with reality, and to model

critical TV viewing and parental mediation.

Synopsis. Tony, while watching TV with his mother, asks if most people

are doctors and lawyers, since those are the most obvious occupations on TV

programs. Tony's mother replies that there are far more people working in

factory and office jobs, like-herself, than there are in these professions.

She explains that she knows this is a fact, not only from reading statistics

in the paper and on the TV news, but also from experience. Tony's mother

also points out that perhaps TV script writers don't know much about trade

and clerical work, and that is why it is not presented accurately on TV

programs. Some-discussion is included of sex role stereotyping and women

in blue-collar work.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Distinguishing Fact From
Fantasy.

Recognizing and Appreciating
-Differing Points of View

Understanding the Content
of Dramatic Presentations,
Public Affairs, News, and
Other Programming

Understanding Relationship
Between TV Programming.
and the Printed Word

Tony contrasts TV portrayals of
occupations with reality.

Tony sees TV's portrayals of
"important" jobs vs. his mother's
views and his own.

Tony notices characters' occupations
in programs; Tony listens to the
news and its content is explained.

Tony learns he can read the same
news stories in the paper that he
sees-on TV.

Research Basis. Studies indicate that children gain much of their

occupational knowledge from TV portrayals.

that only six out

Yet, content analysis shows

of ten characters on TV can be identified as having any
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occupation. In addition, research findings show that the TV world is one

in which the professions are the major occupations; that blue collar work

is portrayed in a negative, comic, and stereotyped way; and that women's

occupations are distorted. ,

Rationale. Since updated statistics show that nearly half the working

population is in_a blue-collar occupation, many children are seeing distorted.

portrayals of occupations on TV. They may falsely assume that most people

are professionals. In addition, their own parents''occupation may be pre-

sented in a negative way. Tony'questiOns th validity of TV's portrayal

of the working world. This serves as a vehicle for his mother to tell him

the conflicting facts about the world of work, to express pride in her own

job, and to present some positive aspects of jobs which are often portrayed

negatively on television.
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"TONY LOOKS AT LIVING IN THE COUNTRY"

The objectives are to increase awareness of TV distortions, to

encourage comparison of TV portrayals with reality, and to model critical

TV :dewing and parental mediation.

Synopsis. While watching his favorite family TV show with his mother,

Tony asks why they can't live in the country. Tony's mother explains that

she has lived on .a fart and that the TV portrayal does not accurately reflect

the negative aspects. She points out to Toiy that there are many good things

about their life in a big'Ciiy that are not seen on TV. Finally, Tony's

mother suggests that they visit Tony's uncle on the farm sometime so that

he can find the truth for himself.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Distinguishing Fact From Tony contrasts TV's portrayal of
Fantasy country life as "all fun" with

mother's experiences and clarification.

Recognizing and Appreciating Tony sees that there are good and
Differing Views bad things about wherever one lives.

Understanding Content of Tony sees hidden messages in TV
Dramatic Presentations, program content.
Public Affairs, News, and
Other Programming

ResearthBASJS: COntent analysis of recent TV programming reveals a

bias towards rural living as wholesome and "best" versus inner-city living

as dangerous and "bad." Children generally do not recognize or challenge

TV's subtler messages reflecting value judgements or distortions.

Rationale. Because children do not critically examine the many messages

of TV programming, they tend to believe TV programs are realistic and normative.

Children rarely question TV's portrayal of reality. To a city child who has

never lived in the country, TV romanticism about country life is often very

persuasive. By modelling discussion with his mother, who knows both sides

of living in the country, Tony begins to see more than one facet of the

question of the "best" place to live.
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. "TONY LOOKS AT FAMILIES"

The objectives are to model critical TV viewing, to encourage

critical evaluation of TV content, and to increase awareness of TV

distortions.

Synopsis. While watching TV, Tony wonders why he doesn't see families

like his own. He asks, an adult neighbor who cares for him after school what

a "housekeeper" is, and why his mother doesn't have a housekeeper. In

additiOn, Tony questions why there are not families like his. Finally, Tony
...-

realizes that it is not the size of the family that is important or how much

money a family has. Rather, how they feel about each other is the important

factor that makes a family.

Critical TV Viewing SKills Presented.

Distinguishing Fact From Tony questions TV's portrayal of
Fantasy, big families and of single-parent

families.

Recognizing and Appreciating Tony sees TV's portrayal of what is
Differing Points of View desirable as to family structure

and behavior contrasted with his
own family.

Understanding Content of
Dramatic Presentations,
Public Affairs, News,__
and Other Programming

Understanding Relation
Between TV Programming
and the Printed Word

Tony "..nrns to see hidden messages
in TV ccntent.

Tony learns about scripts.

Researcb Basis. Content analysis of current TV programming reveals a

general tendency to emphasize middle-class two-parent families. There are

only a few portrayals of single-parent families.

Rationale. Despite statistics showing a growing number of single-parent

families, the majority of television programs about families concern a large,
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intact, middle -class family. Since children sometimes feel that TV

portrayals picture the way one should live or behave, they may not feel

positively about their own families. Thus, they have difficulty identifying

with favored TV characters and justifying their own situation. Through

discussion with his mother, Tony learns that every family does not have to

be like the families on television. The story models the evaluating of the

reality of TV portrayals and the expression of family values as superior

to TV values.
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"JUANA ON TV"

The objectives are to increase students' awareness of alterna-

tives to TV viewing, to encourage judicious use of TV viewing time, and

to model family control of TV viewing.

Synopsis.' Juana's mother, Mrs, Gomez, institutes new family rules

eliminating unplanned afternoon TV viewing because it is interfering with

family activities. Juana and Rudy rediscover previous activities. Mrs.

Gomez begins gardening again, and Mr. Gomez takes up an old hobby. By the

end of the summer, the family has new activities and revitalizes old inter-

ests. They resolve to be selective and not to be dominated by unplanned

TV viewing habits again.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Making Judicious Use of
Viewing Time

Juana and her family rediscover
activities they had forgotten
when new TV viewing rules were
instituted.

Research Basis. Families report that their TV viewing has increased

drastically for reasons such as severe winter weather, and that this pat-

tern has continued when the reason no longer existed. Other families in

experimental studies report positive experience's resulting from limiting

TV viewing.

Rationale. 'Since one of the project's goals is to reach various

ethnic groups, this series, featuring an Hispanic family, was created.

Although the story is similar in theme to Suzie stories, the Gomez hmily

is distinctly different in lifestyle and ethnic traditions. from Suzie's.

It was felt that presenting differing parenting styles and family activi-

ties will make it possible for children of differing backgrounds to

identify with the characters of the story. The problem of family control

of viewing habits and adjustment to new rules is a common one as reported

in reasearch literature.

so
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"JUANA CAMPAIGNS FOR ANSWERS" .

The objectives are to increase students' awareness and knowledge

about paid political announcements, to encourage critical viewing of TV

political campaign presentations, and to model parental mediation. /

Synopsis. While watching TV, Mr. Gomez groans when a paid political

announcement comes on. Juana and Rudy want to know why he lisi:ened intently

to one campaign ad and not to the other. This leads Mr. Gomez to explain.

He relates how he decides which candidate to vote for, and how he listens

to both sides of a question: then he explains that he does not want to

listen to any more announcements. The family deciders that, since they've

heard all sides of the question, and voters in the family have made their

choices, they will watch something else.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Recognizing and Appreciating. Juana and Rudy learn what it means to
Differing Views

. hear all sides of an issue.

Understanding Content of
Dramatic Presentations,,
Public Affairs, News,
and Other Programming

Understanding Style -of

Dramatic Presentations,
flanTWFTTETNews,
and Programming

Understanding Relation
Between TV Programming
and the Printed Word

Juana and Rudy learn the purpose
of political announcements
and their content.

Juana and Rudy learn to recognize
the 'tyle of political campaign
ads.

Juana and Rudy learn about resources
for checking information they hear
on TV campaign ads. They find out
about printed records.

Research Basis. Recent studies on TV political campaigns and their

impact on voters indicate that voters in general are not swayed by TV ads

for candidates. In general, voters are skeptical of paid political

announcements. Mr Gomez relates the different ways he uses to make up his

mind as cited by respondents in recent research. Childre'n, of course, are

8
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generally unaware of the purpose of paid political announcements and

the meaning of their content.

Rationale. This story is a realistic portrayal of a voter's use of

paid political announcements. Mr. Gomez reacts as did subjects of recent - , I

research, and -chile explaining the value of listening to both sides of an

issue, emphasizc.s making a decision based on voting records and fact checking.

1
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"JUANA GOES. SHOPPING"
. ,

The objectives are to increase awareness of advertising, to

-*encourage evaluation _of commercials, and to model consumer decisinrt-

maki.g based on commercials:,

Synopsis. Juana and Rudy have a dilemma as to what to buy their'

mother-for a Christmas present. Then they see a TV commercial for a kitchen

gadget '"on special sale." They pool their money and go to buy the article.

There they meet a friend who tells them his mother did not like the gadget.

Juana and Rudy inspect the product carefully'and agree to decide for

themselves what would make a good present after comparison shopping.

80

Critical TV Viewing Skills ptesented.

Understanding Psychological Juana and Rudy are influenced by a
Implications of Advertising product on "special sale"; and by

commercial representation of the
product as being a good gift.

Recognizing and Appreciating Juana, and Rudy consider whether their
Differing Views mOther would feel that a product is

a good gift because a commercial
says so.

Research Basis. Research indicates children are easily influenced

by television advertising; commercials of certain types of products appear to

be directed specifically towards children looking for gift choices at

certain times of the year. .,

.3r
Rationale. Children arc often attracted to gadgets and are easil

persuaded by TV commercials. The story is designed to present altqrnatie

sources of information as a basis for a buying decision.
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The objectives are to model critical viewing, to explain some' origins

of and reasons for TV stereotypes, to 'increase awareness of TV distortions,

and to clarify the difference between historical accuracy on TV and modern

life.

Synopsis. Jason comes to Jennifer's house for dinne While watching

TV, an old Western movie comes on in Which all Indians are depicted as bad.

Jennifer lieares angry and turns off the TV, and Jason is indignant at the

unfairness of tie movie. Mrs. Redbird explains why writers are not concerned

about fairness tin script writing sometimes. Sheestates that; even when

trying to be felt', script writers may make mistakes about Indians and other

ethnic groups. S advises that everyone should ;question whether a TV

portrayal is truthful 'f the story presents only one side.

Everyone sits down o dinner, b'ut Jason is apprehensive because of a

documentary about Indians he has seen. He is relieved when dinner is roast

beef, and confesses he was afraid it might be dog. Jennifer is annoyed

but Mrs. -Redbird laughs. She explains that while it is an accurate historical

fact That the Sioux considered dog a treat, she and Jennifer were not

\Sioux. Also, she explains that dietary habits .have changed in the last 150

years. Jason apologizes and Jennifer confesses she thought he might ask

for beans \because he is a cowboy. Jasons states he hates beans, and the

story ends on a ood-humored note.

Critical TV viewing Skills Presented.

Distingt shin
tograrn, ements

Distinguishing Fact
From Fantasy.

Jennifer end Jason learn about
writers' intent in TV shows.

A distinction is made between
documentaries and fiction.

8
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Recognizing and Appreciating Jason learns an Indian point of view;
Di ffering Views Jennifer learns about a TV writer's

and settler's points of view.

Critical viewing of story and
underlying message by Jason and

Understanding Content of
u d
Public Affairs, News,
and Other Programming

Jennifer; how documentaries may
mislead; the role of research in
accuracy of TV shows.

Understanding Relation Jason and Jennifer learn about
Between TV Programming scripts and how they are used.
and-the Printed Word

Research Basis. Children often are unaware of subtle undertones of

TV programming. Additionally, they generally do not question historical

accuracy of TV shows and movies.

.
Rationale. Studies in the field of social learning indicates that

children tend to believe TV's information when they lack another source.

It seems reasonable, then, that modern-day cowboys and Indians would have

strange misconceptions about each other. Therefore, the point is made about

distortions of historical events and the difference between accurate historical

statements and modern life. Further, the point is made that a good way .to

identify distortionsjis to observe whether a TV cfory seems one-sided.

85
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TV FROG LOG

The objectives are to increase awareness of amount of type of

83_

viewing, to increase knowledge of available types of programming, to encourage

evaluation of how viewing time is spent, and to increase family interaction

about viewing and planning..

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Makin 9 Judicious Use
of Viewing Time

Understanding the Style
of Dramatic Presentations,
Public Affairs, News and
UT her Programming

Understanding Relation
Between TV Programming
and Printed Word

Children are asked to plan .the r
weeks' viewing time in advance with
the help of their parents.

Symbols for different types of programs
are presented on the chart. Students
are to identify the t:pe of program
they have chosen, and draw in the
symbol for it.

Children must use newspapers and TV
program guides to find out what
probrams are successful.

Research Basis. Research findings reveal that both parents and children

frequently misjudge the amount of actual time they spend viewing TV. According

to several studies, children generally tend to watch only a few types of

shows and this viewing is in an unplanned manner. Also studies have show that

parental guidance in selective and controlled viewing has 'a positive impact

on the effects of TV on children as well as on family interaction.

IL:tionale. To create awareness of actual time spent:in TV Viewing and

to encourage planned and selective viewing, a simple and attractive chart

was devised which woul'i encourage children and their parents to use it.

The TV FROG LOG has simple instructions for its use. It can be used alone

or to reinforce the skills taught in "TUNER'S TUNE IN GUIDE".. Besides

teaching planned TV viewing, its use ineidentally teaches reading and

writing.
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THE TV DISCOVERY GAME

The objectives are to increase awareness of program details, to increase

knowledge of program formats and styles, and to encourage evaluation of

what is being viewed.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Distinguishing Program
Elements

Understanding Psychological
Implications of.Advertising

Recognizing and Appreciating
Differing Views

Understanding Content and
Style of Dramatic
Presentations, Public Affairs
News, and Other Programming

Questions require identification of
various program elements such as -

scenery, time and weather changes.

One set of cards asks questions about
commercials being shown, i.e. "Who is
this product for?"

Some questions ask if families
portrayed in the program are similar
to the child's, etc.

Questions require identification of
details necessary to comprehension of

, plot and style.

Reseatch Basis. Studies indicate that children take television and its

programming for granted and thus do not question programming origins, motivations,

or expressions of fantasy as reality. They also have difficulty following

a storyline. Other studies show that young children cannot distinguish well

between programs and commercials and do not recognize the purpose of

commercials.

Rationale: In order to encourage a questioning approach to TV viewing, a

game board was developed for elementary students to be played while watching

TV. By answering questions which call for attention to detail, students'

awareness of programming elements is increased. By answering questions which

call for value judgements, a student is forced to choose their perceived

"right" answer. Tarehtal intervention in judging right or wrong answers

is important to nullify or enhance the effects of TV on children.



Research Basis. Many parents are unaware of the potential impact of

TV upon children. Furthermore, many studies on family use of television

and the influence of TV on family life have found that children learn more

from TV if an adult mediates their viewing by explaining what is happening

or making a few comments at appropriate places.

Rationale. The effects of television on the family have only been -

focused upon in recent years by popular press. Families are only beginning

to become aware of the influence of TV upon family life. Little has been

done to encourage them to make changes and to give them ideas for instituting

those changes. SEDL staff approach is to create awareness and to provide

solutions to problems without making parents feel guilty about what they

are not doing or what they should be doing. Recognizing there are several

parenting styles, SEDL has attempted to provide positive and useful ideas

from which parents may choose.

)
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Family Materials

SEDL has developed a series of five publications in newsletter
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format entitled "TELEVISION: A FAMILY FOCUS" which provide attractive,

informative, and entertaining articles and activities aimed at the entire

family. Articles directed to parents stress the importance of teaching

children critical TV viewing skills, as well as the importance of parental

involvement in this process. Suggestions specific to the successful

implementation of these goals are also a part of the newsletters, as are

short, research-based bits of information. Through enjoyable puzzles,

games, and stories, children are encouraged to develop the eight critical

viewing skills defined by the Office of Education.

Perhaps most directly reflective of SEDL's belief that the

teaching of these skills is 'a project for the entire family as activities
.

for the whole family contained in each issue. SEDL's goal in writing

these materials was to create a series that would appeal to and involve all

members of the family in the pursuit of critical television viewing skills.

Initial feedback received from evaluators and field testers of these

materials 4uggests that SEDL has indeed been successful in meeting this goal

In three workshops where samples of the family materials were introduced,

response was enthusiastic and positive. Parents, educators and youth leaders

all expressed support fcr the materials and invariably asked when and where

they would be available. Many were willing and eager to purchase them on

the spot.

80
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TV: A FAMILY FOCUS

1. "FOR PARENTS ONLY . . . LEARNING TO USE TV"

The objectives are to increase awareness of the prevalence of TV

and its influence on family life, and to suggest ways to make TV a positive

experience-in-the family,----

Synopsis. Television is such a part of American life that many do not.

give a second thought, yet it has great impact upon family life. Direct

mediation, indirect,mediation, and the springboard technique are ways of

watching TV with children to insure that parents flay an active rather than

passive part in TV viewing. Controlled content, selective viewing, and

limited viewing constitute the what, why, and when of TV viewing. These are

suggested to parents as reasonable approaches to use with children to

establish good viewing habits. Talking with children about TV is further

emphasized by the children's story, Suzie's History Lesson. Subjects

discussed include animation, the economics of the,TV industry, dramatic

conventions, and details specific to historical eras. Children are

encouraged to look beyond what they see.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented:

Distinguishing Program TV Bingo Game encourages children
Elements to look for specific elements in

television programming.

MakiNIJudicious Use of Selective Viewing, the Why of TV
Vi ewi n Time Viewing and Limited Viewing . .

The When of Television encourage
families to make jOiCious use of
viewing time.

Understanding the Style Children's Story Time: Suzie's
and Content of Program History Lesson explains how cartoons
Formats are made, dramatic conventions, and

provides a good example of parental
mediation.

)0,



"WHAT IS YOUR PRIME lIME?"

The objectives are to increase awareness of the amount of time a

q8*

familyspendswatctriny TV, to help families determine relative importance of

_ TV. viewing within the family, and to help families set priorities for Iamily

activities.

Synopsis. There is only so much time available in -fife. Many things

compete for time and attention. TV often has the loudest voice. Most

families have no idea how much -time is spent watching TV in their home. Some

peoplc even feel they have very little control over TV in their lives. The

activity diary and stories provide a useful way of examining what is happening

to a family's time.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Making Judicious Use
of Viewing Time.

Understanding Style and
Content of Dramatic

Presentations, Public
rifairs, News, and Other
Programming

Research Basis. Studies on family use off TV show that parents frequently

The section for adults, along with the
Quick Quiz and the insert, call
attention to the amount of viewing a
family does. Families '.are 'encouraged
to compare activities they engage in
with what they would like to do, thereby
establishing priorities for use of time.
The Suzie story, THE BROKEN TV, and the
discussion questions call attention to
the importance of other activities besides
TV viewing.

The Search and Circle sections for,
children focuses upon different
kinds of televison programs.

\underestimate the amount of time that they and their children spend watching

TV. Assessment instruments or diaries of TV viewing have proved to be useful

in establishing awareness of and change in TV habits.

Rationale. Again, the object in prc..enting the family materials is to create

an awareness, but not to make parents feel guilty. Parents are encouraged to

feell that they do Indeed have control -Of (their lives and the lives of their
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Children. Useful approaches are given for gaining control of their tim.

The Homemaker's Ode to Television represents one way TV is used in

some American homes. '

1
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. "LEARNING FROM TV"

go

The objectives are to present the idea that children learn From

their total environment, of which TV is a major part, to note that what is

learned is sometimes accurate and sometimes misinterpreted, to establish

the idea that TV can be a positive or negative teacher, depending upon the

use made of it, and to encourage families to make TV a positive influence

in their children's lives, an educational resource by guiding their use of

TV.

Synopsis. Children learn from TV but what they learn may not be

accurate. Parental comments do a lot toward helping them understand concepts

presented on TV and the real world. Properly used, TV can be an exciting

educatTonal resource. It can be as useful as the family chooses to make .it.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Distinguishing Program The TV Bingo game in the children's
Elements activities focuses attention on

detail_ often overlooked, such as
camera angles and shots, music,
kinds of TV programs, etc.

Really. Suzie notes the details that
appear in commercials often miscon-
strued by children. She learns
about sets, costuming, and atting.

Understanding the Psycho- Really Suzie teaches the purpose of
logical Implications of commercials and that they do not
Advertising always portray life accurately.

Distinguishing Fact
from Fantasy

Suzie notices the differences between
TV,portrayals and people she knows.

Research Basis. Research evaluating Sesame Street revealed that

children whose mothers watched with them learned significantly more than those

who watched alone. Studies have shown that very young ildre'n, cannot

distinguish between aimmercial and regular programming. Parents can be

helpful in making that determinatiOn.



Rationale. Mary families see little educational v'iiue in TV, rather

they see it as strictly a form of entertainment. Even the negative aspects

of TV viewing can be used positi.yely if adults take time to interject a

few cimments about their values and why they feel the way they do about,

things they see on TV.

.\ .



"COPING WITH COMMERCIALS"

Thr objectives are to create an awareness among parents of ways in

which children perceive commercials; to help,parents help children-interpret

the purpose of commercials correctly; to point out how eating habits are in-

fluenced by TV; and to help parents and children understand selling techniques.

Synopsis., Parents are often not aware of the effects of commercials on

children. Many,children do not have sufficient maturity to understand that the

purpose of a commercial is to sell a product. Parents can teach children the
1 .

purpose of commercials and the persuasive techniques used. Famly activities

suggest ways to help children become more critical viewers of TV commercials.

The story, "Suzie's Salesman Makes a Sale," helps children understand sales

techniques.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Understanding the The purpose of commercials and
Psychological Impli- selling techniques are covered
catiohs of Advertising in detail.

i

Research Basis. \ Studies shoo that before the age of 8, children have
1

difficulty differentiating between TV commercials and programs. They do nbt

seem to be able .to understand the purpose of commercials. There appears to be

tla definite rela ionship between children's age and their ability to tell the

difference betw en television programs and the commercials, just as there is

between age and 'general cognitive development.

Rationale. (Commercials seem to be one of the prime concerns of parents
1

in dealing with children and television. For this reason, an entire issue of

"TELEVISION: A FAMILY is devoted to the subject. The forMat follow^

the other issues, providing articles for parents, stories and activities for

the children.
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"PUTTING TV IN PERSPECTIVE"

The objectives are to encourage parents to look at what TV is telling

children about the world in which they live; to point out distortionsand s ereo-,

types that occur, especially pertaining to portrayal of occupations, sex Foie

and family life.

f

Synopsis. The article for parents points out where distortions and stereo-
...

types are likely to occur on TV and suggests pointing them out to children. Much

of real life is never shown on TV. Parental conversation with children can do

much to dispell misconceptions and to increase understanding of the real world.

The stony for children, "A Cowboy Comes to Dinner," deals with the stereotypic

views of Indians held by a rancher's son. When he meets an Indian girl'and

visits her home, he finds that.the life she leads is not too different°from his

own. Questions for family activities provide further insights into occupations ,

and family portrayals on TV. The Search and Circle section concentrates,on TV

vocabulary.

Critical TV Viewing Skills Presented.

Distinguishing Fact From
Fantalt

Recognize and Appreciate
Differing Views

The unreal portrayal of most
occupations, sex roles,(and
family life is noted.

Attention is ca led to the
different structures of the
family in the United States.

Researd'ilasfs. Studies have revealed that children get most of their

Occupational information from TV. Since only six out of ten characteri, have

an identifiable occupation and one out of four is shown in the field of life

protection, and the majority are played by men, they may be getting the wrong

ideas about jobs.
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Rationale. SinCe children have a difficult time distinguishing between

fact and fantasy, and the incidental information presented on TV is not always

an accurate portrayal of real life, an entire issue concentrates on these prob-

lems. It is hoped that parents can be made aware of distortions and stereo-

types and will point them out to children. In this way, even misinformation

and distortion can be used in an educational way.

t
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Teacher Materials

TEACHER CUE CARDS

Objectives and Critical Viewing Skills Presented:

To mesh critical viewing skills practice with teachers' curriculum

goals; to increase awareness of TV programming content and style; to

teach discrimination of programming details essential to comprehension;

to encourage evaluation of what is viewed. *.

Distingui§ing"Program Elements:

Understanding Psychological
Implication of Advertising

Distinguishing Fact From
Fantasy

Understanding Style of
Dramatic Presentations,
Public Affairs, News,
and Other Programming

Understanding Content of
Dramatic Presentations,
Public Affairs, News,
and Other Programming

Recognizing and Appreciating
Differing Views

95

Many cards deal with discrimina-
tory use of music, color, sets
scene changes, and other produc-
tion elements.

Some cards call for analysis of
commercial messages, target
audience, intent, and vocabulary.
Students are required to infer
conclusions about the nature of
commercials in discussion question.

Several CUE CARDS require students
to distinguish realistic portrayals
from non-realistic. Distinctions . II
between impossible/possible actions,
as well as recognition of character-
ization and, plot distortions are
called fOi.

CUE CARDS call for distinguishing
stylistic elements of programming.
(e.g. "How are 'bad guys' portrayed?

CUE CARDS call for distinction of II
details necessary to plot compre-
hension, as well as discusSion of II
news, weather, and debate programs' 11
content and meaning.

Students are asked to make critical I
judgementsand defend their posies
tions; debate is introduced, contrast
between TV "portrayals" vs. "real" II
counterparts is explored.
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Making Judicious Use
of Viewing Time

Understanding Relationship
Between TV Programming and
the Printed Word

96

Various cards feature compil-
ation and evaluation of amount
and type of student viewing
the relationship.

The relationship between scripts
and programming is featured in
several cards; students are asked
to compare "the TV version" with
the written version of biographies,
news, etc.

Rationale:

The SEDL staff felt.thatin order to insure use of critical TV viewing

skills curriculum by teachers, it would be necessary to create an innovative

and simple support system, rather than another seperate curriculum for already

over-burdened teachers.

Therefore, TEACHER CUE CARDS were purposefully designed to teach existing

curriculum concurrently with critical TV viewing skills. Teachers are encouraged

to make use of their students' viewing habits and experiences to meet their own

curriculum goals. By treating television as an educational resource, SEDL en-

courages teachers to utilize it in the classroom.

Bearing in mind the grade levels included in the projects target audience,

many of the exercises and activities are on a basic level, such as cards re-

quiring simple counting and use of the alphabet. Others teach vocabulary, cur-__

rent events, weather, and math. Suggested discussion questions require children

to draw influences from these exercises and make judgements based on the data

they have been asked to compile. In addition, all TEACHER CUE CARDS call for

attentive discfimination of detail and subsequent appraisal, enhancing critical

viewing skills' goals. In this way, content viewed on TV can be used by the

teacher as a springboard to discuss or enrich the subject in the classroom, 'f-ius

encouraging teacher use of the materials. '

9,9
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STORYBOOK INSERTS

To assist the teacher, storybook insert pages have been/printed for

the following stories: "See-More Finds a Friend," "See-More Finds Out

the Facts," "SUzie's Broken TV," "Suzie Makes the Menu," and "A Cowboy

Comes to Dinner." These one-page inserts include a synopsis, objective

of the story, discussion questions, the reading level, and challenging

words that appear in the story.

I ,' I ,
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TRAINING MANUAL FOR TEACHING CRITICAL TV VIEWING SKILLS

The objectives of the Training Manual are to provide a resource to

help teacher, parent, and youth leaders focus on the issues involved with

television and children, to learn strategies and skills for increasing

the positive use of television, and to provide activities to help children

with whom they interact learn more from television.

The manual includes several training sections to assist in conduct-

ing inservice training and workshops. A brief review of the research:an

overview of the USOE project, a list of books about television for students,

pertinent films, and an adult resource list have been compiled in the

manual. In addition, there is a discussion.of the materials developed by

SEDL including the Teacher Cue Cards, the Suzie Stories, the Frog Fables,

the Special Audience Stories, the TV Discovery Game, the TV Frog Log and

the Family Matgrials.
")

1 0
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PRODUCTS PRODUCED

ITEM: GAME (1)

TITLE: TV DISCOVERY GAME

DESCRIPTION:

Board is .018 Carolina Coated, 1-s .Blanks available from Monarch

Paper Company. It is 14" x 22" folded to 14" x 11". Coated side

V
is printed in four-color process. The uncoated side is printed

with instructions in one color. Negatives have been sent to project

officer. Cards are printed on two sides of 140 lb. Springhill Index

available from Monarch Paper Company. Veloxes have been sent to

project officer.

ITEM: PROGRAM VIEWING LOG (1)

TITLE: FROG LOG

DESCRIPTION:

Board is .018 Carolina Coated 1-s Blanks available from Monarch.

Paper Company. It is 11" x 14" with coated side printed in four-

color process. Tabulation sheets are 50 lb. offset sheet, 11" x

5" and printed in one color (green) utilizing the same negatives

as the board with appropriate stripping. Tabulation sheets are

attached with staples at the top over the same artwork on the board.

Negatives have been sent to the project officer.

ITEM: CHILDREN'S BOOKS (5)

DESCRIPTION:

The text for all books is 60 lb. Pinehurst offset, white, with

Vintage Coated 1-s cover in white. Both are available from Lone

102



Star Paper Company. The books average 32 pages, printed in signa-

tures, folded to 51/2" x 81/2" and saddle stitched. Each book has an

accompanying study insert which is included with the camera-ready

art for each book. These can be xeroxed on vellum bristol or any

index stock or 20 lb. bond to accompany the corresponding book.

Size should be 81/2" x 51/2" to fit inside the book cover.

All copyright information has been changed on the original art

from that which may appear on the printed samples. The changed

copy reads:
..-

This material may not be copyrighted. All or
part of this material may be copied without
permission. If this material is reproduced for
distribution or if information about the avail-
ability of other material is desired, contact
Dr. Charles Corder-Bag SEDL, 211 East 7th St.,
Austin, Texas 78701. The content of these mate-
rials is the responsibility of SEDL and no endorse-
ment by DHEW or USOE is to be inferred.

Ink colors for each book are as follows:

SEE-MORE FINDS A FRIEND: FROG FABLE I
SEE-MORE FINDS OUT THE FACTS: FROG FABLE II

Ink: Pantone #361 (green), process blue, black.
Study insert printed on blup stock.

SUZIE MAKES THE MENU
SUZIE'S BROKEN TV

Ink: Pantone warm red, Pantone yellow, black.
Study insert printed on yellow stock.

A COWBOY COMES TO DINNER

Ink: Pantone warm red, Pantone yellow, black.
Study insert printedbn goldenrod stock.

100
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ITEM: FAMILY NEWSLETTERS (5)

TITLE: TELEVISION: A FAMILY FOCUS

DESCRIPTION:

A set of five newsletters printed on two sides, two colors on 11"

x 17" and folded to 81/2" x 11" with an 81/2" x 11" insert printed two

sides, one color. Each issue is printed on a different color of

the same stock--70 lb. Sundance text available from Clampitt Paper

Company.

The border and masthead for the common format is a separate piece

of art for each sheet which should be used for each individual

newsletter. Common ink color for borders and masthead is Pantone

#159 (rust brown) and black. All copy is printed in black. Copy

for the individual newsletter issue is pasted up separately. Three

of these paste -ups lust.be reducedslightly to fit within the border.

Individual paper color is as follows:

101

FOR PARENTS ONLY. .LEARNING TO USE TV: 70 lb. Saddle Brown
Sundance Texi

WHAT IS YOUR PRIME TIME?: 70 lb. Adobe Tan Sundance Text

LEARNING FROM TV: 70 lb. Sun Yellow Sundance Text

COPING WITH COMMERCIALS: 70 lb. Desert Bronze SundanceiText

PUTTING TV IN PERSPECTIVE: 70 lb. Sunburst Orange Sundance Text

Typewritten translations in Spanish have been completed for three

issues of Television: A Family Focus.

ITEM: WORKSHOP TRAINING MANUAL (1)

TITLE: TRAINING MANUAL FOR TEACHING CRITICAL TELEVISION VIEWING SKILLS

DESCRIPTION:

Cover stock is Magenta Astrobright Cover available from Lone Star

1U4



Paper Company. Inside sections are color-coded in 20 lb: bond

pink, green, blue, and white. All sheets are printed in one

color, black. The book is padded with glue on the left side which

will hold it together for normal use, but make it easy to take

apart for use in a three-ring binder. The original art has been

sent, along with samples of the book, to the project officer.

Printing was done on paper plates, so there are no negatives.
;

ITEM: INDEX CARDS WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR INCORPORATING

TV VIEWING SKILLS INTO REGULAR CLASSROOM CURRICULA (1 set)

TITLE: TEACHER CUE CARDS

DESCRIPTION:

Stock is Springhill index available from,imost any paper company.

Any bristol or card stock may be used. TheY,are printed in black

ink,'some on both sides, some on one side. Three sets of the cards

have been sent to the project officer, two sets to se for xeroxing

and one set as a sample. The cards are color-coded a ording to

academic subject.

ITEM: CHILDREN'S STORIES

DESCRIPTION:

TUNLR'S TUNE-IN GUIDE: Printed in field test version. Minor changes

102

in art work and vocabulary were made. Final version is pasted up

and ready for the printer.

FAMOUS SUZIE: Printed in field test version. Minor changes in art

work and vocabulary were made. Final version is pasted up and

ready for the printer.

U
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SUZIE'S SALESMAN ''MAKES A SALE: Printed in Television: A Family

Focus: "Coping with Commercials". (Combined with original

Suzie's Salesman). Typewritten draft in Spanish.

REALLY SUZIE: Printed in Television: A Family Focus: "Learning

From TT: Typewritten draft in Spanish.

SUZIE'S HISTORY LESSON: Printed in Television: A Family Focus:

"For Parents Only...Learning to Use TV" Typewritten draft in Spanish.

A COWBOY COMES TO DINNER: Printed in Television: A Family Focus:

"Putting TV In Perspective"
Typewritten draft in Spanish

SUZIE LOOKS AT JOBS: Typeset but needs slight revision. Artwork

has not been done.

TONY LOOKS AT JOBS: Typewritten draft

TONY LOOKS AT FAMILIES: Typewritten draft

TONY LOOKS AT LIVING IN THE COUNTRY: Typewritten draft

'JUANA GOES SHOPPING: Typewritten draft in English and Spanish.

JUANA ON TV: Typewritten draft in English.and Spanish

JUANA CAMPAIGNS FOR ANSWERS: Typewritten draft in English and Spanish

WHO PAYS FOR TV ?:. Typewritten draft (continuation of Frog Fables)

SEE-MORE AND TUNER THINK AS THEY WATCH: Typewritten draft (continua-

tion of Frog Fables)

SEE-MORE FINDS A FRIEND: Typewritten draft in Spanish

SEE-MORE FINDS OUT THE FACTS: Typewritten draft in Spanish

ITEM: MATERIALS DESCRIPTION/ORDER FORM (1)

TITLE: MATERIALS TO TEACH CRITICAL TV VIEWING NOW AVAILABLE

DESCRIPTION:

Printed on blue paper.

1 4:i
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ITEM: PERIODIC NEWSLETTER ABOUT SEDL'S CRITICAL TV VIEWING SKILLS PROJECT
AND OTHER RELATED PROJECTS AND RESEARCH (14 issues)

TITLE: TV VIEWER

DESCRIPTION:

A single page, front and back, newsletter designed originally to keep

interested persons apprised of the project. Mailing list is now

2,641 nationwide. Fourteen issues have been published and mailed.

ITEM: WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS

TITLE: NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON TELEVISION AND YOUTH: MARCH 12-13, 1980
PROCEEDINGS

DESCRIPTION:

Speeches and papers distributed at the workshop have been entered in

the computer, ready for final printing stage. Recommendations and

other materials are in draft form.

1
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Pilot Testing and Revisions

The process of evaluating and revising the curriculum materials began

with the Curriculum Review Board. At its January 1979 meeting, the Board

reviewed and commented on each of the materials. The student and adult

members first met in separate groups to discuss and experiment with the

materials. They then met together to share evaluations.

After the January Curriculum Review Board meeting, SEDL contacted several

elementary schools in the Austin area as well as parent groups and individual

families in order to further pilot test the materials being developed.

Teachers volunteered to read the stories in class and to evaluate them. Two

teacher training sessions were conducted by SEDL staff members to instruct

teachers in the use of the materials and to explain the project.

This two-step pilot testing of materials yielded important feedback and

resulted in several changes in the materials. It was at this point that the

initial FED-UP FROG STORIES-were dropped and a complete new storyline adopted.

The evaluations indicated that the character "Fed-up Frog" was too negative

and caused the stories to be inappropriately heavy and slow-paced. Another

character, "See-More Frog," was then developed and all of the stories were

completely rewritten. The result was a series of fairytales that are not only

humorous, light-hearted, and entertaining, but also present the many issues

and facts about television viewing, production and broadcast.

Both the teachers and the Board identified several problems with the TV

DISCOVERY GAME. The game was found to be too short and was not enough of a

challenge. Therefore, the number of steps in the game was more than doubled.

Because every player steadily advanced, thus posing no risk or challenge, the

game was also altered to introduce elements of chance. For example, one
s,
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square allowed the player to take a short cut. In addition, some cards were

added which caused players to lose ground, i.e., "The video tape broke! Go

back 2 spaces" and "Your TV is in the shop for repairs. Go back 2 spaces."

Finally, to accommodate the wide developmental range of the players, two sets

of cards were developed. One set for younger players asked questions such as,

"Could this story happen in real life?" Another set for older players asked

more difficult questions such as, "What is the problem that makes the story

happen?"

The pilot testing process was being conducted when CBS Morning News asked

to interview some of the students and their parents and teachers participating

in the project. After the CBS camera crew filmed a group of fifth graders

_ playing the game, the students asked, "Can we still play the gamecafter

they're gone?" While some parents and other-adults have questioned the idea of

playing a game while watching television as being too difficult for students,

none of the students who participated in the Curriculum Review BOard or the

pilot testing felt that this was problem. One is reminded of the vast

numbers of students who do their homework, watch TV, and carry on

conversations at the same time with no apparent difficulty. The major problem

with the TV DISCOVERY GAME appears to be age related. Older students proceed

more rapidly in answering questions and become impatient with younger siblings

who take longer to respond.

The teachers and adult members of the Board were very pleased with the

TEACHER CUE CARDS. The CARDS therefore were slightly expanded and the

cross-indexing was improved.

A prototype of "TV: A FAMILY FOCUS" was reproduced in typad form for use

in a pilot parent-child workshop. This prototype was in a short news magazine

11 3
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format, as opposed to brochure format, which was initially considered by the

SEDL staff. It was extremely well accepted, therefore the format was

retained, but the writing style was simplified to encourage reading and use by

various types of families. Further, more games, puzzles, and other devices

which would make learning fun for parents and children were included.

Field Testing.

\ Many, many teachers and parents learned of the materials through the

popular media, including the New York Times article which was reprinted by

numers other papers across the country. Furthermore, many radio stations

condmted interviews over the phone for their news broadcasts. A large

proportiOn of these parents and teachers volunteered to field test the

materials.

Teacher A geographically representative, urban-suburban and rural
0

balanced sop* of teachers was selected (see Table 1). Grade levels of

teachers chosen'mere fairly evenly distributed. A total sample of 110

teachers with approximately 3,000 students were sent a packet containing the

following materialS\

TV Discovery Game with Three Sets of Question Cards
TV Frog Log
Teacher Cue Cards
Teacher's Guide and Resource-List
Three Frog Fables
Three Suzie Stories

Acting as data collectors, teachers used the SEDL materials in their

classrooms as time permitted. Some checked out the TV DISCOVERY GAME to be

used at home. Some reproduced the FROG LOG so that each child could take one

home. Additionally, some teachers used the FROG LOGS was a classroom

planning, reading and writing exercise. Stories were read to younger students

during storytime or were used by older students as supplementary reading
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VOLUNTEER FIELD TEST TEACHERS.

RURAL NORTHEAST

Dompier',- Oregon, Ohio
Bucella - West Seneca, NY
Palko - West Seneca, NY.

Borom - West Seneca, NY
Kopryansky - West Seneca, NY
Graziano - West Seneca, NY
Walsh - West Seneca, NY
Vispi- West Seneca, NY
Hungiville - West Seneca, NY
Church - Jackson, NJ
das - Brighton, Mi
Beak - Warren, Pa
Peitz - Warren, Pa
Spangler - Warren, Pa
Kogan - Vernon, NJ
Mayer - Vernon NJ
Tonkin - Vernon, NJ
Colaneri - Vernon, NJ

RURAL MIDWEST

Olsen - Shawnee Mission, Ks
Grimes Cimarron, Ks

. Jermunson - Bozeman, Mt
Willmuth - Bozeman, Mt
Reed - Bozeman, Mt
DeNoon - Manhattan, Ks
Townsend - Bozeman, Mt

RURAL WEST

Baxter - Kelso,Washington
Clark - Buhl, Idaho
Miller - Rirre, Idaho
Bills - Sugar City, Idaho
Kolp - Ar,lo, Idaho

Williams - Terreton, Idaho
Gould - Arco, Idaho
Sims - Sunnymead, CA
Salley - Sunnymead, CA

1 '

URBAN NORTHEAST
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Cahill - Superior, Wi
kuggieri - W. Warwick, RI
Sanchione - New Haven, Ct
Boertman - Saginaw, Mi
Lincoln - Saginaw, Mi
Humphreys - Saginaw, Mi
Houston - Washington, D.C.
Hall - Saginaw, Mi
Mauerhan - Baltimore, Md
Edwards - Manfield, Ohio
Fischer - Saginaw, Mi
Duckett - Washington, D.C.
Dolan - East Lansing, Mi
Eastwood - West Warwick, RI

URBAN MIDWEST

Waxier - Pierre, SD
Peterson - Pierre, SD
Martin - Kansas City, Ho
Martin - Kansas City, Mo
Lerner - Kansas City, Mo
White - Topeka, Ks
Slovenske - Omaha, Neb.
Johnson - Kansas City, Mo
Hall - Kansas City, Mo
Mahone - Kansas City, Mo

URBAN WEST

Conway - Flagstaff, AZ
Reinecher - Idaho Falls, Idaho



RURAL SOUTHWEST

VOLUNTEER FIELD TEST TEACHERS-

Sims - Atlanta, Tx
Cummins - Altus, Ok
Norton - Shawnee, Ok
Slaton - - Georgetown, Tx

Sonnier - Atlanta, Tx
Cohea -*Ardmore, Ok
Huebert - Alamogordo, l'M

Williams.- Galena Park, Tx
. Lawrence - Galena Park, Tx
Thornal - Galena Park, Tx
Winkleman - Galena Park, Tx
Nelson - Galena Park, Tx

RURAL SOUTH

Gehring - Forrest City, Ark.
Lewis - Forrest City, Ark.
Laws - Forrest City, Ark.
Hill - Lonohe, Ark.
Evans - Lonoke, Ark.
Ottervanger - No. Ft. Myers-, Fla.
Allen - No.. Ft. Myers, Fla.
Whitley - Cape Coral, Fla.
McLoud - Lonoke, Ark.
Shatto - Cape Coral, Fla.
Wallace- No. Ft. Myers,.Fla.
Sofko - Cape Coral, Fla.
Douglass - Cape Coral, Fla.
Ann 14- Cape Coral, Fla.
Watson*- Honea Path, S. C.

4

URBAN SOUTHWEST
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Bonnick - Ft. Worth, Tx
Havenstrite - Ft. Worth, Tx
Moore - Houston, Tx
Cleveland - Austin, Tx
Ullman - San Antonio, Tx
Shafer - Corpus Christi, Tx
Schroeder - Lubbock,, Tx
Hale - Lubbock, Tx
Mang - Beaumont, Tx
Copeland r El Paso, Tx
Williams - Edmond, Ok
Clarke - Lubbock, Tx -

Horkey - Las Cruces, NM
Sokol - Las Cruces, NM
Valdez - Las Cruces, NM
Rash - Richardson, Tx
Wiggins - Stillt;ater, Ok

McGowan - Richardson, Tx

URBAN SOUTH

German - Memphis, TN
Guthrie - Norfolk, VA
Johnson - Memphis, TN
Graves - Norfolk, VA
Redwood - No. Little Rock, Ark.
Hartley - Memphis, TV
Tinnon - Memphis, TN
Myers - Memphis, TN

4.6.626.0./liamoa

O
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material. The field testing took place over a period of time ranging from two

to four weeks.

The teacher evaluations were overwhelmingly positive. The only negative

resporise to this section was the lack of time which could be allotted to-use

the TV materials during the busy end-of-school period. Several teachers

offered to utilize the materials more fully during the coming fall semester

and to provide feedback at that time. All materials were well received. Some

felt' that the TEACHER CUE CARDS provided more activities for the older grades

and would have to be adapted for younger children.

A total of 40 teachers returned assessments of the curriculum materials.

A total of 73% reported that the TEACHER CUE CARDS would help teach critical

TV viewing skills (see Table 2). The vast majority of the teachers reported

liking to use the TEACHER CUE CARDS. The teachers reported that approximately

68% of the students liked the children's fairy tales (see Table 3). However,

only 38% of the teachers reported that their students liked using the TV

DISCOVERY GAME and the TV FROG LOG. Approximately, half an hour was spent on

each of the children's fairy tales. A total of 81% of the teachers reported

that during the brief field testing, their students learned some critical TV

Iviewing skills.

4.
Many of the teachers were able to collect pretest and post-test

!information about their students. A total of 659 kindergarten, first and

second grade students had a pretest mean score of 6.274 on a ten -item test. A

total of 631 of the students has a post-test mean score of 7.157. Using an

analysis of classroom pretest and post-test means, the t-test produced a value

of 4.422 which has a probability of less than .0001. The lowest pretest mean

was 2.67 and the highest post-test mean was 9.42.
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TABLE 2

ASSESSMENT OF TEACHER CUE CARDS
N.36

I

1. Did you like using the following materials?

Yes Some A Little No No Response

Art 29% 26% 3% 11% 31%
Language 39 21 3 11 26
Math 32 13 3 13 39
Music 24 13 3 8 52
P.E. 24 11 0 13 52
Science 24 11 5 11 49
Social St. 32 13 5 11 39

I

2. Do you feel the Teacher Materials teach critical TV viewing skills?

Yes Some A Little No No Response

47% 26% 3% 0% 24%

I

3. How much time did you_spend using each of the following?

1-30 min. 31-60min.61-90 min.1 90+ None No oAesponse

Art 13% 16% 0% 8% 24% 39%
Language 8 13 8 13 24 34
Math 11 13 3 3 26 44
Music 13 5 0 3 32 47
P.E. 8 8 0 3 32 49
Science 5 16 0 5 26 48
Social St. 8 11 8 5 26 42

I

I

I

I

I
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TABLE 3

ASSESSMEN1 OF STUDENT MATERIALS
N =40

1. Did your students,like using the following materials?

Yes Some A little No No Response

See-More Finds a Friend 70% 13% 5% 0% 12%
See-More Finds Out the

Facts 65 18 5 0 12
Tuner's Tune-in Guide 70 10 3 0 17

Suzie's Broken TV -68" 10 5 0 17
Suzie Makes'the Menu 70 8 8 0 14
_Famous Suzie 65 13 8 0 14

TV Discovery Game 38 5 0 10 47
TV Frog Log 38 15 5 3 39

2. Have your students learned critical TV viewing skills?

Yes Some A Little No No Response

28% 53% 5% 0% 14%

3. How much time did students spend on each of the following?

1-30 min. 31-60 min. 61-90 min. SO+ None

No

Response

See-More Finds a
Friend 58% 20% 0% 3% 5% 14%

See-More Finds Out
the Facts 58 18 3 3 5 13

Tuner's Tune-In
Guide 50 23 0 3 5 19

Suzie's Broken TV 53 18 0 3 5 21
Suzie Makes the

Menu 48 25 n 3 5 19
Famous Suzie 55 20 0 3 3 19
TV Discovery Game 5 13 0 5 18 59
TV Frog Log 15 20 8 18 8 36
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Fourth and fifth grade teachers collefed pretest and post-test

119

information on their students using a longer 23-item questionnaire. A total

of 4/4 students had a pretest mean of 13.549. A total of 451 students had a

post -test mean of 14.953. An analysis of the.classroom means yielded a t-test

value of 3.387 which has a probability of less than .0005. The lowest pretest

mean was 8.00 and the high post-test mean was 20.00.

Families. From the many families who had asked for information. about the

Project and had offered to help field test the materials, a geographically

representative sample of families was selected (see Table 4). A total of 74

families were sent a packet containing the following materials:

TV Discovery Game
TV Frog Log
Three Frog Fables
Three Suzie Stories
Television: A Family Focus (five issues)

While familjes were asked to use each item, they were also encouraged to use

the materials in ways that seemed natural and comfortable to them.

All of the parents reported reading virtually all of the children's

-N, stories to or with their children. The parent evaluations were very positive.

Regarding the children's materials, 92.3% of the families reported "yes" or*

"some" (instead of "little" or "none") to the question, "Did your child enjoy

using the materials?" Furthermore, 82% responded "yes" or "some" to the

question, "Has your child learned critical TV viewing skills?" The parents

reported an average of 4.23 hours spent on the children's materials (see Table
.

5).

Regarding the family materials (i.e., Television: A Family Focus), 91%

reported "yes" or "some" to the question, "Did you enjoy using the family

materials?" Approximately 77% of the parents responded "yes" or "some" to the

12



TABLE 4

VOLUNTEER FIELD TEST

_RURAL NE

.Andren - Ambler, Pennsylvania
Broberg - Holmdel, New Jersey
Silverberg - Sturbridge, Massachusetts

RURAL MIDWEST

Adas - Brighton, Michigan
Ahles - Hartland, Wisconsin
Feldman - Apple Valley, Minnesiita
Windorpski Tonka Bay, Minnesota

RURAL It

Hansen - Smi thfiel d, Utah
Jenson - Logan, Utah
Shackelford - Twin Falls, Idaho
Young - Lake Oswego, Oregon

RURAL SW

Canon :Luling, Texas
Go`rdon,. - Round Rock, Texas

-_Harris - Round Rock, Texas
Luebben - Round Rock, Texas
McLeod Round Rock, Texas
Michnal - Round Rock, Texas
Patterson.- Round Rock, Texas
Smith - Round Rogk; Texas
Thomas - Duncanville, Texas
Vanatta - Groves, Texas
Wellman - Round Rock, Texas

1
23
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FAMILIES

URBAN NE

Amdurer - South OrLange, New Jersey
Cartun Livingstqn, New Jersey
Cohen - Mapl ewood, New Jersey
Frantz - Staten and, New York'

*Giordano,- South Orange,'New Jersey
Isakoff - Marlboro, New Jersey
Lambert - Staten Island, New York
Nolan - South Orange', New Jersey
Steinman - Dix Hills, New York
Stern - Maplewood, New Jersey

URBASI MIDWEST

Brownfield - Minneapolis, Minnesota
Grahn - Maddock, St Paul, Minnesota
Hansen - Ainneapol is , Minnesota
Langer - Minneapolis, Minnesota
Lazai- minneapolis, Minnesota

onning - Des Moines, Iowa
MR..arman - Omaha, Nebraska

URBAN H

Adkins - Tustin, California
Bowers - Eugene, Oregon
Buerger - Santa Ana, California
Cooke - Portland; Oregon
Greeriberg - Mercer Island, Washington
Henke - Los Altos , Cal iforni a
Jagelski,- Vancouver, Washington
Sandoval - Tustin , Cal iforni
Sherman - Des Moines, Iowa
Tucker - Palo Alto, California'

URBAN SW

Beach - San Antonio, Texas
Boone - Port Arthur, Texas
Boyer - Austin, Texas
Rryson - Abilene, Texas
Calhoun - San Antonio, Texas
Crowther - Lawrence, Kansas
Gabier - Port Arthur, Texas
Jacobson - Denton, Texas
McGee - Arlington, Texas
Monroy - El Paso, Texas
Statts - Austin, Texas
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VOLUNTEER FIELD TEST FAMILIES

RURAL SOUTH

Carter - Freeland, Maryland
Cohen - Btacksburg, Virginia
Milwicz - Timonium, Maryland'
Morris - Blacksburg, Virginia
Morrison - Blacksburg, Virginia

_'Plecker - Towson, Maryland
Sporakowski - Blacksburg, Virginia
Trott - Falls Church, Virginia
Wolfle - Blacksburg, Virginia

1 r

.

URBAN SOUTH

Bruchey - Tuscaloosa, Alabama
Careuth - Knoxville, Tennessee
Dimick - Knoxville, Tennessee
Jenkins - Knoxville, Tennessee
Wright - Tuscaloosa, Alabama
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TABLE 5

PARENT VOLUNTEERS: ASSESSMENT OF CHILDREN'S MATERIALS

. 1. Did your child enjoy using the following materials?

Yes Some A Little No

See-More Series: A Frog Fable 83% 8% 8% 0%
"See-More Finds a Friend" 75 17 8 0
"See-More Finds Out the Facts" 75 17 8 0
"Tuner's Tune-In Guide" 75 17 8 0

Suzie Series
"Suzie's Broken TV 67 25 0 8
"Suzie Makes the Menu" 67 25 0 8
"Famdus Suzie" 67 25 0 8

TV Discovery Game 40 30 30 0
TV Frog Log 17 67 0 17

2. Has your child learned critical TV viewing skills?
t.

Yes Some A Little No

18% 64% 18% 0%

3. How much time did your child spend on each of the following materials?

See-More Series: A Frog Fable
"See-More Finds a Friend"
"See-More Finds out the Facts"
"Tuner's Tune-In Guide"

Suzie Series
"Suzie's Broken TV

r"Suzie Makes the Menu
"Famous Suzie"

TV Discovery Game
TV Frog Log

.57 hours

.52 hours

.54 hours

.50 hours

.57 hours

.50,hours
1.50 hours
1.00 hours

1"
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question, "Did you feel you have learned about critical TV viewing?" The

families reportecran average of 3.55 hours spent on the family materials.

Finally, 41% of the parents reported their family's television viewing habits

changed since using the family materials. Most families reported spending

less time viewing television and, being more selectiq in their viewing (see

Table 6).

Many families also used a pretest and post-test questionnaire provided

with the materials. The 23-item questionnaire was similar to the

questionnaire used by many of the teachers. The children who ranged from

5-to-11-years-old had a pretest mean of 14.5 and a post-test mean of 17.75,,

"Dependent means analysis of these data resulted in a t-value of 3.247 which,

has an associated probability of .0037.

In summary, the field test results strongly suggest that the format as

well as the content are appropriate and effective. In response to the

suggestion of several teachers, the language level of the children's stories

was tightened. Otherwise, no other major changes Were indicated.
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TABLE 6

PARENT VOLUNTEERS: ASSESSMENT OF FAMILY MATERIALS

1. Did you enjoy using the Family Materials?

Yes Some A Little No

33% 58% 8% 0%

2. *Do you feel you have learned about critical TV viewing?

Yes Some A Little No

31i 46% 25% 8%

3. Has your family changed any of its TV viewinghabits since you have
used the Family Materials?

Yes Some A Little No

8% 33% 25% 33%

4. How have viewing habits changed?

more viewing time
less viewing time
more del ective of TV shows
less selective of TV,shows
more talking about TV while watching 50%
less talking about TV while watching

63%
63%



VI. WORKSHOPS
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WORKSHOPS

The contract for the Critical Television Viewing Skills Project stipu-

lated that ten regional workshops be held to train teachers and other

educational personnel in the use of the curriculum materials; and that ten

regional workshops be held for parents in conjunction with parent or other

community organizations so that parents will understand the role they can

provide in the development of critical viewing skills.

Rather than relying solely upon special workshops, SEDL chose to work

through national education, youth-serving, and parent organizations and

to plan workshops in conjunction with annual meetings of these organiza-

tions. The reasoning was that these meetings would draw many more people

than a special workshop and that these organizations would be useful in

. helping to disseminate information and to distribute materials. There

were more requests for workshops than there was time and money to provide.

Several changes were made in the workshops outlined in the second-year

propoSal update. The following workshops were dropped .6).varying reasons:

YWCA, National School Boards Association,' YMCA, National PTA, American

Library Association, Anierican Association of School Administrators, American

Federation of Teachers, Tennessee PTA, and Big'Brothers/Big Sisters. A

pilot workshop was given for AASA's Second Annual Curriculum Conference in

Denver in July, 1979, and a presentation was made for the NSBA Task Force

on Critical Television Viewing Skills in September, 1979. The other workshops

could hot be confirmed' with the organizations due to scheduling difficulties.

Replacements were: Texas Association of School Administrators, Denton

Association for the Education;.of Young Children, Patchogue School District

(Long Island, NY), Michigin State Department of Education, National Catholic

1 ') "a." L)
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Educational Association, New Jersey Education Association, Association

for Educational Communications and Technology, Dallas County Head Start,

Parents without Partners, and the Basic Educational Skills External

Facilitator Project.

In most cases the workshops ran from one and one-half to two hours.

Every attempt was made to relate critical television viewing skills to the

various organizations' interests and concerns. Scripts or outlines were

prepared in advance. Several samples follow. The background of the pro-

ject was discussed and the materials and their various uses were covered.

The film, "Seeing Through Commercials," was frequently shown to teach about

special effects used in commercials. Participants were encouraged to con-

duct workshops upon returning home to participants. Sample materials were

distributed at the end of the workshop.

Further information on workshops may be found in the quarterly report

for the time period in which the workshop was given. For the two workshops

presented during July, 1980, after the last quarterly reported was

submitted, programs outlines are included in this section.

ti



'. WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

Organization

Completed:

I. Texas Association of School Administrators/
Texas Association of School Boards
State Convention

2. International Association for Visual
Literacy National Convention

3. Camp Fire Girls, Inc. National Convention

4. Association for the Education of Young
Children

5. Texas PTA State Convention

6. & 7. National Workshop on Television & Youth
Special Workshop

,

8. Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. Special Workshop

9. Patchogue School District Meeting

10. Michigan State Department of Education
Workshop on Instructional TV

11... National Catholic Education Association
National ConVention

12. New Jersey Education Association Special
Statewide Workshop

13. Association for Educational Communications

0 133
and Technology Annual Meeting ,.

Location Dates Type Recorded

Attendance

San Antonio
.

:

Anaheim

10/8/79

1111/79.

1 ,

State -wide

National

215

15

Portland 11/2/79' National 40

Denton 1'/8/79 District-wide 40

Amarillo 11/15/79 State-wide 15

Arlington 3/12-13/80 National 77

New York City 3/4/80 National 40

Patchogue, L.I. 3/25/80 District-wide 15

East Lansing 3/27/80 State-wide 70

New Orleans 4/9/80 National 150

North Brunswick 4/17/80 State-wide 200

1%)
tD

Denver .4/21-23/80 National 120,

13J



WORKSHOP SCHEDULE, continued

Organization Location Dates Type
Recorded
Attendance

14. New Mexico PTA State Convention Roswell 4/22/80 State-wide 50

15. National Association of Elementary School Miami 4/22/80 Natimlal 30
Principals National Convention

16. Northern Colorado Board of Cooperative Niwot 4/24/80 State-wide 16
Educational Services

17. Northern Colorado Board of Cooperative Loveland 4/24/80 State-wide 9
Educational Services

18. Dallas County Head Start Fifteenth Dallas 5/28/80 County-wide 25
Birthday Celebration - Conference
on Families

19. Parents Without Partners National . Dallas 7/11/80 National 10
Convention'

20. Basic Education Skills External Facilitator Austin 7/22/80 National 21

Program-Parental Involvement Element

21. Iowa Education Association Indianola 9/18/80 State-wide 40

22. Iowa Education Association Cedar Falls 9/19/80 State-wide 75

140
CA)



MI, MP NMI -IMF

WORKSHOPS

WINNOWA

150p Fire(2
11/2/79

Michig
of Educ Patchogue School

District 3/25/80

ew Jersey Education
Assn. 4/17/80

National Workshop on

Television & Youth(2
3/12-13/86

ANIIONA

Intn'l Visual.,
literacy Assn.

/W79

s. f...me

Texas Assn.
Admin. & Sc
10/8/79

'Completed WOrkshOps t.*
9/19/80

Start
4Denton A

P V
5/28/80

Parents

of Schooll% Parerit In
of ds ment C

BE

National Catho c Ed, ation Assn. 4/9/80
1

oject 7/22/80

National Assn. of
Elementary School
Principals 4/22/80



WORKSHOP OUTLINESCRIPT) FOR:

NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
NEW ORLEANS, LA
APRIL 8-9; 1980

"USING TELEVISION TO ENRICH THE FAMILY PARTNERSHIP"

INTRODUCTION:

AUDIENCE-INTRO-
DUCTION:

aN
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PRESENTED BY: '

SOUTHWEST EDUCATIONAL-
DEVELOPMENT LABORATOR
AUSTIN, TX

.CRITICAL TV VIEWING
SKILLS PROJECT
JO ANN STARR, presenter

All of you are here because you are committed tobeing partners
with the family, in the education of their children in both re-
ligious and secular curricula. I am here because I am part
of a project that is dedicated to enriching andimproving
family life by teaching parents and children how they can -

use televisioh as an educational resource.

I am the editor for educational materials developed under an
U.S. Office of Education contract by Southwest Educational.
Development Laboratory in Austin, Texas. The federal government
was so concerned about the impact that television has on the
lives of children that they awarded four contracts to. teach
'children critical TV-viewing skirls: =fur lab' received the {
contract for the elementary school level--grades K-5:

You are concerned about the education of these children, too.
Perhaps some or all of you are teachers- -maybe parents. But,
we were asked to, be a part of your conference because some
of your leaders think it is important to know what'part televi-
,sion plays in the education of children.

Television is a part of visUal_literacysomething we hear
about a lot nowunderstanding what we see. I am here because
I think it is important for children to understand the things .

they see everyday on television. The verbal and visual messages..'
children receive from...television are more than just the.content.
And since TV viewing takes so much of a child's time - -just the
sheer number of hours spent wathcing makes it an important part of
their learningn-indeed-TV is a large part of the learning environ
ment. It is also a large part of the family environment. Today's
children have begun to grow up in homes where television is a
piece of furniture. It-exists. They have never known life
without the influence of television. So today I want to give
you some information about some of the ways SEDL is trying
to maximize the positive effects of television on children.

Before we go any further, though, I think it only fair
that I know who you in the audience are. I have told you
a little bit about myself, now I want to know a little
about you. Are all of you teachers? (Let the audience tell
about themselves or raise.hands....) . .

1 4



AUDIENCE INTRO-
DUCTJON (CON'T)

AUDIENCE PARTICI-
PATION EXERCISE:

WORKSHOP GOALS
OR OBJECTIVES:

OVERVIEW OF SEDL
TV VIEWING PROJECT
& HOW IT FITS INTO
PURPOSES OF GROUP:

POINT OUT 8

CRITICAL TV VIEWING
SKILLS:

133

SEDL WORKSHOP SCRIPT
FOR NCEA. 4-9-80
2-2-2-2-2-2-

Tell me who you are...how many arc parents? How many ave
teachers? How many of you are teachers of elementary
students? How many are invOved in some kind of youth
organization as a leader or sponsor?

Good -now that I know who you are, I would like to know
some of your thoughts on television, just to get:us started.
I'm goiad to start a few sentences and let you finis them.
Oust complete the sentences with tha first phrase you think
of. Maybe someone will help me keep track of our thoughts.

"TV IS

;

11

"FROM TV, CHILDREN LEARN

" TV HP.S MADE CHILDREN

"TV IN THE CLASSROOM

11

(Summarize oudience concerns; relate them to what they will
be learning from this workshop)

1. To create awareness in both teacher and parent participants
so that they will begin thinking about and viewing television
critically.

2. To inform/train participants of ways they can help children
view TV critically.

3. To encourage and train tochers how to use TV as a positive
educational tool in their classrooms.

4. To promote dissemination of suk materials, and to inform
partitipants how to use the materials

5. To encourage participants to conduct workshops for volunteer
parent, youth leader groups or teacher in-service groups

6. To encourage Catholi t.. educators and parents to view TVas .

an educational tool wench can be used to enhance values and
goals when used in copjunction with critical TV viewing.

Tell how the project began, based or research. How it is
organized, emphasize three groups who will utilize these
materials and how they are oesigned to appeal and be used

. by. each.-- 7 .

(see poster



EMPHASIS ON

UPERcTANDING
IMPL.TCATIONS

OOF COMMERCIALS:

THE OTHER .8

SSKILLS, AS TAUGHT
IN THE MATERIALS:

CHILDREN'S STORIES:

TV FROG LOG:

TV DISCOVERY GAME:

TEACHER CUE
"M;CAR2S:

FAMILY MATERIALS:

WORKSHOP TRAINING
MANUAL:

HANAUT:

-
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SEDL WORKSHO" SCRIPT
FOR NCEA, 4-9.80
3-3-3-3-3.3-

As you will notice, one of the viewing shills involves
learning to understand the messages and implications of
television advertising. Most young children don;t under-
stand that commercials are different from programs. If
you ask a preschooler the difference between a program and
a commercial, he might tell ycu that is is shorter, funnier,
or has better music. There is little evidence that the
child knows the commercial is trying to sell him something.
This is one reason, the FCC is presently involved in the ..

hearings on children's advertising. Let's look at this
film which is available for schools and programs. And
then see,.if_children could better learn to be critical
of the comereials they see on television.

The entire purpose of our project is t::-teach children and
their parents and other adults who work t.ith them how to get
the maximum benefit fromthe.timethey,spendmatching.television.
Our staff collaborated in the beginning on the best ways to
teach young children--and we decided not to try to teach
critical viewing skills -critical thinking -by lecturing or
through the usucal classroom workbook methods. We felt that
children would1earn.best--and enjoy most--some of these.
methods tshow literature and explain each)

(see attached blue order fotm which explains rationale and
describes all SEDL materials)

The Frog.Fables
The Suzie Stories
Special Series

Relate to Frog Fables

Show and read aloud setae of the cards

Read one or two

Suggeet parent groups or dissemination through report card
time, by sending home with report

, Point out sections, bibliography

This contains some ef the activities ::e have ,used in the
Teacher Cue Cards and the Family Materials. Thought the

''-participants would like to have sme concrete suggestions
.to take back to their particular groups, churches....Also
a blue order forim'which tells how to get4the SEDL materials

40ESTION &ANSWER PERIOD:.
_

146 I.
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COMPLETED WORKSHOPS

Texas Association of School Administrators/Texas Association of School

Boards. A presentation was made to 115 school administrators and school

board members at their joint annual state convention in San Antonio, Texas

on October 7 and 8, 1979. The panel presentation was entitled: "New

Directions for School Improvement in the 1980's: TV and Schooling."

The presentation went well, many questions were asked during the presentation,

and several requested more information and materials afterwards and

asked to be placed on the TV Viewer mailing list. Complimentary copies of

some of the materials were handed out.

International Visual Literacy Association. This workshop was held in

conjunction with the 11th Annual Conference on Visual Literacy at the

Sheraton Anaheim Hotel, Anaheim, California on November 1, 1979. IVLA is a

nonprofit organization.created to promote, develop, apply, evaluate, and

disseminate information and-research of relevant practices and theories

associated with visual- literacy. Visual literacy, as a movement, seeks progress

in a number of areas: administration of visual programs; visual literacy

theory; visual aesthetics; bilingual education; learning theory; visual testing,

evaluation, dnd research; teacher training; creative exploration in: television,

cinematography, art theatre, photography and graphics; curriculum development;

visual linguistics/semantics; visual, language competbncies; library/media

resources; self-concept development; and visual production and expression by

students.

The fifteen workshop participants in the one and one-half hour workshop

1

were a diverse group: teachers, resource center directors, art museum staff,

public television representatives, and college professurs from several states
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and Canada and Australia. It was the opinion of the staff presenting that the

group could be effective in getting the materials into school districts, and

into teacher inservice training. The small number of participants was

disappointing but they were an enthusiastic group. Each was given the green

post card to request complimentarymaterials.

Camp Fire, Inc. A workshop was presented in conjunction with the biannual

1979 Camp Fire Congress in Portland, Oregon at the Portland Hilton on Friday,

November 2, 1979. Camp Fire,, one of the larger national organizations directly

serving. over 300,000 children, views its purpose to be one of providing through

a program of informal education, opportunities for youth to realize their

potential and to function effectively as caring, self-directed individuals

respohsible.to themselves and to others; and, as an-Orgahfzition, to seek to

improve those conditions in society whit affect youth.

The objectives of the workshop were to encourage Camp Fire Leaders and

parents to view TV as an educational tool that can promote Camp Fire goals

when used in conjunction with critical television viewing skills programs and

to train leaders to train others in critical viewing skills. The first was

accomplished quite well. The second, due to limited tiMe'available, probably

was not entirely achieved.

Two one-and-ohe-half hour sessions of the workshop were presented.

Twenty Camp Fire leaders and Horizon Club members (high-school-age delegates),

who, incidentally were reported to be among the most enthusiatic participants,

attended each session. Activities were presented which could be used within

their Camp Fire programs and a handout outlining activities was given to each,

along with a green card to receive complimentary copies of the critical TV

viewing skills materials. Reprints of the Camp Fire article (Leadership

magazine - September-November,1979) were also provided. The workshop

lid
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evaluations were extremely positive with ratings of "excellent" most

of the responses regarding presentation and interest. Most all participants

said they would recommend that Camp Fire initiate a program on the subject--

,a two day seminar or council level training session.

Denton Association for the'Education of Young Children. A special meeting

of the Denton AEYC was held November 8, 1979 at the Selwyn School in Denton,

Texas. The hour-and-a-half presentation was attended by 40 people, most of

whom were education students at North Texas State University and at Texas

Woman's University. Publicity was received through an article in the Denton

newspaper prior to the meeting. Several problems were encountered: the audio-

visual equipment did not work, the chalkboard requested was not provided, and the

composition of the audience was not what was anticipated. The contact person

had indicated the majority would be teachers and parents, and a few day care

personnel. SEDL staff felt the ideas presented were new and unic 1 to the

future teachers assembled and that they stood a good chance of being incorporated'

into their prospective lesson plans.

An activity guide and green postcard to be used to obtain complimentary

copies 'f the materials were given to each participant.

Texas Congress of Parents and Teachers. A one-and-one-half hour workshop

was presented at the annual state convention of the Texas PTA in Amarillo,

Texas on November 15, ]979. Fifteen parenti and educators participated.

Response was very favorable. In fact, one woman commented that thr, material

was so positive that she wondered if she had deprived her child by not having

a television at- home.

The scheduling of the workshop at a time when other workshops and a tour

were going on, detracted from attendance. Even though the workshop was billed

as a new USOE project, many PTA members thought it was more of the National PTA's
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TV Violence Project and they were therefore not interested, having "heard it

all before." The workshop host, a school principal, indicated that indeed it was

too bad that the misunderstanding had occurred because the information was very

worthwhile.

National Workshop on Television, and Youth. The invitational National .

Workshop on Television and Youth was held in Arlington, Virginia March 12-13,

1980. The two-day meeting was attended by 77 representatives of education,

parent, and youth organizations, governmental agencies, and the television

industry. Cooperation among the various constituencies was stressed in

an effort to make television a positive educational experience for children.

The format of the workshop included five major speakers: George Comstock,

Patrick L. Daly, Thomas Bolger, Virginia Sparling, and Commissioner

Abbott Washburn.

Participants met the first day in special interest groups--educators,
9

youth organizations, parents, and the TV industry to discuss research

and the need for cooperative effort. The second day, task forces consisting

of a heterogeneous group of participants from the special interest groups

met to discuss the feasibility of cooperative planning. Each group and

task force developed a list of recommendations that were presented at the end

of the workshop. Research and position papers from some thirty individuals

and organizations were made available to participants. Speeches, ref..nmmendation

and papers will be compiled into a post-workshop publication. A list of

participants, the invitation, the program, the abstracts and .-ecommendations app

in the appendices.

Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. A two-hour workshop was conducted at the

Girl Scout Headquarters in New York City on March 24, 1980. Approximately 40

youth leaders, trainers, national staff members, plus representatives from the

0
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New York State Board of Education and the New York City School Board attended.

Participants were responsive and.requested specific ideas that youth groups

could use. Activity guide handouts for leaders were distributed to the group.

The New York State Board of Education has since requested permission to reproduce

50 copies of the handout for their Boards of Cooperative Educational Services.

Patchogue School District. A two-hour workshop was presented to 15

elementary school teachers, principals, and reading specialists on March 25, 1980

in Patchogue, Long Island. The group was very receptive and the district'

is already using the materials. They plan to disseminate information to

other area schools.

Michigan State Department of Education. A-day-long conference on

the Instructional Use of Television and Radio'was held March 27 in East

Lansing. A presentation was made to approximately 70 participants who were

very supportive of the critical TV viewing skills idea. Several school

district representatives expressed an interest in using our materials.

National Catholic Educational Association. A one-hour-and fifteen-

minute workshop-was held in connection with the National Catholic Educational

Association's '77th Annual Convention, Exposition and Religious Education

Congress, April 9, 1980 at the Superdome in New Orleans. Built upon the

theme, "Catholic EducatOrs: Partners with the Family," the convention

was attended by approximately 10,000. From 125 to 150 elementary

teachers and principals, along with some group leaders, school board

members and parents, attended the workshop. Interest was high and there

was much expressed enthusiasm regarding the materials.

The participants seemed to be among those educators most concerned

about the effects of television on children. Using television to teach

15_,"
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values and discernment of stereotypes and distortions was emphasized in

an effort to address their concerns.

A convention program, workshop outline and evaluations, and handout'

are included in Appendix A.

New Jersey Education Association. The New Jersey Education Associa-

tion, claiminl a membership of over 110,000, held a-special statewide

conference April 17, 1980 in North Brunswick, New Jersey. Entitled

"Incorporating TV Critical Viewing Skills into the Curriculum," the con-

ference was cosponsored by the Educational Media Association of New Jersey,

the New Jersey Association of Elementary and Middle School Administrators,

New Jersey Association of Secondary School. Principals and Supervisors,

the New Jersey Council for the Social StUdies,:and the New Jersey Council

of Teachers of English.,

A two-hour panel presentation was Made to over 200 participants by

Dr. Corder -Holz and Dr. Dorothy Singer. Practical aspects--how to incor-

porate critical television viewing skills into the curriculum and how

they can be adapted by media and language arts specialists--were stressed.

Participants were very receptive and asked many questinns. There

were many inquiries regarding SEDL materials.

Association for Educational Communications and Technology. Two

sessions were presented on Monday, April 21 and Wednesday, April 23, 1980

at the Denver Convention Center, Denver, Colorado, for the annual meeting

of the Association for Educational Communications and Technology.

Dr. Corder-Bolz presented an overview of the elementary level Critical

Television Viewing Skills Project and described the materials.

Audience interest during and after the presentations was high.

Approximately 100-120 participants attended the workshops.

1: ')
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New Mexico PTA. A two-hour workshop was held April 22, 1980 at the

Salleport Inn, Roswell, New Mexico for approximately 50 New Mexico PTA

members participating in the state PTA's annual convention. An overview

of the project and the Materials were discussed. The film "Seeing Through

Commercials" was shown.and was very well received-, as were the materials.

Materials description/order forms were distributed. The workshop outline

is'included in Appendix A.

National; Association of Elementary School Principals. An hour- and --a-

half workshop was presented to approximately thirty elementary school prin-

cipals and teachers at the national convention of the National Association

of Elementary School Principals held at the Miami Beach Convention Center

on April 22, 1980. The theme of the convention was "Principals: Key to

Excellence."

The background and an overview of the project were covered, as well as

the materials. Training Manuals, Teacher Cue Cards, and order forms were

distributed to each participant. The film "Seeing Through Commercials"

was shown, also. Participants were extremely interested, ,flough only

two had heard about the USOE project. Several indicated they would like

to conduct training sessions for their teachers.

Northern Colorado Educational Board of Cooperative Services. Two

two-hour workshops were organized by the Northern Colorado Educational

Board of Cooperative Services on April 24 at Niwot High School near Boulder

and the Walter Clark High School in Loveland. About 25 teachers, school

administrators, and parents attended the two workshops. Although SEDL

prepared a press release for NCEBCS, the workshops were sparcely attended.

Research findings, an overview of the project, suggestions for teach-

ing\critical television viewing skills in the classroom and at home were
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discussed. Participants exhibited much interest. The press release and

article appear in Appendix A.

Regional Head Start Project - Fifteenth Birthday Celebration. An

hour-and-fifteen-minute workshop entitled "Touching Children, Reaching

Families--Through Critical TV Viewing Skills" was presented to 25 persons

as part of Dallas County Head Start's Conference on Families' held at the

Ramada Inn Convention Center in Dallas May 28, 1980. Ma'ny parents were

present,_ as well_as_ftead Start s ' 1. S .411 I

overview of the project was presented. Suggestions that television can be

a positive learning source and that critical view;% skills can be taught

appeared to be new concepts to most of the audience. Goals were; to

create awareness in participants so they will begin thinking about viewing

television critically themselves; to inform participants and train them in

ways they can help young children become critical TV viewers; to encourage

and train teacher and day care participants how to use TV as a positive

educational tool in their classrooms, in child care facilities, and in

the Head Start program; to promote dissemination of SEDL materials and

to inform participants how to use the materials; and to encourage parti-

cipants to conduct workshops for volunteer parents and youth leader

groups or teacher in-service groups.

Parents Without Partners. This workshop was held in conjunction with

Parents Without Partners 21st International Convention July 11, 1980 at

the Coews-Anatole Hotel in Dallas, Texa:',. PWP, Inc. is an international

nonprofit non-sectarian educational organization devoted to the welfare

and interests of single parents and their children. Unfortunately, the

hour-and-a-half workshop was scheduled during the late afternoon when

Zone Meetings were also in progress, and only ten people attended. Those

15
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who did were very interested and will print some of the family materials,

in their various chapter newsletters. Because of the small number of

participants, a more informal 'approach was used. The film, "Seeing

Through Commercials" was shown. Training Manuals were distributed to

participants and additional materials mailed to them later. Also, Parents

Without Partners reprinted 1,000 of the Critical Television Viewing Skills

order forms and distributed them at the convention.

0 Parent Involvement Coordinators, Basic Education Skills Facilitator

Project. This workshop was- Held at the Southwest Educational Development

Laboratory in Austin, TexaS on July 22, 1980.c Part of a three-day training

session sponsored by the Basic Educational Skills Project for parent involve-

ment coordinators, the 25 participants were from Michigan, Colorado, New

York, and Washington. The one hpur and forty -five minute workshop covered

the backgrouLd of the project, the research and the SEDL materials.

Parental involvement was. emphasized: Each participant was given materials,

except the Frog Log and TV Discovery Game which are in short supply.

Xeroxed copies of those were provided by the BES staff. Response was

extremely enthusiastic. It is anticipated-that the participants will

actively .Involve the parents with whom they work'in some tyr4 of critical

television viewing skills-training. This is judged to be one of the most

successful workshops of the series.

Iowa Education Association - Simpson College, Indianola. A day-long

workshop on critical TV viewing skills was held at Simpson College in

Indianola, Iowa on September T8. A presentation was made to approximately

80 educators from school districts, the Iowa Department of Public Instruc-

tion and Iowa State Education Association. Then the meeting split into two

workshops, one for elementary schools and one for high schools. Approximately
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40 attended the elementary school session. The sessions were followed by

discussion panels comprised of representatives of the three commercial net-
A

works, the Iowa Department of Public Instruction, the Iowa State Education

Association, the Iowa PTA, and the Iowa Educational Media Association.

Iowa Education Association - University of Nothern Iowa. A day-long

conference on critical TV viewing skills was held at the University of

Northern Iowa in Cedar, Falls, Iowa on September 19. A presentation was made

to approximately 120 educators from school districts and education agencies.

Then the meeting split into two workshops, one for elementary schools and

one for high schools. Approximately 60 attended the elementary school

session. The sessions were followed by discussion panels comprised of repre-

sentatives from the local affiliates of the three commercial networks, the

Iowa Department of Public Instruction, the'Iowa State Education Association,

and other educators.
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10 . Friday, July 11

Regional Council Workshop
Session H

Time

10:30.11:45 im

Noon2 pm

2:30.4 pm

Program.111. Location

Yei, You Have To Do All That
(Regional Council Programming and How
To Do It)

Pat Hammers, VP, Program and Education

Awards Luncheon (Please be prompt.)
Awards Presentation
Preview of Toronto

maple Leaf Regional Council

Chambers

Grand
Ballroom

Regional Council Workshop

4:15-5:45 pm

Session III

Regional Council Zone Assistance Team
(ZAT)
Moderator Judy Ellis, Director, Zone A
Panel: Don Fauble, ZA, Zone E

Connie Mallett, Chairman, IBOD
Sallie Rizzolo, Zone Coordinator
Jay Smyth, 1st VP

Critical TV Viewing Skills
Sherry Stanford, Project Coordinator,

Southwest Educational
Development Laboratory

Rosetta

Chambers

Friday, July 11

Grassroots Topics
Session II

1.1

Time

2:30.4 pm

Program Location

VI Proposed Revision of the International
Bylaws (Repeated from Session I)

Helmut Lecke, Director, Zone B
Lydia Warner, Director, Zone C

VII Ethics of Campaigning
Presenter. Jan Nigg,

Crystal Lake Chapter 189
Moderator Claire Saur.3ers,

Director, Zone C

VIII What is the FUnction of Zone Staff
and What should Their Training Include?

Presenter. Priscilla Long,
Whip City Chapter 990

Moderator. Jeanne French,' ZA,
Zone F

IX No Chapter shall be eligible for awards in
the International Awards Program in the
area of Family and Youth, Programming or
Newsletters if the Chapter does not meet
minimum program standards.

Presenter. Betty Schrader,
Suburban West Chapter 478

Moderator. Freda Mark, Past
President, PWP International

Obelisk

Cardinal

eMIN1111=11

Fleur De Lis

Batik
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Thuisiay, July ID
onvention At A Glance

16(141.101y 11

Breakfast
Mo one served after $:30 am

a

a

Opening Saslow

Presentation of Colors
Pathan
Welcome

Regional Coaacil Parade of Flags
Roll Call of Zones
Annual Upsets
Introduction of Candidates
Candidates' Speeches

Lunch Break

o Chapter Development Workshops
sown. r

LNdershlp Workshop
Who's Got Whom Hand to Whose lockets?
Featly and tooth
Legislative Action
taw Programs
Community Ureic,
Respoesibilitios of Membership

-*Public Relations
Chapter Dolrehrprnimot

im
Motivating Male Participation (Dads for a Day)

70" IYEA Workshop

"i Parliamentary Last
Cr Legal Affairs
e Speaking for the Speaker's Bureau

Ethics and Grievance
Questions a Answers about VO Martial,' Program
Disde Have To Do All That? (Chapter Progrveeing)

atspoesibilitios of Chapter Boards

a
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Saturday, July 12 Sunday. July 1-1

21st Annual
International Convention
Parents Without Partnefs

Loews Anatole Hotel
July 10-13, 1980

Personal Growth Workshops

Love or illusion

Stress Reduction: A Rational
Approach

.

Cohabitation: Pleasures and
Problees

Scowl Myths
They Lived Happily Ever After
sew to Bea Fantastic Single
Parent Without Dying Young

personal Growth Workshops

tossauu tins.. nr s.u.

Regional Council
Workshbp

000.001

IPurposes and Relooasi
Waits ofPegional
Councils

Continental

Wahine

Regional Council
Workshop
swum

Yes. You Have To
Do All That:

(Regional Council
programing)

Aumr.mtynchem

Awards Presentation
Preview of Toronto

a
OJ

to

35

Can

;.a
e.

g Grassroots
spume a

I Proposed Revision of the Interoatfonal Bylaws
M II Define Separstion - What Constitutes Eligibility

111,Revlsion of Rules of Control of Attendance at
Chapter Functions

IV GirholoOment of Legislative Agenda for 1980-1981
V Shell We Hold Future Intonational Conventions at

College or University Campuses?

se.

Dinner Break

legal Research Coordinators Meeting

Texas Style Dance
lessons 9-9:30 pe

Dam.

Discussion

lhe Revolution in
Living

Mort Kacz

Regional
-Council
Workshop

urn» IS
ZAT

Zone
Assistance

Team

Grassroots. Topics
m

. VI Proposed Revision of the International

VII Ethics of Careeigrang
VIII What is the Function of Zone Staff and

What Should Their Training Include?
IX Chapters Must Melt Minhum Program

Standard to be Eligible for Awards

Zone Caucus
Session

(Zone

Critical
TV Viewing Skills

Southeast .

Education Lab

Crefenti.ls end

tieesions

Doors Open I
9:30 we

Annual meetingSymms% Session

Delegate Voting on Resolutions

from Grassroots Sessions and
Other Major Issues of PUP Polity

Closing SAISMba

installation
Officers

Canadian tat d of
Directors lie:VT

Dinner Break

Zone Caucus
Session
(Zone A4)

Dance
Disco
Dente

Fijm Preview

-what You Are Is What You ;ere When

7:30 - 9 pm
(Repeated 9:20 - 11 pa)

Moderated Discussions
Stop. Look, listen:

Connbrif cation Skills That Wort

Parenting Aft, r Divorce,
A Positive Approach

Sexual Myths

a

el

a.

President's gangues

Procession
Introduction of Hew Officers
Presentation of Awards

SPOT!

Cormunity Service

Distinguished Service
to Children

Presider:re 1811

Disco
Dance

Testate! Session toy
Newly Elected 1900
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Coals: To enhance underitanding, knowledge and skills of BES Staff in planning
for and implementing the Parient Involvement Element of the BES Project.

Parent Involvement
July 22-24, 1980

Southwest Educational Devel opv.nt Laboratory

211 East Seventh Street
Austin; Texas

Tuesday, July 22, 1980 .2 5th Floor Conference Room

8:00 - 8:30 am

8:30 - 9:30 am

9:30 - 11:30 am

Coffee and Donuts

We conieand Introduction, SEDL/BES Staff-

Theories and Concepts for Planning and Implementation,

Dr. David Williams

Presentation will focus on background information, success-

ful elements of effective Parent programs to include needs

assessments/analysis instruments, recruitment of parents,

and experiences of the various parent projects.

Objectives: 0

Participants will 'be able to differentiate between

Parent Involvement, Parent Education, and Parenting

within the context of the session.
-.

.' Participants will be able to list and apply charac-

teristics that are conducive to Parent Involvement/

,.Parent_ Programs.

Participants will be aware of the necessity for

appropriate needs assessments and analysis instruments. I
Procedure:

This session will be primarily a presentation for

information giving with a discussion to include a

question and answer session.

11:30 1:00 pm Lunch

1:00 - 2:15 pm Introduction to the Parenting Materials Information Center

(PMIC), Dr. David Williams

Presentation will include an introduction about selections I
and utilization to parent materials.

6
1

11
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Objectives:'

149"

' Participants will learn to dekribe materials.

' Participants will learn to select materials..

Procedure: ,

This session will include a pisicticum on the review'
and selection of materials in the PMIC.

-2:154..4:001p17.05fgarentsztlakingAV Viewing Educational;As.:Sherry Stanforclt*
4,

Presentation will include introduction and research find-
ings on children and televisfon viewing with practical
suggestions on how parents can snake TV watching educational
based on the Learning Media Research Project.

Objective:.

Participants will be able to discuss ways to .

integrate into BES Goals and Objectives.

-4:00 -'.6:00 pm --------SharingTime on Your Own - -

We recognize that many of you would like to take this
opportunity to share your BES experiences. There are
many nice informal places nearby.

I.

'Wednesday, July 23, 1980 - 5th Floor Conference Room

8:00 -- 8:30 am Coffee and Donuts

8:30 - 4:00 pm

5 :2.00 pm

Parent Involvement in Action, Dr. Joyce Evans.
. _

Background information and techniques in working with
parents for educational pruposes will be explained and
demonstrated.

Objective:

Participants will demonstrate that they can plan
and conduct a session based on the elements of
training presented.

Procedure:

This session will involve presentations and demon-
strations in planning and interacting with parents
in training sessions.

On your own (or join SEDL/BES staff for a Dutch Treat of
. Texas Sar -B -Que at the County Line).

.2 .162
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Thursday, Jay 24, 1980

8:00 - 8:30 am

8:30 - 9:40 am

9:40 - 10:30 am

4-1

'5th Floor 'Conference Room

Coffee and Donuts

Applications of Parent Involvement Information, SEDL/BES
Staff

Defining Activities and Roles in the Parent Involvement
Element. 'Sessions will focus on parent involvement
activities in 1980-81 BES proposal and classifying these
activities according to Parent Involvement, Parent Educa-
tion, and Parenting. Session will also include a dis-
cussion on characteristics and roles conducive to an
effective Parent Involvement Program.

Objective:.

Participants will discuss characteristics of
Parent Involvement, Parent Education, and Parent-
ing and will classify Parent Involvement activities
1980-81 BES Proposal using the three definitions.

Procedures:

Participants in large group will list and define
characteristics of each definition.

Participants will be divided by site and each
person will classify parent involvement activites
according to definitions designed.

The Parent Involvement Coordinator or Program
Manager will present and lead a diScussion with site
members comparing the outcomes of activity #2.

Characteristics of an Effective Parent Involvement Program

Objectives:

Based en each individual's perceptions participants
will complete a questionnaire (post) describing an
effective parent involvement program.

Participants will compare both the Pre and Post des-
criptions and will evaluate them with a checklist.

Procedure:

Participants will be given a blank questioLlaire and
will be asked to describe conditions of an effective
parent involvement program,

3
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Tsda?LJuly 24; 19801cOntinuedU

10:30 - 10:45 am Break

10:45 - 11:45 am Defining Roles for Parent Involvement

Objectives:

Participants will become aware of the various con-
sultant roles.

'Given a written survey on consultant roles partici-
pants will self assess their own strengths and
weaknesses.

Participants grouped by site will identify strengths
and staff development needs of the group in relation
:ta.the roles needed for the implementation of the
Parent Involvement element.

Procedure:

The participants will complete a self assessment
survey. On newsprint each site staff member will
list roles identified as strengths for the iwple-
mentation of the parent'involimment element and Will
list roles that need to be developed.

11:45 - 1:00 pm Lunch

1:00 - 3:45 pm Session will include site reviewing the 1980-81 BES
Proposal, developing and presenting a written plan that
will incorporate knowledge and techniques presented
during the Parent Involvement Conference,____

Objectives:

Based on the experiences and knowledge gained
during the conference participants will plan for
implementation.

Procedures:

In a large group participants will discuss ways to
integrate knowledge and experience of previous 2
days.

Grouped by site, participants will discuss, develop
and present a written plan to an SEDL staff member
which incorporates knowledge and experiences of the
previous 2 days.

In developing the plan, participants will utilize
the PMIC, if necessary.

Wrap up:
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WORKSHOP OUTLINE: BES Project Presentation

I. How do you view TV? Let's explore your feelings about the medium.

DISTRIBUTE QUESTIONNAIRE - DISCUSS

II. Project Backgrou

"Television and the Book" - Boyer & Boorstin May 1978

October 1978-80 4 Contractors

Development of materials, field testing - 1st year

Dissemination, workshops - 2nd year

Critical television viewing skills appear, Ao be a combination of

reasoning skills and TV viewing habits

LIST SKILLS ON POSTER

III. SEDL Approach

Not easy to change habits, attitudes

Need prolonged contact - teachers and parents best

Wide age range - 511 (kindergarten through fifth)

CRB Organiz4tions

Voluntary field testing

Fun for children, eye'catching, colorful

No guilt trip for parents

Help teachers teach what they already have to teach, basic skills

(%%4Iile at the same time teaching about television

Looked to research findings about children and television to tell us

what to stress

IV. Research

Research indicates that younger children:

1. hmie difficulty distinguishing fact from fantasy.

152
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2. have difficulty putting events into proper sequence.

3. have difficulty drawing inferences.

4. have difficulty remembering what is important.

5. don't comprehend motives for acts. .

6. don't understand consequences of acts.

7. often evaluate characters in terms of consequences of their acts.

8. cannot tell the difference between a commercial and a regular program.

9. often accept commercial statements as true because "the man says so."

10. are unaware of how people "get into the TV set."

11. obtain most of their occupational information from TV.

12. tend to watch only a few types of shows in an unplanned manner.

V. Impl-ications.of_xesearch for parental involvement are great

1. -Parents can affect what a child learns and retains from TV content

by talking with the child about the program.

2. Parents can modify the effects of violence if they talk about the

program while viewing with the child.

3. Parents frequently underest4mate amount of time children spend

watching TV.

What can parents do?

Talk about TV with their children: direct, indirect, springboard

View with them.

Use TV wisely: set limits - time.

control content - help appropriate programming.

plan viewing time and time for other activities

VI. VIEW SEEING THROUGH COMMERCIALS

VII. DISCUSS MATERIALS - PASS OUT

Not copyrighted - may be reproduced

Available at cost from SEDL
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Complete each sentence with a word or short phrase.

2. When I was growing up TV was

3. If we didn't have a TV

.4. The program I like the most is

4. A program I wish would be taken off TV is

6. My child(ren) watch(es) TV.

7. I'll be happy when-TV

8. TV has made our home

9. I don't understand why TV

0.0( Commercials

What TV does best is

12. TV can never take the place of

13. No one should watch,more than hours of TV per day.

14. I watch hours of TV a day.

15. If TV is addictive, I'm

VIC TV has made children

17. I wish\more programs were

. Children need to learn that TV

19. TV interfers with

20. TV could

21. TV in the classroom

22. Before TV, people

23. When my child(ren) watch(es) TV, I

24. TV teaches my child(ren)

25. At its best, TV
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DEVELOPING CRITICAL TFLEVIEWING SKILLS -- SIMPSON COLLEGE -- SEPTEMBER 18

8:30 - 9:00 A.M. Registration and Sign-in

9:00 A.M. Welcome and Greetings: Dr. E.G. Booth, Head Dept. of Education,
S4-pson College, ISEA President George Duvall

9:15 A.M. Approaches to teaching critical televiewing skills - an overview

9:45 A.M.

12 NOON

1:00 P.M.

2:45 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

Debra Lieberman, Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development (secondary)

Dr. Charles Corder-Bolz, Southwest Educational Development
Laboratory (elementary)

Sectional Training Sessions

Lunch Pfeiffer Dining Hall

Training sessions continue

Coffee Break

Instructional resources available from the television industry

-.-sni

Bill Sherman, ISEA Public Relations Specialist
Janice Marvin, Program Coordinator, Station WOI-TV, Ames
Guy Koenigsberger, Vice President & Creative Services Director,

Station KCCI-TV, Des Moines
Bill Jackson, Program Director, Station WHO-TV, Des Moines

Questions and reactions

3:30 P.M. Bringing critical televiewing skills into the Iowa school curriculum

Eleanor Blanks, Librarian, Roosevelt High School Des Moines
and Vice President, President-elect Iowa Educational
Media Assoc.

Marguerite Boss, Des Moines housewife and Iowa PTA TV
Coordinator

John Martin, Director Instructional & Curriculum Division,
Department of Public Instruction

Richard Sweeney, Instructional Development Specialist,
Iowa State Education Association

Questions and reactions

4:00 P.M. Adjourn
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etting students to wee,
TV with a critical eye

By Marilyn Musser
Tribune Waif Wflh.

INDIANOLA, IA. Given studies
that indicate the average high school
graduate has spent 15,0110 hours In

front of a television

) net compared with
OES MOINES only 11,000 hours in

%thalanfla the classroom,
see_.----s,, educators think it'so aaa, 200 time they learned

how to turn on the set without turning
cif their minds.

That was the message to approxi-
mately 60 Iowa educators gathered at
Simpson College here Thursday for a
workshop on "Developing Critical
Televiewing Skills" in students. The
Workshop was sponsored by the Iowa
State Education Association as part
of a federal project underwritten by
the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.

Television IS here to stay so
students might as well learn how to
use it to their benefit instead of being
used by it, ISEA president George
DuVall told the group in opening
remarks.

This realization is forcing
educators to start using "the tune" as

an ally instead of fighting it and
hoping It will go away which It
won't, he s Id.

Youngsters can learn much from
television about language, social and
political issues, different occupations
and even types of behavior. But they
also, reist know that what they see on
television is only one of many ways to
lock at a particular topic.

Often they accept what they see on
television as normal, when really it is
a unique event. Consequently,
"Starsky and Hutch" may falter a
tolerance for violence and "Kojak"
may encourage a feeling that pdshing
people around and being aggressive is
an acceptable way to get things done.

But it isn't, DuVall pointed out, and
youngsters not only should know what
show they're watching, but what is I

happening on it and what they think
about it.

.

Debra Lieberman of the Far West 1

Laboratory for Education Research ,

and Development based in San ,

Francisco, a pioneer in developing
lesson plans for critical TV viewing,
said high school students in a pilot
program studied scripterriting, pro-
gramming, scheduling and produc-
tion, as well as the show itself.

And when they did take a close look
at the program content, Lieberman
said, they discussed whether any new
information was presented, values or
beliefs expressed, if there was
violence whether it was necessary for
the plot, if occupations were
portrayed correctly and other aspects
that make students determine, "How
real is all this anyway?"

Much the same can be done with
the elementary student, added Dr.
Charles Corder -Bolt of the Southwest
Educational Development Laborato-
ry in Austin, Tex.

If youngsters of any age are to
develop critical viewing skills, they
will need help from their parents, as
well as teachers, to decide what
really is and isn't happening, Corder-
Bolz said.

Some of the workshop materials
were designed for parents. including
an activity sheet on which parents
can record how much time their
children spend watching television.

In the ISEA material, parents are
encouraged to choose programs with
their children, watch with them
whenever possible and talk about the

show after it's over to see what the
child got out of it.

Mary Curtin, a West Des Moines
junior high teacher, who attended the
workshop, said: "It amazes me how
many kids still do their homework in
front of the television that just
floors me.... I know television is an
important element of their growing
up so I need to help them figure of t
what's really happening with it" e

"I know what they're favorite
programs are," added Indianola ele-
mentary teacher Anita Allen, "I just
want them to be able to evaluate
what they're seeing.

"Ail it takes is a little discussion, a
little conversation to figure out,
'What's that show trying to say?"

The ISEA workshop will be
repeated Friday at the University of
Northern Iowa Education Center in
Cedar Falls. Iowa is one of four states
where training sessions are being held
under the federal program. Pilot
teaching programs have alread!t
started in Boston, Chicago and San
Francisco.

nicyhst, 47, Itilied.
CENTRAL CITY, IA. Richard C.

Chesney, 47, of rural Springville was
fatally injured Thursday south of here
wh 1 he was struck by a semi-trailer
truck as he rode his bicycle to work et
the Collins Radio plant in Cedar
Rapids.

''es!ac.a.se-e-edavareerea
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Teachers seek TV as a 'tool,' not 'enemy'
I, By MARK MITTELSTADT

Record Editor
Johnnie can't read or write, but he

does a pretty good job of watching
television.

In fact, educators say it is partly
because of Johnnie's addiction to the
tube that he cannot adequately read
or write.

But Iowa teachers hope to change
that, either by getting Johnnie to learn
how to use the "off" knob, or by trying
to make television more of a"tool" for
education.

THE POSSIBILITIES of getting
Johnnie to kick the TV habit, or at
least changing TV so it will add to his
education, were discussed Friday in a
workshop at the University of Nor-
thern Iowa. Experts and tea ers who
are starting prcgrams t Imed at
dealing with the effect of television on
youngsters discussed their ideas with
approximately 40 teachers and a
handful of parent organization
representatives. A similar workshop
was held Thursday at Simpson
College in Indianola.

"Overall, we just want to find a way
to make television a more positive,
more productive -tool," said George
Duvall, the president of the lowAState
Education Association which
organized the workshops.

iv/
ISEA has become increasingly1

'concerned" about the effects TV is
having on students, Duvall said.

"TWO YEARS ago I travelled
around, and a number of the teachers
told me in the mornings they would
have students so unsettled from
something they had seen on TV the
night before that they had to spend
part of the morning getting it
resolved," he said.

Because of something the students
especially younger ones viewed,

they had "sleepless nights" or did not
eat well, he said. -

Also, he said, teachers , were
beginning to notice that students were
spending more time watching
television, and spending less time on
assignments.

WHILE TEACHERS once may have
viewed . television as "the enemy,"
they now are beginning to wonder

. how they can get students to watch
television more critically, and how TV
might be better used in educating.
students, Duvall said.

"We are trying to walk the tight-
rope between not making people think
we feel TV is bad and yet trying to get
things ... that are a little more
challenging," he said.

He opened the workshop by pointing
out the impact television has had on
society.

In the average American home, the
television set Is turned on an average
of six hours a day, he said. "Family
conversations average only 14

minutes a day.
"Most of you are aware that the

average student, by the time of high
school graduation, will have spent
15,000 hours before the television.
During that same time, he will have:
received 11,000 hours of classroom
instruction."

But the TV of today is "only the tip
of the iceberg," he said.
"Technological experts tell us, in fact,
that we're on the threshold of a new
communications revolution that
promises to expand the television
dream machine beyond our wildest
imagination."

He referred to videodisc whish will
allow everything frorri"feattfre films
and golf lessons to concerts and sports
spectaculars" to be played when a
viewer wants them. Also, the sound
will be carried through stereo
systems, making "a picture as perfect
as any Cable hock-up and full-fidelity
steraphonic sound."

"Beyond simply making television
more attractive, videodiscs will also
revolutionize the music business,
shake up the film industry and change
the world of education and what you
and I do at school."

FEATURED AT the workshops
were two specialists who have
developed materials educators can
use to teach students how to turn a
critical eye towards TV.

Because of the work of one of them,
first graders around the country may
soon begin reading about several fish
in a pond who spend all their time
watching television, and do not know
anything about the rest of the world.
In the story, an adventure-some frog
returns to the pond to tell , the un-
derwater TV viewers what they are
missing on the outside, and how what
they see on the television is actually
very carefully arranged for the
camera.

The stories of See-More frog and his
Tuner-Fish friends was created in a
project directed by Charles Corder-
Bolz of the Southwest Educational
Development Laboratory in Austin,
Tex. The Southwest Lab contracted
with what was then the U.S. Officeof
Education to come up with TV
curriculum material for elementary
students in grades kindergarten
through five.

CORDER-BOLZ SAID the task his
group faced was finding a way to
reach youngsers in that age group.. It
decided to try fairy tales, leading to
See-More's discussions with his
bleary-eyed friends and his visit to
KNUC studios.

Another story was a mythical Suzie,

\
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who put togethera family
19

menu based
on commercials she had seen on

. Saturday morning television.
It included: breakfast Vita-

Punch Grape Drink, Puff Bread,
Whammo Cereal, Sugary Crunchies
and Snappies; lunch Martin Hot
Dogs. Vita-Punch. Goodie-Tastie
Chocolate Cake. Puff Bread and
ChocoChewies; dinner Vita-Punch,
Goodie-Tastie Apple Pie, Popsie Pop.
Puff Bread. Choppie Chips. Martin
Hot Dogs, ChocoChewtes.

After reviewing her menu, Suzie
found that it didn't sound as good as
did on TV. and finally based her list on
on a food groups chart she brought
from school.

CORDER-HOLZ SAID parents can
alter what messages their children
receive from television, even by one
comment. During a study of an
"Adam 12" episode on playing
hookey, CorderBolz said a parent's
simple comment that skipping school
"is not good to do around here" would
lead a child to conclude that it "really
isn't the thing todo.

Attempting to develop materials for
high school students was the task of
the Far West Laboratory for
Educational Research and
Development based in San Francisco.
which also had a contract with the
Office of Education

Deborah Lieberman, of Far West.
said the materials including a text
book have been developed and
should be printed within three weeks.

Corder-Bolz was especially critical
of TV advertising. Ile told of one
teacher whose son had wanted a toy
army truck pictured by a TV ad amid
other trucks and soldiers. The teacher
finally took her son to the store and
showed him the truck, sitting among
other toys on the shelf. It didn't :ook so
"neat," Corder-Bolz said, and the boy
then didn't want it.

"You see commercials for tennis
shoes where they have kids flying

these tennis shoes," he said.
"Ask your child "Have you ever

seen a kid fly"?" he advised, adding
to explain to them how the camera
angle gives the illusion of flying.

HE ALSO suggested turning the
sound off on some programs and
imaginging what the characters are
saying, or turning the picture off and
the sound up and then trying to con-
nect the voices with the characters.

The text book, authored by Ned
White of WGBH public television
station in Boston, includes articles by
professionals in the television in-
dustry, she said, as well as
worksheets and projects.

The areas addressed by the text
book include, she said: individual
viewing habits; the business end of
broadcasting; the nuts and bolts of
how a show is produced; the selling of
TV, such as ads, political an-
nouncements and the messages of
programming; news; content, and its
effects on viewers; and future
technology and parenting roles.

The textbook can be used for a one
semester course, or can be used in
other class arrangements, she said.

One worksheet in the book includes
having students look at the messages

both direct and hidden of com-
mercials. and see how commercials
are playing on human needs and in-
security.

ANOTHER INCLUDES developing
a script for a family drama, while
another requires students to be TV
columnists, trying to find out in-
formation about the actual TV in-
dustry.

One especially interesting project is
setting up a three network market,
and then having the students program
against each other, she said. In a test
of the project, she said, some oan
Francisco high school students came
up with shows such as "Waikiki
Wiggle" (about a Hawaiin surfer and

through the air, and that's the appeal, the women who hang out with him);_tat yL fly Joh g witiornivauTholgatatugghe

.
Moines Police Department); and
"Senator Fido" to senator who keeps
turning into a dog).

Another workshop speaker was
Dorothy Thompson, a teacher in the
Linn-Mar school district who directed
a parent TV viewing project last year
and this year.

The communications committee of
the Linn-Mar Education Association
mailed out to parents of Et dents in
grades kindergarten the gh eight
last year materials on topics such as
the amount of time spent watching
television, violence, sexual
stereotypes and advertising messages
to students. The seven packets in-
cluded information on those topics,
homework and alternatives to
television.

"We've had a lot of neat things
happen," she said

%-

"We had parents who came in and
said 'I didn't realize I'm the one who
turns on the TV1"

Also, Thompson said, the school has
been able to identify students who are
addicted to television, and work with
them.

SHE WAS also able to convince
some studentsover a period of
timeto cut down their Saturday
morning viewing from four or five
hours to one hour. Eventually, the one
hour was spent watching the
educational channel or doing
something else.

The program is being repeated this
year, but for children in kindergarten
and first grade.

Charles Marlin, with the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, which also
sponsored the workshops, told the
teachers that some money may be
available to help schools set up
critical TV viewing projects.

"There's always resources when
enough .people can agree on
something," he said.

Meaning Johnnie, that poor soul
who can't seem to do much of
anything right, just might learn how
to critically watch the tube, or even
Ju4111111it 011111 SIM MI 1 L___J

tee
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Vii. DISSEMINATION AND DISTRIBUTION
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- :4ATION AND DISTRIBUT:ON

The Request or-Proposal; evelopmshtofical ielevision Viewing

Skills in Students, states that "The Contractor, will develop a plan for

printing and distributing the curriculum materials nationwide. Distribution

will be Phase Two of the p-cject. Materials distributed under this phase of

the project may be sold solely for recovery of printing and distribution

costs." Although distribution was accomplished during the second phase, the

ground work was laid during the first year of the project.

I
Collaboration.

A concerted effort was made to disseminate information about the prOject

and to enlist cooperation of national and state education, parent, and youth

organizations. Organizational input into materials development was sought

from the beginning. It was reasoned that organizations haiing participated in

development and evaluation would more likely feel involved, and materials

developed from such interaction would be more useful to each organization. It

was also .believed that the organizations' communications structures could be

used to further disseminate information and distribute materials. During

December 1978 and January and February 1980, spventeen major education and

youth-serving organizations were visited regarding the xoject. Their

opinions on the kinds of materials to be developed and the needs of their

organizations were solicited. The possibilities of their helping to

disseminate information and distribute materials were discussed, also. When

the draft materials became 'available, they were sent to the organizations for

evaluation.

"TV Viewer". Tc keep these organizationsand interested individuals

apprised of the project's progress, a free..heiisletter, "IN Viewer," was
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developed and published periodically. More recent issues have also featured

other critical viewing skills projects and research. So many publications

have helped to publicize "TV Viewer" that the mailing list now numbers 2,800.

Fifteen issues have been published with the last issue mailed September 12,

1980.

Publicity. The media has been extremely intevested and has helped to

disseminate information about the project. CBS Morning Jon taped a

four-minute feature in March 1979 which was finally aired May 29, 1979. The

New York Times has had sever-al articles, as have several major magazines.

Such publicity was viewed by SEDL as an integral part of the dissemination and

distribution plan.

Because of the great media interest, SEDL *attempted to encourage major

magazines to reprint some of the materials, thereby increasing distribution.

Samples, order forms, and letters were sent to the editors of thirteen parent,

family and children's magazines have large circulations. Redbook, Good

Housekeeping, Ladies Home Journal, McCalls, Woman's Day, Family Circle;

Readers Digest, Parents Magazine, Jack and Jill, Humpty Dumpty,.pynamite,

poy's Life, and Highlights for Children. Responses were received from

Redbook, Good Housekeeping, Woman's Day, and Parents Magazine indicating that

they could not use the materials, The others did not respond.

Changing Times sent a feature writer to the National Workshop on

Television and Youth. She wrote an article based on the workshop that

appeared in the August 1980 issue which contained much of the SEDL Family

Focus materials (although SEDL was not given credit). Television: A Family

Focus, the SEDL address, and prices were mentioned in the resource list at the

end of the article, however. Daisy, the Girl Scout magazine, published "Suzie
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Makes the Menu" and the editor plans to reprint other stories and materials.

The Girl Scout Leader magazine contained an article on telvision and critical

viewing and mentioned the project. Publications of the American Federation of

Teachers, Boys' Clubs, Camp Fire, and Parents Without Partners have had

articles about the project. The well-known professional magazine, Teacher,

has had two articles about the project in Rosemary Potter's column, and

Instructor, another widely read teachers' magazine, will carry an article in

the November issue. A comprehensive list of publications that have publicized

the project appears in the following pages.

Printing. 'As work progressed during the first year, the project monitor

indicated that a commercial publisher should be sought instead of using the

Government Printing Office. SEDL attempted to arrange for commercial

publication during the summer of 1979 when two publishers conferences were'

held on July 18 and August 1. Invitations were sent to 76 national

publishers. Only two visited with staff and a third responded by telephone.

None submitted a proposal.

Upon arrangements approved by the USOE Copyright Office and the USOE

Contracts Office, the materials were placed in the public domain, and SEDL was

authorized to make them available to organizations and individuals in several

ways: (1) cai.era -ready copy of the materials at cost, or (2) printed copies

of the materials at cost. Organizations were encouraged to reproduce the

materials. It was thought that this method would make materials more readi:y

available to organizations and to special populations, such as poor urban and

r.ral families.

This decision to place materials in the piblic domain has been highly

praised by organizations and individuals. Since school districts and parent

IS.
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organizations are always looking for ways to cut costs, they'appreciate being

able to copy materials freely;

Field Testing. Materials in field test form were distributed nationwide

to one hundred teachers and fifty families. Their participation has

undoubtedly raised their awareness and effectiveness in teaching critical

television viewing skills. One teacher in New Jersey became so enthusiastic

about the materials that she called the newspaper with her story which was

subsequently published.

Workshops. Workshops, too, provided the opportunity to disseminate

information and distribute materials. For a complete listing of workshops,

please see the workshop section of the Project Review. The Special

workshop--the National Workshop on Television and Youth--provided materials

and information for key people in education and youth organizations, the

television industry and government.

Requests have been received from many colleges and universities for

information to be used in summer workshops and teacher training programs.

Reaching the people who are about to begin or who are already involved in

teaching is an effective means of integrating critical television viewing

skills into the classroom.

Direct Mailings. Several direct mailings have been conducted. Letters

and order forms, and in some cases, samples of materials, have been'sen' to

the chief state school officer of each state, the .lementary curriculum

directors of the 30 largest school 'districts, 279 regional education agencies,

200 elementary school libraries, 100 public libraries, 100 curriculum

supervisors, 100 school library supervisors, the 50 state extension service

directors for 4-H, and the 50 state PTA presidents.
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Materials were also mailed to 57 AFT Teacher Center directors at the

request of Pat Weiler, Director of the AFT Teacher_Center_Resource Exchange in

January 1980. Samples of materials were also distributed to the eighteen

Texas PTA district presidents.

Organizational Distribution. Several organizations have requested order

forms for their own distribution. The California PTA distributed 150 at their

state convention last spring. Action for Children's Television requested

information to distribute to teachers who write to them for materials.

Parents Without Partners reprinted and distributed 1,000 order forms at their

national convention in Dallas in July. Order forms have beeh distributed by

colleges and universities that have sponsored television workshops for

teachers this summer.

Personal Contacts. Distribution of materials has been pursued through

personal contact, also. School districts including Dade County (Miami), New

Orleans, Patchogue (Long Island), Austin, and Houston have been visited. Much

interest ha: been expressed and several orders have been received.

ERIC. The training manual and the order form have been incorporated into

the Speech Communication Module of ERIC Clearinghouse for Reading and

Communication. An additional resource pamphlet entitled, "Resources for

Television in Education," has been published and distributed to teachers by

the Research and Referral Service at Ohio State University.

Evaluation. The dissemination and distribution phase has been effective.

Requests for materials are increasing as schools begin preparing for another

school year. As of August 25, 286 requests for materials have been processed.

Most widely requested is the workshop packet which includes samples of all

materials. Response to the decision not to copyright materials, to place them
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in the public domain, has been extremely favorable. It is suspected that much

copying has already been done, and although SEDL has requested notification

from those reproducing materials, none has been received.

I -s...),J



ORDERS RECEIVED THROUGH SEPTEMBER 29

Category Number

School Districts 88

Individual Schools 55

Individual Teachers 29

School Libraries 7

Public Libraries 1

Universities 43

Youth Organizations 10

Parent Crganizations 15

Individuals Not ntherwise Classified 93

Teacher & Parent Workshops 42

Regional Education Agencies 9

Teacher Centers 5

State Departments of Education 7

Boards of Education 2

Magazines and Periodicals 3

414

1 3

169



DISSEMINATION AND DISTRIBUTION THROUGH COLLABORATION

Organization
Met With Evaluated Provided

Staff Materials Workshop
Participated in

"Television & Mut'
Assisted With Assisted With
Dissemination Distribution

American Assn. of
School Administra-
tors (AASA)

12/78
2/79
9/79

yes 7/79 Denver cosponsor and sent

representatives
through workshop
program

through workshop

American Federation
of Teachers (AFT)

12/78
2/79

yes no cosponsor,

submitted paper,
article in Ameri- requested mate-.

rials be sent tocan Educator
9/79

.

,

provided speaker
and, resource

person

teacher centers

.

Boys' Clubs of 2/79 yes no

.

program director articles in Keynote
America 11/79 yes submitted paper and How to Do It

Camp Fire, Inc. 1/79 yes 11/79 Portland program director article in Camp through workshop
380 was facilitator Fire Leadership materials might

be incorporated
into revised Blu(
bird manual

and through work-
shop program

Chilc'ren's Adver- 1/79 yes no representative informal discussion
tising Unit of
Better Business

6/79 submitted paper
and attended

Bureau

4-H Extension 1/79 yes no executive director information about letter from exec'
Service 9/79 submitted paper project in news-

letter
director and mat(
rials sent to al'
50 state extensi(
directors

Girls Clubs of
AmPriea 4 r.,^^

1/79 yes no no. provided names of
Girls Cluh di recto

, ,

.

for field testing
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DISSEMINATION AND DISTRIBUTION THROUGH COLLABORATION (cont'd)

Organization
Met With Evaluated Provided

Staff Materials Workshop
Particinated in Assisted With ; Assisted With
"Television & Youth" Dissemination: Distribution

Girl Scouts of the
USA

1/79
2/79
6/79
11/79
2/80

yes 3/80 New York program director
submitted paper &
was resource per-
son

articles in Girl Suzie Makes the
Menu reproduced
in Daisy; others

Scout Leader and
newsletter

to follow

National Board of 1/79 yes scheduled but no no no
the YWCA 6/79 cancelled by

11/79 YWCA; attempted
reschedule for
Texas meeting
but deleted due
to geographic
area

National Catholic
Educational Assn.

no no 5/80 New Orleans executive directur
attended

through newsletter
and convention
program

through workshop

National and State 12/78 yes 11/79 Amarillo cosponsor, materials to TV through workshops
PTAs 2/79 5/80 Roswell national president committee, Texas order forms at

6/79 was speaker, district presidents California con-
9/79 vice president was

facilitator,
NJ coordinator
attended

& 50 state presi-
dents

vention

National Assn. or 12/78 yes 4/80 Miami cosponsor, through convention through workshops
Elementary School
Principals (NAESP,)

2/79 seve-al members
attended

program

National School 12/78 yes 9/79 Washington I cosponsor, through task force through presenta-
Boards Atsn. 2/79 presentation for staff and members tion to task

9/79 Critical Viewing' submitted paper force , ..4.-, $.4 .. ... _ . . ,siiiis Task Force' and attended
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DISSEMINATION AND DISTRIBUTION THROUGH COLLABORATION (cont'd)

Organization
Met With Evaluated Provided

Staff Materials Workshop
Participated in Assisted With
"Television & Youth" Dissemination Distribution

Assisted With

o

The Learning
Exchange

1/79 yes no no provided volunteer
teachers for field
testing,

displayed mate-
rials at teacher
center in Kansas
City

United Neighborhood
Center of America
(formerly National
Federation of Settle-
ments and Neighbor-
hood Centers)

1/79 yes no /

-

no no

(lost our contact)
no

YMCA 6/79
11/79

yes no no sent letters to 15
Y directors,
mention in news-
letter

no

,

/

Family/Project of
Greater Miami

(YMCA, Girl Scouts,(YMCA,

Big Brothers/Big
Sisters collabora-
tion)

4/80 no made presenta-
tion to staff

,

no through newsletter
staff given samples

might use mate-
rials for work-

National Council
of Family Relations

no
(contact

via tele-
phone) -

no no no mentioned project
in newsletter

Parents Without no

Partners, Inc.

-,,-

I k a

no 7/80 Dallas no article in Single materials to be
available for
chapter mailingbi

reprints, s, ',i.:

Parent,
convention program

order form reprinteAN In NB 11111 WM "III IMO 41111111 NIP MI MO OW MI NIB NIS 1111111folmovegar gimp
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DISSEMINATION AND'' DISTRIBUTION THROUGH COLLABORATION (cont'd)

Organization
Met With Evaluated Provided

Staff Materials Workshop
Participated in Assisted With
"Television & Youth" Dissemination Distribution

Assisted With

Association for
Educational Commun-
ications and Tech-
nology .

.

no

.

no 4/80 Denver no through convention
program

materials distri.

buted at workshol

International Visual
Literacy Assn.

no no 11/79 Anaheim no through convention
program

no

Iowa State Educa-
tion Assn.

yes no 9/80 Indianola
9/80 Cedar Falls

no

.

planned special
workshop

.,

materials to be
distributed at
workshop

New Jersey Educa-
tion Assn.

yes no 4/80 North
Brunswick

yes planned special
workshop

materials disixi.
buted at workshop

Northern Colorado
Educational Board
of Cooperative
Services

yes no 4/80 Longmont
4/80 Niwot

no planned special
workshops

no

.

i 9 :
9 2

od

CAI



SCIENCE AND CHILDREN
National Science Teachers Association

1742 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

We have prepared the enclosed item for possible publication in
our "Ad-vailables" column of Science and Children.

174

If you feel that changes in the copy should be made, please add
corrections and return to us call -- (202) 328-5851 (ask for
Roger Wall)

or 328-5852 (ask for Madly D41a11).

If we do not hear from you by July 25 we will assume
that the copy meets with your approval and proceed with publication
of the item as it appears.

Thank yoU-for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

,56440,
Ph lis Marcuccio
Editor
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SUZIE MAKES THE MENU tells what happens when Suzie plans a day's meals

by watching television commercials. A public service announcement,

recollection of the four basic food groups, and her mother's advice

lead her to rewrite her menu. Available as part of a packet or singly

at $1.24 from Southwest Educational Development Laboratory, Critical TV

Viewing Skills Project, 211 East 7th Street, Austin, TX 78701.

TEACHER CUE CARDS suggest classroom activities utilizing the regular class-

room curriculum and commercial television programming. They are designed

to teach children critical and evaluative television viewing skills.

Several science activities for elementary students are included. Available

in a packet or singly at $1.50 from Southwest Educational Development

Laboratory, Critical TV Viewing Skills Project, 211 East 7th Street,

Austin, TX 78701.

TV VIEWER, a free newsletter, informs interested groups and individuals of

research efforts and projects that help children get more out of television.

Write TV Viewer, Southwest Educational Development Laboratory, 211 East 7th St,

Austin, TX 78701.

.19
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MATHISCIENCE NETWORK was estabkhed
to promote women s participation and interest in
math and science, and to encourage their entry
into nontraditional occupations rime Network
offers publications. programs. strategies. con-
tacts. niservice. and materials to stimulate interest
in math- and inence-based fields of work and
study Write information. MathtScienee Re-
source Center. Mills College, Oakland. CA
93513.

METRIC TAPES. 152 cm long, with inches
printed above the metric units on one side and
famous dates in history from 1215 to 1976 on the
other side, are offered by the International Ladies
Garment Workers' Union Free it.cwu..Art.-
CiO 22 W 38th St, New York City 10018

THE NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE offers
materials on all types of cancer. A fiddle school'
junior 'ugh and above All material free Ask 'or
AiiivatIons Lot from Office of Cancer Communi-
cations. Bldg. 31, Rm. 10A18. National Can-
cer '. 0 titure, Bethesda. MD 20205

TV VIEWER is a 2-page newsletter published_
periodically, designed to present issues related to

the use of television and report on development
of ma ter, _di for teaching critical TV t le.. mg -.tails
to elementary school children For adults Free
TV Viewer Learning and Media Research SE M.
211 L 7th. Austin. TX '8701.

OPERATION CORK is a national communica-
tions and alcohol education program. Available
through Operation Cork for both pre% iew and
purchase are the films. 'If You Loved Me' and
'Soft Is The Heart Of A Child.' Both films show
the effects of alcoholism on family members The
films are also available for one -time free show-
ings before community and church groups
through Modern 1 alking Picture Sett ice. 5000
Park St. North St Petersburg, FL 33709 Also
available is the booklet. Akolial
To recerm e a copy, Cork asks for SI, however.
Cork will -end .1 copy regardless of ones abiLly
to pa) rlic booklet is available in Spanish also
Operation Cork. P.0 Box )550. San Diego. CA
92109.

PARENT PARTICIPATION TV WORK-
St'OIN ' r:),,7-`
leader. parents. and childl ?n who have watched
an NBC- ry program together t.sik about the pro-

,,,,rPs.gAmmonnmmezmaczamvp....
I

r

t.

(" C_V\ RE. OF

UNCOMMON PETS
by William J. Weber, D.V.M.

"Well-organized pet care information r'n rab-
bits, guinea pigs, hamsters. mice, rats, gerbils,
chickens, ducks, amphibians, reptiles, and
parakeets. Clear, detailed advice on housing
and breeding of each is provided, including
step-by-step directions for building cages. The
author, a veterinarian, also discusses diseases
common to each type of pet and suggests pre-
vention and treatments."

School Library Journal

Photographs.
Glossary, index.

LC: 78-14093
ISBN: 0.03-022731-3

Grades 4-up
$7 95

'1'n'X'allEgle=='''7:17=7:seP"'.1.01VMMIStirS11=219511:1

April 1980 Science..and Children

gram The tirade- e..irdes the discussion to shot
pa re..ts how to use a TV program to open corn -
- :uric.' -lion. share tc;ings and emotions, choos

make decisions, discove_r_who tIte_y_ar
and who they can become. Anyone can hrad
discussion Write for information and materials,
Tr.ulrers Gig:.11, to 099 Madison ve..
New York Ci:y 10021.

NATIONAL SCIENCE SUPERVISORS A
SOCIAT1ON is accepting applications from
science supervisory, department chairmen, an
resource teachers for participation in a Leade
ship Conference. August 10-15. 1980, at th
Pocono Environmental Education Center,
Oirgmans Ferry. PA Fifty participants will be
selected from a midAtlantic and northeaster
area. The conference will include increasin
supervisory skills and leadership techniques,
examining trends in science curriculum, and pro_
tiding enriched professional and social c
penences. NSF is funding the project. Applica
Lions must he received by April 30 For a brochur
and application. write Robert De Blast Propel
Director. NSS i NSFADSE Leade-eh p
fe.--..ce. Paramus Puirl:c Schools, Paramus,
07652.

NOW IN PAPERBACK

WILD ORPHAN BABIES
Mammals and Birds

by William J. Weber, D.V.M.
"Weber's book, when it first appeared in 1975,

(quickly became the standard guide to caring
for young wild animals."

School Library Journl
Photographs.

Appendix, bibliography, index.
LC: 79-3533 Grades 4-up
ISBN: 0-03-056321-8 $3.50

WILD ORPHAN FRIENDS
by William J. Weber, D.V.M.

"A series of short personal stories about deer,
raccoon, otter, seagulls, and other Wild Or-
phan Friends.. . ." School Library Journal

Photographs.
LC: 79-3535 Grades 4-up
ISBN: 0-03-056822-6 $3.50

CIRCLE NO 2i ON READER'S SERVICE CARD
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Holt
Rine hart e.17-.1/
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383 MADISON AVE.. NEW YORK, NY 10011
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178 .

Children can't always makesense of what they see on television, .

so it's up to their parents to separate the real from the unreal. First step:
Tune in to the kinds of shows they are watching.-::- .=

CHANCESARE your child will be a regular TV viewer by age
4. Most children watch three to four hours a day. The evi-
dence accumulating from studies spanning an entire gen-
eration shows that what kids watch does affect how they
behave. . .*

Not that you're defenseless against TV's pervasive on-
slaught. Growing numberi of parents can and do inter-
vene-70% say they have strict rules about TV for their I-
to 12-year-olds, 59% for their children 6 ::nd under, ac-
cording to a recent survey. But research also indicates
that parents tend to overestimate the amount of control
they actually exert over their children's viewing habits.

Even when rules fail, you have another weapon left,
simple but effective. It is speaking out, letting your chil-
dren know when you disapprove of the values and ac-
dons they're viewing: .. : . .

So what's he problem?
The problemalso identified and confirmed by research
findingsis this: Young children have trouble making
sense of television. They confuse fantasy and reality. They

Au8tast 1980

may think TV dramas are pictures of real events until
sometime between firstand third grade. Up to second or
third grade they may have trouble following a plot line
because they focus on nonessential information. It'shard
for elementary school children to understand motiva-
tions of TV characters.

Children may be confused about commercials, too. Ba-
tween kindergarten and third grade, kids grasp the idea
that commercials ate trying to sell something, but they
may not associate this motive with specific claims until.
later. - . -

TV commercials aimed directly at children havecome
in for criticism. One special problem is that most food
advertised to children is heavily sugared. The Federal
Trade Commission has been weighing children's adver-
tising since 1977. New legislation says that the FTC may
no longer consider whether such commercials are
unfair, only whether they're decepti e.

A still greater cause of parental alarm is that the TV
characters who absorb youngsters' attention are so fre-
quently violent people. Though there is no clear cause-

: I..
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and-effect relationship between a violent crime on TV
and its imitation in real life, violent portrayals seem to
be more influential than positive ones. Dr. George Com-
stock, senior author of Television and Human Behavior
(Columbia Uniyersity. Press, 1978), has suggested that
"'IV violence encourages or stimulates aggressive be-
havior in children and adolescents." The more time
spent watching violence on TV, the greaier the tendency
to aggression.

In a preschooler aggression may mean too much push-
ing or shoving. In a teen-ager it may be fighting, vandaliz-
ing a telephone booth or setting shopping bags on fire.
Dr. Comstock believes that violence on TV stimulates
aggression when it is presented as the ordinary, effective,
way to solve prbblems, when the perpetrator is like the
viewer, or when the victim is like someone in the.
viewer's life. Violence that is dramatized in a realistic way
is most likely to encourage aggression, but even violent
cartoons may stimulate aggression in preschoolers.

What does research show about TV's influence-on
learning?
10. Heavy TV viewing by preschoolers increases restless-
ness, decreases concentration and imaginative play, and
hinders vocabulary development, according to Dr.
Jerome L Singer and Dr. Dorothy G. Singer of Yale.

Kids who watch a lot of TV score lower on achieve-
ment tests. But the low scorers also tend to have lower
IQs, so researchers can't prove cause and effect.
e High-I 2 kids who watch a lot of TV score loWer on
reading comprehension than kids with similar IQs who

179
watch less That was the finding of Dr. Michael Morgan
and Dr. Lar Gross of the University of Pennsylvania
when they st died a groupof sixth to tenth graders. On
the other ban r, low-IQ girls seemed to be helped by TV
watching. . : . .

Children ag 6 to 10 understood a story as well when
they saw it on as they did when it was read to them
from a picture k, reports Dr. Laurene Meringoff of
Harvard. But the ildren learned in different ways. Book
children learned .y recalling the text and integrating

:- their personal exp riences. TV children drew on their
memory of actions, facial expressions and spatial rela-
tionships..The study suggests that kids benefit from ex -'
posure to both goo TV and good books, since each
medium elicits a diffe nt kind of thinking and learning.

. Still another worry i that TV car give children a dis-
.: toned picture of men a d women, minorities, and occu-

'Thank you
for inviting us
into your home . . ."

30

pational groupshow tH ey live, how they behave, even
how many of them there a e. Men outnumber women by
as much as three to one o children's Saturday cartoons.
High-status occupations are overrepresented on TV,and
women in the working worl are underrepresented.

You can make a difference.
A child can be taught to be a d scriminating Tv viewer,
and some schools are giving thi a try. Using new texts,

workbooks and videotapes, kids arn to spot the differ-
ence between real and pretend. ey find out how spe-
cial effects give the illusion of sill erhuman feats, and
how special lighting on a pizza maks it look moist and
chewy. Older children study the busiris side of TV, ana-
lyze TV dramas, and learn how televisi n persuades and
how they can argue back. Students learn to question why
they like TV and how they use it.

You don't have to wait for your child's school to teach
what educators call critical viewing skills. The first step in
doing something about TV in your home is to help your
children become selective, so that they become viewers
of particular programs and not just of whatever is on. Get
an idea of the shows they're watching now. Then sit
down with them to go ever the TV listings and choose a
limited number of programs. Kids may think of TV as a
friend, so don't be too heavy-handed. Try to select pro-
grams that will provide positive examples. Write the pro-
grams down and keep the list near the set.

It's hard to say exactly how much,IV is too much. As a
general guideline, ask yourself whether television is
crowding out important growing-up activities: reading
and being read to, homework, chores, playing alone or
with others, doing things with tne family, sleeping.

You may want to draw the line at an hour a day for pre-
schoolers, who may become emotionally exhausted from
too much TV stimulation. When Jou cut TV time, b,..t ready
to suggest other activities.

Watch TV with your children from time to time, and
talk about what yo.1 see. Preschoolers learn more and
understand better when you're there to explain. Both
preschoolers and somewhat older kids will take you seri

Changing Times
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A leading national group
working to improve children's
TV programming, Action for
Children's Television, empha-
sizes that one of the best
moves parents can make is to
select the TV programs their
children view. "Choose the
number of programs your
child can watch," AM' advises,
"and choose to turn the set off
when the program Is over."

11.1%-:"" ..%:" .

The basic selection tools are
the program guides and daily
newspaper listings. Watch for
the series and specials particu-
larly designed for young
viewers.

To get critioues of the suit-
ability and quality of prime-
time programs, send 35 cents
to the National HA, 700 N.
'Rush St., Chicago, Ill. 60611,
and ask for the current TV Pro-

Sources of help for parents
gram Review Guide. This guide
uses monitoring by PTA mem-
bers to identify the best and
worst shows on the air as well
as those,with the most violence
and other offensive content.

Three of the bestknown
children's programs Sesame
Street, Electric Company and
3-2-1 Contactoffer follow-
up materials intended to help
young viewers learn more
from the entertainment. For
these, write to Children's Tele-
vision Workshop, One Lincoln
Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10023.
Script highlights for Sesame
Street are $2 a season. Teach-
ers' guides for the other two
shows, with program sum
mantes and activity suggestions
you can use for, after-viewing
talks at home, are free.

The National Council for
Children and Television, Suite
215, 20 Nassau St., Princeton,
NJ. 08540, publishes a list of
TV-based educational mate-
rials suitable for home or
school use Send $1. Your
library may have the council's
quarterly journal, Television
and Children.

Other helpful publications:

1111=0.04111IIMMIY 111111111111111111111111[111WIMV11111111/

ously when you approve or disapprove of televised be-
havior. You can even make an impression on teen-agers;
your, criticism of television violence can reduce its influ.

ence.
If you're really worried about what TV is doing to yo,...r

children, your first impulse may be to get rid of the set.
Odds are it wouldn't work. Television is all around us, in

98% Of American homes. Throwing it out doesn't teach
your child to deal intelligently with the medium. If a child

doesn.'t simply watch somewhere else, he'll be left out
when other kids rehash the latest episode of a show. He'll

miss out on TV viewing assigned for homework And
some te,erision entertainment can be good for kids, a
category not necessarily restricted to Sesame Street and
other public TV shows. Commercial TV has been used
constructively in various projects to motivate children to
learn academic skills, as when scripts are used as reading

texts.
Children may also be influenced by the good behavior

of characters who are generous and cooperative and who
demonstrate an ability to solve their problems by a
method other than violence.

Kid.4 often spend more time watching adult programs

August 1980

A free government leaflet,
A Family Guide to Television
(Dept. 51511, Children and
Television, Consumer infor-
mation Or., Pueblo, Colo.
81009).

A newsletter called Televi-
sion: A Family Focus, with
how-to articles for parents of
elementary school children on
such topics as helping kids dis-
tinguish TV make-believe from
real life and how to cope with
commercials. Write to South-
west Educational Develop-
ment Lab, 211 E. Seventh St.,
Austin. Tex. 78701 ($4.9! for
12 issues).

(

ACT (46 Austin St., Newton-
/Me, Mass. 02160) provides
materials helpful. to people
working for better local broad-
casting; membership is $15 a
year.

The National PTA TV Action
Center, which organizes pro-
gram monitoring by parents,
has a toll-free information hot
line: 800 323.5177; in Illinois
800 942-4266. Membership is
$25.

Check your library for these
helpful books:

The ACT Guide to Children's
Television, by Evelyn Kaye
(Beacon Press, Keystone In-
dustrial Park, Scranton, Pa.
18512; $10.95 hardcover, $5.95
paperback). Rev. ed.

team at Home the Sesame
Street Way, by Sara B. Stein
(Simon & Schuster, 1230 Ave-
nue of the Americas, New
York, N.Y. 10020; V3.95).

New Season: The Positive
Uses of Commercial Television
With Children, by Rosemary
Lee Potter (Charles E. Merrij}
Publishing Co., 1300 Alum
Creek Dr., Columbus, Ohio
43216; $7.95 paperback).

Television Atearertecs Train-
ingThe Viewer's Guide, ed.
by Ben Logan & ,Kate Moody
(Media Action Research Cen-
ter, 475 Riverside Dr., New
York, N.Y. 10115; $15.95 paper-
back).

than children's programs, partly because of the scarcity of
programs designed for children's special needs. The Fed-
eral Commur ications Commission's task force on chil-

dren's TV says; there has been little or no progress on this
since 1974, when the FCC put the industry on notice to
air more children's programs and to schedule them dur-
ing the week as well as on weekends. The FCC staff has
recommended requiring five hours a week of educa-
tional programming for preschoolers and two and a half
hours for schoolchildren, all to be aired between 8 A.M.
and 8 P.m on weekdays. But up till now, the commission
has been reluctant to mandate minimums. . .

All the same, quality may have improved even if quan-
tity hasn':. The National PTA, which has been monitoring
TV for violence and for educational and social value since
1977, was "cautiously optimistic" when it released its
latest rr views. For the first time overall quality ratings
were tr).

But no matter how good television gets, children need
to learn how to use it and not be used by it. When you
teach /our children that lesson, you get a bonusan in-
ducernent to look at your own TV habits and change what
you don't like. 0

,)
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Publication

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION ABOUT-CRITICAL
TV VIEWING SKILLS PROJECT AND MATERIALS

Date Article/Feature/Column

O

Circulation

American Educator (AFT) Fall 1979 "Teaching the Basics of TV Viewing" 525,000

Austin American Statesman Jan. 18, 1979 Children Taught to Watch TV 125,000
Mar. 23, 1980

Camp Fire Leadership Sept/Nov,1979 "Television as a Camp Fire Resource" 68,000

'Changing Times Aug; 1980 "Help the Kids Get Something Good Out 1,421,893
Of TV"

CSI Newsletter (Council for June 1980
Educational Development and
Research CEDar)

The Daily Report June 22, 1980 By Marge Gross 32,043(Ontario, California)

Daisy (Girl Scouts) May 1980 "Suzie Makes the Menu" 270,000

Denton Record Chronicle Jan. 4, 1980
16,501

Emmy (Academy of Television Spring 1980 Reading, Writing, and Television
Arts and Sciences)

Girl Scout Leader
544,929

GSUSA News (Girl Scouts) April 1980 "Cooperation with U.S. Depax17,ffiert-----
of Education" -- )

How to do It (Boys' Clubs) July 1980

Instructor Nov. 1980

200
..4

1,500



DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION ABOUT CRITICAL
TV VIEWING SKILLS PROJECT AND MATERIALS

(continued)-

Publication Date Article/Feature/Column

,

Circulation

Keynote (Boys' Club) June 1980 Cues & Reviews 3,000

Ladies Home Journal March 1979 How to Fight Bad TV 6,001,578

McCalls August 1979 TV Critics in the Classroom 6,503,187

Media & Methods Oct. 1979 Critical Viewing SKills 48,000

NCCT Forum Summer 1980

New Jersey S-L May 30,1979

New York Times Jan. 2, 1979 Course Will Teach Better Use of TV 841,890
Oct. 1 1979 School Weekly
Apr. 22,1980

RRS Minilist (pamphlet) May 30,1980
Resources for Television in
Education by Research and
Development Exchange Ohio
State University

April 1980
Science & Children Sept. 1980 Ad-vailables

The Single Parent (Parents Sept. 1980 171,000
Without Partners)

Social Education May 1980 18,108

Spring Newsletter
(Society of Nutrition
Education, Division of 4 :.., .L.

Specialists in Nutrition
Education of Children)

2Q2



DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION ABOUT CRITICAL
TV VIEWING SKILLS PROJECT AND MATERIALS

(continued)

Publication Date Article/Feature/Column Circulation

Sunday Woman (Hearst Mar. 2 1980 Taking Control. of Your TV 500,000Supplement)

Teacher April 1979 TV Talk 250,000
March 1980

Teachers-Guides to Television Spring 1979 Can Television Help a Parent to Share the
Inner Life of a Child?

Texas PTA Communicator Dec/Jan. 1979 Grant Will Help Children 'Learn to Watch TV 20.000
Critically

TV Guide June 9-15 1979 Now It's the Three R's Plus Archie and Edith 19,547,763
--Teaching Kids to Watch TV

Weekly Reader Newshunt April 18 1979 Children Learn to Chose TV Shows and Teacher's 125,000
Edition of Newshunt
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Jo Ann Starr

Most responsible parents and
particularly PWP members
share similar concerns about

their childrenthat they grow in an
atmosphere of love, that they main-
tain good health, and that they are
happy. Most parents want their child-
ren to grow up to be responsible,
healthy, mature adults. These con-
cerns, dreams, and wishes for child-
ren don't change just because the
status of a marriage changes. Whe-.

ther a spouse dies or a marriage
ends in divorce, the responsibility of
the parent continues, as does the in-
terest in a child's welfare. In this
respect a single parent Is no different
from two parents together. The de-
sires, goals, and concerns for one's
offspring lie inherent.

However, single parents may feel
different. They may feel that their
children are suffering bcause of a
life style which is not that of the
mainstream, "traditional" two-parent
American family. Perhaps schools,
churches, and youth organizations
unwittingly add to this feeling of dis-
placement through organizational
structures that rely on the Involve-
ment of two parents 'or fathers in
particular or mothers only. Despite
these perceived differences, whether
living with one parent or two, all
American children have one common
experienceone common influence
in their lives that unites them in
their sameness. That common bond
is TELEVISION. Seemingly every
child has a televison set at home or
has access to one. Certainly, every
playground is filled with talk about.
1V programs and favorite charac-
ters.

Television has been criticized
and applauded. us effects on
children have been studied for

the entire thirty years of its exist-
ence, and special programs have
been designed to teach children.
Opinions about the impact of tele-
vision on the lives of American chil-
dren are as diverse as the children
themselvesand yet, the situation
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remains. Children WILL watch tele-
vision.

Today's children grow up with a
r' set, or multiple sets, in their
homesand with the control button
most often in the ON position. They
do not question television or its exist-
ence. It is a part of their lives in the
same way that the kitchen table or

18

their own bunk beds are a part of
their lives. But the television set is
unique in that it exerts a pervasive
yet subtle influence on the lives of all
who come within range of its flicker-
ing light patterns.

Television competes with the class-
room for the minds of children, and
it competes with parents, religious

4
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and yOuth leaders for the beliefs and
values of children. Possibly television
has become the primary educational
system and socializer in America.

. Children learn from television
and not all of what they learn is con-
sistent with the goals and aims of
their parents for them. Where do
children get their ideas of the world
of work? What do they learn about
adult relationshipslove, courtship,
marriage when they watch tele-
vision? Where do they learn social
values and consumer practices? Is it
from the television set or from the
parent? Which has the greater in-
fluencethe school, the church, the
TV, or the parent? Children will
learn som.dlng from the television
programs they watch. What your
children learn and how they use the
knowledge is up to you? ,

Some critics of television have
called the medium the great "elec-
tronic babysitter." Single parents

who have total responsibility for
financial support, home mainten-
ance, child rearing and nurturing may
have fallen into this practice with-
out thinking about it. A parent who
is overworked, overwrought, and in
need of some solitude might very
well encourage the children to watch
TV.

Is it poss,ble, in these situations,
that the television set may be taking
the place of the absent parents?
Think about it. How do you use
television? Is it turned on the minute
you come home, becoming a con-
stant hum in the background? Are
programs Chosen thoughtfully for
their entertainment or educational
value? Do you watch with your child-
ren and discuss the progam after-
wardor do you shoo them off to
the set while you do something else?

The television set can become an
ally to a single parent. And using it
as an occasional "babysitter" is rea-

19
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TV BINGO
Rules: TV BINGO can be played alone or
with a friend, while watching TV. Use but-
tons, pennies, or dried beans for tokens.
Place a token in the "free" space. When
you see what is in a square on the TV,
place a token in that square. When you fill
enough spaces to make a straight lineup,
down, across, or diagonalyou win TV
BINGO!

-

. . -- . .

sonable, tooas long as you choose
the programming to suit your child-
ren's needs. Try to be as careful as
you would be selecting a real baby-
sitter. TV can help with some speci-
fic problems of the single parent

The trauma of death or divorce
has probably occurred in your fam-
ily. Perhaps the children do not un-
derstand exactly what happened.
Children see before them, via the
magic of television, almost the entire
range of human experience and emo-
tion. They get messages from the
television stories, yet may fail to un-
derstand because most of televisiori
programming is written from an adult
viewpoint.

ample mediation techniques will
increase the child's understand-
ing of both the television pro-

gram and your own values or view-
point. For example, while watching
an adventure show or mystery, you
could explain briefly, "Yes, I felt
just like that when your father and
I got our divorce, but I certainly
wouldn't behrie like that. He is still
your father and loves you very much.
What that woman did is very wrong."
With these few sentences you have
acknowledged your own emotions,
yet reassured your children that
these bad things will not happen in
your family. In addition, you have
given a statement of your own
values. Research has shown that
these simple interactions with young
children while watching television en-
hance their understanding and in-
crease the influence of the parent
or other adult over that of the tele-
vision.



Use television as a "springboard"
to approach difficult subjects with
your children. A discussion of the
needs of adults for companionship
could follow many of today's dramas
on televisions. A parent cc uld ac-
knowledge his need to go out with
other adults for a social occasion
like a TV character did, but assure
his children as to the time he will
return. Fathers might find it easier to
talk about teenage pregnancy with
their daughters after a sensitive por-
trayal on television. Stealing, cheat-
ing, or running away from home
might be other problem areas which
could be dealt with naturally after
watching a TV program showing
some of these things. It's important
to watch with your children so that
you can take advantage of the sub-
jects when they come up.

While television contributes to the
sameness of a common bond be-
tween all American children and
enhances their acceptance of one
another as fellow viewers, it also pre-
sents misinformation, stereotypes,
and distortions that lead children to
mistrust and misunderstand people
different from themselves. Children
living in single parent homes may
feel some of this prejudice because
of the ways the family is most often
portrayed on television. If children
do not see a reflection of themselves
on TV occasionally, they may think
they are different or bad or not ac-
ceptable.

programming in the late 70s has
certainly become more realis-
tic as far as portraying var-

ious kinds of :-families.- The 50s
and 60s were characterized by
shows in which families all consist-
ed of a working father, a homemak-
er mother, two freshly scrubbed,
bright children living in a well-kept
suburban home. Today children see
a diverse group of families parade
across the TV screen. There are the
still traditional two-parent families
with father providing the income and
mother staying home with the chil-
dren (The Waltons, Happy Days,
Little House on the Prairie, The
Brady Bunch), but there are now any

number of shows portraying single
parent homes where one adult copes
with all the problems of bringing
home the bacon, cooking it, serving
it, cleaning up afterwards, and help-
ing with homework (One Day at a
Time, Hello Larry, Alice). Then there
are programs which show non-tra-
ditional familiesgroups of people
living together who care about each
other and share responsibilities (La-
verne and Shirley, Three's Company,
W. A*S*H).

Use the rich variety of television
families to talk with your own chil-
dren about families and what it
means to be a family. Help the child
see that each family is unique or
special in' some way. Some families
have a specific and proud ethnic
heritage, some consist of only one
parent and one child, while others
may have a grandmother or aunt in
the household. They are all families.

There are some differences be-
tween TV families and real ones,
however. Compare the way some
TV families handle their problems
with the way you take care of the
same situations in your families. Do
you always get everything settled
within thirty minutes? Probably not.
Some TV families seem to solve
everything with violence. Other pro-
grams do an admirable iob of por-
traying families who discuss their
problems, find alternative solutions,
then respond reasonably,

And there is another kind, of dis-
tortion in the way TV families are
presented. Some families never seem
to have any conflict. The children do
not argue with each other or their
parent,nor_do they.fuss when assign-

-ea. chores or told to go to bed7Is
this realistic? Talk about these dif-
ferences with your child. Help your
child feel secure and special.

Research has indicated that
young children get most of
their occupational information

from television. But are they get-
ting the right picture? Is your own
job presented in a television snow?
How does your child know what you
do to earn a living? Television work-

ika
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188
ers can be another starting point for
rich conversation and information.
Are yuu a single working mother?
Most working women arein fact 82
percent of all divorced and separ-
ated women with children are vm-
ployed. These statistics are not re-
flected in television programming,
however., Most TV characters who
tare shown in a job situation are
white malesand only six out of ten
characters portrayed on TV even
have identifiable jobs. Of these, one
out of four is shown in the field of
crime prevention or life protection.
There is an overabundance of detec-
tives, police, fire fighters, and law-
yers on TV comparerl to the number
of people act..:ally employed in these
professions. Help your children to
look at the world right side up. By
discussing occupations and taking
your children on a few field trips you
can give them a better look at the
"real world," and the time you spend
may prove valuable in more ways
than one.

Many of these activities associated
with the positive use of television
have been developed by the staff at
Southwest Educational Development
Laboratory in Austin, Texas. SEDL,
under cont-act with the U.S. Office
of Education, has developed mater-
ials to teach children critical TV
viewing skills.

In order to teach a child of this
age, the parent, the teacher, and the
youth leader must be aware of the
techniques required to instill reason-
ing and critical thinking in the child.
Special materials for families, which
are also appropriate for single par-
ent families, are published in a news-
letter called Television: A Family
Focus. One issue could provide the
core for a PWP meeting, or a Chap-
ter could order copies of the news-
letter for distribution to its members.

Other materials published by
SEDL include delightful children's
books and a game that can be play-
ed while watching television. The
"Frog Log" wil! help children plan
their TV viewing. If you want TV to
be your ally, use it wisely, and use
it to meet the special needs and
goals of your family. 0

-
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Parents can hel
reading skills

'

keeping up

While the striae continues, the Democrat and
Chronicle will publish a daily column of sugges-
tions from varied sources on how students might
improve basic learning skills. -

As the first teachers' strike in Rochester enters
its eighth day, parents may be asking "What can
Johnny do?" instead of "Why can't Johnny
read?"

Mary Burkhardt, the City School District's
reading director, says reading is one of the most
important activities for children to continue while
away from the classroom.

Parents can play an important role in helping
their children learn reading skills, while the strike
continues and on through the school year, she
said.

' For parents of primary students, reading abili-
ties can be nurtured through activities involving
such simple materials as a phone book, a cup, a
spoon and other common household objects.

Some activities require more time than others.
But Ms. Burkhardt suggested activities, many of
them simple verbal response exercises, that can
be done while doing housework or driving in the
Car.

Some suggestions:
For elementary students:

Open the telephone book, and ask your child
to circle all the 'to! 'A's he a
Make it a contest. Go through what he or she has
done, and see if you can spot any uncircled letters.

teach

t

Continue through the alphabet.
Word association games help develop think-

ing skills. Say a word ("cat") and ask your child to
respond ("mouse"). Ask for word opposites ("soft"
and "hard"). Ask your child to make analogies
("Night" and "clIfy" is analogous to "fat" and
"thin"). L

Action hequences help reinforce a child's
memory. Pick up objects, one at a time, put them
down, and ask your child to repeat what you've
just done.

Ask your 'child to make comparisons between
objects. Forluxample, what is an orange similar
to? How is it different from other round objects,
such as a globe, or a baseball? How are a fork and
a knife different? Pick several objects, such as a
pencil, pied of paper, a pen and a plate. Ask
which object does not belong in the group, and
why.

For juniot high students:
After yob! child has read a book, suggest that

he draw a book jacket representing what he has
just read, and discuss the results.

For senior high students:
Teenagers are interested in emotions and rela-

tionships. Ask your high school student to make a
collage from pictures in newspapers or magazines
symbolizing the main character in a book he or she
has just read. Parents can try to guess what the

. character is like by what they see in the collage.

)
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Turn TV into
active pastime

While the' teachers' strike continues, the
Democrat And Chronicle will run this daily
feature suggesting specific activities to keep,
kids busy.

TV Bingo can turn television watching from
a passive to an active pastime.

The game can be played solo or iq a
group, using buttons, pennies or dried beans
for tokens on the game board printed here or
on boards the kids make themselves. When
players see on the television set what is in a
square, they place a token in that square.
Filling spaces in a straight line - up and down,
across or diagonally is required to win.

The game is one of several devised by learn-
ing and media researchers at the Southwest
Educational Development Lab in Austin,
Texas. Give's the fact that television has be-
come a major element in the family environ-
ment, the research group looks for ways to put
it to positive uses.

't



TV BINGO
From Page IC

In its publication, Tele-
vision: A Family Focus,
the group tries to help
parents use television
constructively. They sug-
gest limiting the hours a
child can watch, monitor-
ing the contents of the
programs watched and
openly discussing your
reaction with your chil- .

dren to what you see on
television.

So, if things get hectic
with the kids out of
school, and they're watch-
ing more television, per-
haps you should try TV
Bingo.

--- -
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TO HELP YOUR
CHILD brush up on basic
skills at home, WXXI-
TV, Channel 21, has com-
piled a list of instructional
television programs RI
broadcasts Monday'
through Friday during the
school year.

Basic skills programs ,
for the primary grades in-
clude the reading pro-
grAms: Children's .

Classics (Tuesday, 11:15
a.m.) and Gather 'Round
(Tuesday, 1 p.m and
Thursday, 2:15 p.m.). I
Basic mathematics pro-
grams: Math Patrol %

(Monday, 1131

i Friday, 11 a.m.) and Math
I Patrol /// (Tuesday, 11

a.m. and Friday, if I
Science program- ,
About You (Monday,
10:15 a.m. and Wednes-
day, 1:15 p.m.), About
Animals (Tuesday, 10:30
a.m.) and Primary Sci-.
ence (Monday, 11:15
a.m.).

, Programs at the inter-
mediate level include
reading programs: Best of
Cover I and II (Monday,
11:45 a.m.; Tuesday, 10
a.m. and 1:15 p.m.;.
Wednesday, 11:30 a.m.;
Th 1 FridL urs d

YLLAN CLOSE-UP SHOT WS

ANNOUNCER WORKPIG WOMAN

10:15 a.m.) Read' All
About It (Monday, 11
a.m. and Wednesday,
11:45 a.m. and 2 p.m.)
Wordsmith (Wednesday,
10:45 a.m. and Friday,
1:15 p.m.!). Intermediate
math is covered in Metric
System (Thursday, 10:30
a.m.) and science in 3-2-1
Contact (Monday
through Friday,. 12:30
p.m.), Many Worlds of
Nature (Monday, 1 p.m.
and Friday, 10:30 a.m.)
and Search for Science
(Monday, 10:45 a.m. and
Wednesday, 1:45 p.m.)

Secondary programs in-, p ay2_ .
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elude the reading pro-
gram, Short Story,
(Friday, 11:30 a.m.) and
social studies programs:
By the People (Wednes-
day, 2:15 p.m.) and Advo-
cates in Brief (Thursday,
11:30 a.m.).
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uthwest Educational Development Laboratory
st 7th Street, Austin, Texas 78701

12/476 -6361

October 8, 1979

Geraldine McCormick
Contracting Officer
ASE and Media Contracts Section
Grant and Procurement Management Division
Office of Education
ROB #3, Room 5915
7th and D Streets, S. W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

61g,i;461/
A 7.

191

REQUEST APPROVED
o additional funds authorize

Contracting /Grants Officer

1 4

Dear Hs. McCormick:

I am writing with regard to the copy right privileges and distribution of the:
materials developed under contract 300-78-0497. The product of several meetings
and conversations with Frank Withrow and William Wooten is that the interest
of.the public would be best served by placing the materials in the public
domain and encouraging organizations to make use of the materials.

We have attempted to arrange for commercial publication of the materials. We
held publishers conferences on July 18 and August 1, 1979. A total of 76
national publishers were sent written invitations to attend the conferences
and to submit a publishing proposal. Two publishers visited with our staff
and reviewed the materials. A third publisher responded via telephone.
No publisher submitted a proposal to publish the materials. Because there
is not an established market for this kind of material, publishers have not
been able to justify the risks of publishing them.

Hcivever, we believe that many parents and teachers would be sincerely interested
in the materials. therefore, we have contacted approximately 20 national
education, parent, and youth-serving organizations. They have all been very
supportive of the development of the materials and all have been advising their
membership- of our work and the forthcoming materials. Several organizations
have expressed a desire to make the materials available to their members
and/or their leaders. For example, the 4-H organization with 8 million members
has specifically asked how they could make the materials available to its
members. Many PTAs, as another example, with a membership of 6.5 million have
asked how they could make the materials available to their members. We have
refrained from making specific arrangements until the copyright and publication
issues were resolved. The organizations did respond most favorably, though,
to the possible idea of organizations being given two options: 1) purchasing
camera-ready copy of the materials at cost and making their own printing
arrangements, or 2) purchasing final printed copies of the materials at cost.



NtCormick
io: Critical Television Viewing Skills Project

11111131"="11.17192,
October 8, 1979
page 2 -

The concensus seems to be that the best approach is to place the materials in
the public domajn, and to encourage organizations to make use of the materials.
This appears to be a viable alternative to the lack of interest from cemmercial
publishers. Furthermore, this alternative may reach more people in general,
and more of special populations such as poor urban families and poor rural
families thana_eagercial publisher could.

If this plan meets with your approval, we would like to develop printing and
distribution arrangements with education, parent, and youth-serving organizations
with all speed. While the staff tine to develop and coordinate the printing
and distribution of the materials is part of the scope of work for contract
300-78-0497, no contract funds will be spent on the printing and mailing of
materials for these organizations. This project has proceeded very well and
it is our belief that this approach will maximize the public benefit.

Sincerely yours

culd& Rd.)
Charles R. Corder-Bolz, Ph.D.
Director, Learning and Media

dws

cc: Frank Withrow
William Wooten
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

Several problems have been encountered over the past two years. They

were: (1) the time schedule for developing and field testing materials

and making printing arrangements was not realistic, (2) USOE's decision

regarding field testing and forms clearance delayed that portion of the

contract for several months, (3) expectations for workshops were unrealistic,

(4) funding became inadequate for the second year, and (5) lack of coordi-

nation among the four contractors detracted from the overall program.

Time Schedule

The time schedule for developing and field testing materials was not

:realistic. Approximately eight months (October, 1978 through May, 1979) were

allotted for these tasks. This proved to be a difficult constraint. Under

normal circumstances, a curriculum development project devotes one or two

months to defining the objectives, deciding upon format, and looking at

existing materials. Meetings are held with experti and the potential users

of the materials. This is a time consuming but essential process. Once

done, the strategy and structure' of the project are developed and the actual

writing begins. The writing task takes "six months or more. Based upon the

pilot test results, materials are further revised and developed over another

period of from two to six months. Then formal field testing usually requires

at least six months to complete. Thus, a sequence of tasks requiring two

years or more was forced into a schedule of eight months. Six months were

spent on development, three months on field testing, and three months on

final revisions and printing. In fact, field testing began before all the

materials were written in an attempt to meet the schedule.
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Indecision Regarding Field Testinj

Much indecision and many changes in instructions regarding field testing

and forms clearance by USOE impeded progress. Field test materials sent to

volunteer teachers were not mailed until late April, leaving relatively

little time for teachers to use the materials before the close of school.

Although teachers wrote that they liked the materials, almost all felt that

they had had insufficient time to use them. It probably would have been

more effective to have sent them in August, 1979 prior to the opening of

school, but that would have been a great departure from the original schedule.

Parent volunteers did not get their materials until summer, 1979, a time when

many were vacationing. Response from field-test families, therefore, was

limited, too. Again, a later mailing would have been desirable.

Workshop Expectations

The expectations of the required twenty workshops were unrealistic. The

assumption that a substantial! number of parents and teachers would pay their

own expenses solely to attend a regional workshop on critical TV viewing

skills proved to be incorrect. For-that reason SEDL decided to offer work-

shops in conjunction with annual meetings of organizations having membership

involved with youth. It also seemed unrealistic to believe that real train-

ing could occur within the limited time frame of a workshop. The most that

could be accomplished was creating an awareness of the problems and methods

of solving them and providing materials to assist in the task. It is also

doubted that many participants presented their own workshops or training upon

returning home, even though they were encouraged to do so and given materials

to help them. In addition, having no control over the scheduling of con-

vention workshops, SEDL sometimes was given less desirable time slots which

reduced participation.

11 i ,
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Financial Problems

Severe financial problems occurred in 'the second year when the budget

was cut from the estimated cost of $206,000 to $179,000. This factor,

coupled with inflation and escalating air fares during a period when much

travel was necessary, seriously hampered progress. An effort was made to

present several workshops in close geographic proximity and to send only

one staff member. The National Workshop on Television and Youth, a special

workshop planned with the USOE project monitor, created further financial

burdens. For more detail regarding these financial problems, the May and

June letters to Dr. Frank Withrow are included.

Lack of Coordination

A deficiency of the overall critical television viewing skills project

was the lack of coordination among the four contractors. Only one meeting

of the four contractors was held. The project could have been more success-

ful if a method of coordination had been built into the project. Coordina-

tion of format and graphics would have provided a unified appearance. Further,

coordination of workshops and dissemination efforts would have made a more

cost-effective program. At times, too, there seemed to be more competition

than cooperation among the several contractors.
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There is still a definite need for and interest in critical television

viewing by school districts, teachers, and parents. The materials developed

by SEDL have received very positive evaluation from many source %. The

stories seem to be a good approach to use with young children rather than

workbooks which are more suitable for intermediate and secondary grade

levels. The family materials, too, have received much acclaim. Discussing

plans with organizations and soliciting input into the development of the

materials was an effective way to gain organizational interest.

Distribution

The need to disseminate information about the project and the materials'

continues despite rather comprehensive national coverage. The decision not

to copyright the materials has been widely praised. It is recommended that

such a policy be applied to other such projects. Aiding the copying of mate-

rials assists in their distribution. It is, however, nearly impossible to

determine the extent to which something is copied and disseminated. Forms to

be returned when something is copied and distributed can be included although

few users will take time to complete and mail such a form. If copying is

desired, materials should be easily reproduceable.

Although materials were made available by component parts, the packet

containing samples of all the materials was by far the most frequently

ordered. Stories and family materials were also offered on a subscription

basis. The objective was to avoid overwhelming the user with materials by

spacing out their delivery. There was not enough time within the contract

to establish this means, however. SEDL has received 33 subscriptions for

the children's stories and 87 for Television: A Family Focus.

22 0
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Dissemination of information about the materials takes a long time.

Even though one year was provided in the contract, it really has not been

sufficient. A distribution operation beyond the two-year time period needs

to be provided, if possible. Orders are being received with great fre-

quency how especially from school districts. It appears that SEDL will be

filling orders long after the contract ends September 29.

In retrospect, it would have been advantageous if all the school dis-

tricts in the cities in which workshops were held had been called upon. SEDL

staff began to visit school districts in those cities midway through the

second year and found such personal contacts effective.

Workshops

The effectiveness of the workshops was more limited than anticipated.

Presenting them at national conventions or as part of a larger organizational

meeting was a good idea but oftentimes workshops were scheduled at times

when other activities were in progress. Assurances that other parts of the

meeting will not conflict with the workshop should be obtained if possible.

If arrangements can be made to make the presentation to the entire assembled

group, greater impact can be achieved. That is not easy to arrange, however.

An attention-getting workshop summary related to the interests and concerns

of the organization's members is very useful in attracting attention and

gaining an audience.
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X. FINANCIAL REPORTS



FINANCIAL REPORTS

Quarterly financial reports submitted by SEDL are contained in the

following pages.

a
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CONTRACT FINANCIAL REPORT
Metiers in th is)

(S., instructions before preparation)
>

1 For bkotztixEnded .

12-31-78
.

2 No. of
Work Doys

65 .

3 Contract No.

300780497

Form Approved
Budget Bureou
No. 85R0035

Sheet of
4 To: DREW/Office of Education

Grant&Proc.Mgnt. Div/ASE/SC/SFA Br.
1.00 Maryland Ave.,S.W. ROB #3,
Room 5915
Washington, D.C. 20202

S From:

Southwest Ed. Dev. Laborator'
211 East 7th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

16 Controct Value

S 202,925.

7 Controct Type

Cost Reimbursement

8 Funded Contract Amok-it

$202,925.

9 Amounts Billed

$ 24,904.
10 Progrom/Scope of Work

Development of Critical T V
Viewing skills in students
(Elementary Level) Phase I

11 -Signoture and Title of Authorize
jepresentotive
/ 1 .01 /
t iloo . ,

Dir.,' Fiscal & Technical ervices

12 Preporotion Date

Jan.;24, 1979

13 Payments Received

$ - 0 -

14 Appropriotion (or Fund Citoticiond/or
Reporting Cotegory

7580270

Direct Labor Dollars

Travel

Other Direct Cost

Indirect Cost

,

i5 Cost Incurred /Contract Eornings 16 Plonning Data (For Agency use only)

Cum. Actuol End
of PlibriANA

Qtr.

12 12.4/72,

a

.

12,972.

1,166.

6,232.

4,534.

AztuoV
(fiiim;rsd
Cur ren t;cbtorttlx

-
Qt.r.

,..., 7/
b

38,875.

974.

22,947.

13,763.

Cumulative
Acruov

'Tsti mot e-cfsTo
;.-,..wore-

a

51,847.

2,140.

29,179.

18,287.

a- - -- - b .

.

.

c d

17 TOTAL ; 24,904. 76,559. 101,463.

FORM HEW St4/611
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CONTRACT FINANCIAL REPORT
(Dollars in th 4s)

(See instructions before preparation) -.-

1 For AA Ended .

3/31/79

2 No. of
Work Doys

65

3 Controct No.

300780497

Form Approved
Budget Bureau
No. 85R0035

Sheet of

4 To: DHEW/Office of Education
Grant&Proc.Mgnt. Div/ASE/SC/SFA Br.Southwest
400 Maryland Ave.,S.W. ROB #3,
Room 5915
Washington, D.C. '20202

5 From:

Ed. Dev. Laboratory
211 East 7th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

6 Contract Value

$202,925

7 Controct Type

Cost Reimbursement

8 Funded Controct Amount

$202,925.

9 Amounts Billed

$70,600.00

10 Program/Scapa of Work
Development of Critical T V
viewing skills in students
(EleMentary Level) Phase I

11 Signature end Title of Authorized
_Representative

(IL 4,/ W 4.-2-:-74;
'..-

Dir. Fiscal & Technical Services

12 Preporotion Dote

March 12, 1979

13 Payments Received

$70,600.00

14 Appropriation (or Fund Citation) and /or
Reporting Category

- . ...-- .--.... .. ...... ....

Direct Labor Dollars

Travel

Other Direct Cost

Indirect Cost

....

15 Cost Incurred/Controct Earnings 16 Plonning Doto (For Agency use only)

Cum. Actuol End
of Prior KM

Qtr.

3/3171
c,.. -. - -.-

34,149.

6,431.

15,966.

12,287.

Actuol/
Estimated

CurrentMat
Qtr.

113°d 7i

43,622.

3,906.

20,676.

15,156.

Cumulative
Actuol/

Estimated To
Dote

c

S

77,771.

10,337.

36,642.

27,443.

o b c
..

.

d

17 TOTAL 68,833. 83,360. 152,193.

FOOtte nee SIS-4/0
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CONTRACT FINANCIAL REPORT
Mellott in thousenr11)

(Uri instrintions before preparation)

1 Fornat Ended

6/30/79

2 No. of
Work Doys .

65

3 Controct No.
, \ ;

300780497
'

Form Approved
Budget Bureau
No. 85R0035

Sheet of

4 To: DHEW/Office of Education
Grant&Proc.Mgnt. Div/ASE/SC/SFA B.
400 Maryland Ave., S.W. Rob#3,
Room 5915
Washington, D.C. 20202

5 From:

Southwest Ed. Dev. Laboratorj
211 East 7th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

6 Controct Value

4.202,925

7 Controct Type

Cost Reimbursemen

8 Funded Contract Amount

S 202,925 ....

9 Amounts Billed

$85,600.00

10 Program/Scope of Work

Development of .Critical T V
viewing skills in students
(Elementary Lem91) Phase I

11 Signature and Title of Authorized
tBeresentotive ...// .

! ,i, 7.(ip yi, ..,-,,
%,t,i-.,cy 4 .I., 4.....(c/,_L

Dir. Fiscal -& Technical Services

12 Preparotieo Dote

July 23, 1979

13 Payments Received

585,600.00

14 Appropriotion (or Find Citation) and /or
Reporting Category

.. . ..._.____. ____. .........

Direct Labor Dollars

Travel

Other Direct Cost

.

Indirect Cost

15 Cost Incurred/Contract Earnings 16 Planning Doto (For Agency use only)

Cum. Actuo! End
of Prior AXAK

Qtr.

(: ti c 17 '1
a

,._ ............

60,245

9,578

43,392

23,325 ",

Actual/
. Estimated
Current 140R,

4
4.47Q r.

i b

S

43,449

4,206 .

5,462

13,268

Cumulative
Actual/

Estimated To
Dote

c

s
103,694

13,784

48,854

36,593

a
____ ___.

b
____ _____ -

c__.... d

17 TOTAL 136,540 66,385 202,925
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CONTRACT FINANCIAL REPORT
(Dollars in thousands)

(Sae insuuetions toefere preparation)

1 ForNAXKI Ended .

Quarter

9/30/79 .

2 No. of
Work Days

63

3 Contract No.

300-78-0497

Form Approved
Budget Bureau

No. 85R0035

Sheet 1 of 1

4 To: Dept. HEW, Office Educ. 5 From: 6 Contract Value 7 Contract Typeof
. CostGrant/Proc. Mgmt. Div./ASE/SC/SFA Southwest Educational Develop-S 382,409 Reimbursement400 Maryland Ave./SW/ROB #3/Rm.59 5 ment Laboratory 8 Funded Contract Amount 9 Amounts Billed

Washington, D. C. 20202 211 East Seventh Street
Austin, Texas 78701 $ 382,409, $ 167,597

10 Program /Scope of Work Development 11 Signature and Title of Authorized 12 Preparation Dote 13 Payments Received
of Critical TV Viewing Skills Representative

in students (Elementary Level: (1 ; S 167,597
Phase I

1////
1,110f,,,,,,, 4 ' 11/26/79

Director. Fiscal & Tech. Svcs. .

14 Appropriation (or Fund Citation) and/or 15 Cost Incurred/Contract Earnings 16 Planning Data (FOr Agency use only)
Reporting Category

Cum. Actual End Actual/ Cumulative
of Friar iatX Estimated Actual/

Quarter Current MIX Estimated To

Quarter Dote

o b a o b c d
..

$
. ......_... .......

Direct Labor Dollars 60,245 31,213 91,458

Travel 9,578 3,378 12,956
.

Other Direct Cost .... 43,392 27,254 70,646

Indirect Cost 23,325 12,834 36,159

. .

,
.

17 TOTAL 1 36 ,540 74,679 211,219
FORM HEW SIS41/1111
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tment of Health, Education, and Welfare
itgititiai Report of individual Project/Contract

: "Complete this Form in AcrordanCe with
moony:fly Instructions.

Project Task:. Development of I Contract No.:

critical TV Viewing Skills in l 300-78-0497
tudents (Elementary Level)
Reporting Period

10/1/79 - 12/31/79

Cumulative
Percentage of Incurred

,rro.xpenditure Effort/Hours Cost at
alk,.7. tcgory End of

Prior
Per Ind

Funded Actual

irect Labor 1 91,458

ravel
i 12,956

ther Direct Cost - 70,646

direct Cost 36,159

tal Cost $211,219

Incurred
Cost

Current
Pe: rod

Date of Report:

January 22, 1980

Contractor Name and Address:

'Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
211 East Seventh Street
!Austin Texas 78701

Cumulative
Cost to Date

E)

Estimated'
Cost to

Complete

Estimated
Cost at

Completion.
(F GI

Funded
Contract
Amount

Variance;

(Over or
Under)
(I H)

26,905 :$ 118,363 $ 56_357 X174,520 $ 174,520

3,892 16,848 8,412 1 25,260 i 25,260

21,480 s 92,126 21,F-4 i 113,670 113,670

13,867 50,026 18,933 68,959 68,959

$ 66,143 'S 277,362 $105,047 S 382,409 'S 382,409
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Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
FinanCial Report of Individual Project/Contract _

.

.
Project Task: Development of
Cri ti ca 1 TV Viewing Skills

in Students (Elem. Level)

Contract No.:
..._...

300-78-0497 .

,

Date of Report; .

4/10/80

Reporting Period

01/01/80 - 03/31/80

Contractor Name and Address:
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
211 East Seventh Street
Austin, Texas 78701

Note: Complete this Form in Accordance with
Accompanying Instructions.

Expenditure
Category

.

Percentage of

Effort/Hours

Cumulative
!recurred
Cost at
End of
Prior

Period,

Incurred
Cost -

Current
Period

Cumulative
Cost to Ddte

(D + E)

Estimated
Cost to

Complete

Estimated
Cost at

Completion
(F + G)

Funded
Contract
Amount

Variance
(Over or
Under)
(I H)

Funded Actual
A .8 C H

DIRECT LABOR 118,363 28,44 146,807 27,713 174,520 174,520

TRAVEL 16,848 6,867 23,715 1,545 25,260 25,260

OTHER DIRECT COST 92,126 10,015 102,141 11,529 113,670 113,670

INDIRECT COST
4

50,026 11,546 61,572 7,387 68,959 68,959

TOTAL 277,362 56,873 334,235 48,174 382,409 382,409

.
,

HEW-646
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partment of Health, Education, and Welfare
monde! Report of Individual Project/Contract

Project Task:. Development of
Critical TV ViewingjSkills
in Students CElem. Level)

Contract No.: . Date of Report:

300-78-0497 IJuly 17, 1980

Reporting Period

4/1/80 through 6/30/80

Contractor Name and Address:

SOUTHWEST EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
211 East Seventh Street, Austin, Tx. 78701

te: Complete this Form in Accordance with
mpanying Instructions.

Expenditure
Category

c,

Percentage of

Effort/Hours

Cumulative
Incurred
Cost at
End of
Prior

Period

Incurred
Cost .

Cut rent
Period

e

Cumulative
Cost to Date

(D + E)
I

Estimated
Cost to

Complete

Estimated
Cost at

Completion
(F + G)

Funded
Contract
Amount

Variance
(Over or
Under)
(I H)

Funded Actual
A B C D E F G H I J

RECT LABOR 146,807 20,562 167,369 7,151 174,520 174,520

'AVEL 23,715 2,142 25,857 (597) 25,260 25,260

HER DIRECT COST . 102,141 6,516 108,657 5,013 113,670 113,670

IMRE CT COST 61,572 6,672 68,244 715 68,959 r 6'3,959

TAL
,..

334,235 35,892 370,127 12,282 382,409 382,409

....

,
.
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Actual ,

ACTIVITIES

PHASE ONE MILESTONE SCHEDULE

MONTH

PHASE ONE: Materials Development
Field Testing
National Distribution

Plan Development

4.) > f.) c .2 % 11(.) 0 v co0 = pui. r u. z cc E

TASK 1. Develop curriculum materials

*1.01 Establish Curriculum
Review Board

A

1.02 Determine areas of literature
to be reviewed PNI

1.03' Compile literature E3

1.04 Evaluate literature Ei

1.05 Identify critical viewing
skills

1.06 Determine developmental
limitations in critical

, viewing skills of students
...,

1.07 Develop general approach to
teaching viewing skills

1.08 Evaluation by Review Board
of critical viewing skills
and general approach to
teaching viewing skills.

AD

A
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ACTIVITIES MONTH

1.09 Develop specific intervention
techniques and teaching methods
for teachers

1.10 Develop specific intervention
techniques and teaching methods
for parents

1.11 Develop specific intervention
techniques for student:.

1.12 Develop guidebooks and teaching
materials for teachers

1.13 Develop guidebooks for parents

1.14 Develop learning and practice
materials for students

1.15 Submit work progress reports

1.16 Produce PSAs (deleted)

1.17 Final review and revision by
Curriculum Review Board

1.18 Produce curriculum materials
for,field test

4-) > C.) c .C1 S. S. >1 C r.... CA 0.
L.) 0 4) tti (1) ft$ O. n3 = = = CD0 = 0 r li. X . X r'D r'D ct V)

. . .._
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ACTIVITIES MONTH

4-) > U C 13 S.. S. >1 C r OI O.8 2 8 g

TASK 2: Field test curriculum

2.01 Develop pretest. and post-tests
for field test EN

2.02 Submit pretests and post-tests
for field test A El

2.03 Develop field test and
evaluation design E3

2.04 Determine selection criteria . E3

2.05 Evaluate demographic and
geographic data to determine
potential sample sites

2.06 Select field test sites .1]

2.07 Develop site sampling design E]

2.08 Select site samples of teachers,
parents, and students .n. 0

2.09 Identify existing educational,
parent, and youth organizations El

2i10--Contact appropriate personnel

1



ACTIVITIES MONTH

4-)
U
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2.11 Develop intemiew and attitudinal
assessment procedures

2.12 Conduct assignment of treatment
and control groups

2.13 Negotiate material dissemination
and testing arrangements

2.14 Collect pretest data

' 2.15 Disseminate curriculum materials

2.16 Submit Work Progress
Report

2.17 Collect post-test data

2.18 Conduct evaluation and de-briefing
interviews

2.19 Analyze formative evaluation data

2.20 Analyze impact evaluation data

2.21 Evaluate curriculum materials

2.22 Modify curriculum materials

2.23 Submit up-date proposal for
PHASE TWO

2.24 Submit report of field test

"I I I
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ACTIVITIES MONTH
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':TASK 3. Plan for printing and national
distribution of curriculum materials

3.01 Discuss printing plans with
Government Printing Office (deleted)

3.02 Deliver camera-ready copy to
Government Printing Office. (deleted)

3.03 Determine printing schedule (deleted)

3.04 Submit up-date proposal for
PHASE TWO

3.05 Determine recipients of
materials

3.06 Contact education, parent,
community, and youth
organizations

3.07 Negotiate dissemination plans

3.08 Determine distribution logistics

3.09 Determine distribution schedule

n

El

A
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'TASK 4. Develop wori:shop training materials

4.01 Determine workshop and trainirg
literatures to be reviewed

4.02 Compile literature

4.03 Evaluate literature

4.04 Develop general approach to
training and dissemination

.4.05 Produce video phase of workshop
materials (deleted)

4.06 Develop training workshop
modules to train educators
and parents

4.07 Develop workshop training
modules for educators and
parents to use curriculum
materials

4.08 Arrange pilot testing

4.09 Identify appropriate organizations

4.10 Contact appropriate organizations

E
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ACTIVITIES

.....

MONTH
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4.11 Negotiate plans for pilot test

4.12 Disseminate pilot workshop
training materials

4.13 Collect formative evaluation
data

4.14 Submit draft of final report

4.15 Re-evaluate and modify workshop
training materials

4.16 Submit copies of curriculum
materials and workshop materials

4.17 Submit final 'report

a
a A



PHASE TWO MILESTONE SCHEDULE

ACTIVITIES MONTH

PHASE TWO: Printing and Distribution

I
Training of Parents and

Parent Organizations
Training of Teachers and,

Educators
,
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TASK 1. Training of parLats, educators,

and youth-serving organizations
in critical viewing skills

1.01 Determine optimum time
schedule for training workshops

1.02' Identify appropriate organi-
zations within each area

1.03 Contact appropriate organi-
zations

1.04 Negotiate plans for implement-
ing training workshops _FE

1.05 Submit work progress report

1.06 Conduct training workshops

A

1.07 Evaluate training workshops

1.08 Submit work progress report
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ACTIVITIES MONTH
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TASK 2.' Printing and distribution of
PHASE ONE materials for national
distribution

2.01 Confirm printing arrange-
ments with commercial
publisher (deleted)

2.02 Confirm distribution arrange-
ments with education, parent,
family, and youth organiza-
tions

2.03 Submit work progress report

2.04 Coordinate distribution
arrangements with workshop
schedule

2.05 Submit final report
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FIRST QUARTER OF THE PROJECT:
October - December, 1978

.

The project Development of Critical TV Viewing Skills in Elementary

'School Students progressed on schedule. During the last quarter of i978,

the first quarter of the project, (a) the Curriculum Review Board was

established, (b) critical viewing skills were identified, (c) a workshop

composed of project staff and consultants from the fields of education,

teacher training, child development, and family relations was conducted,

(d) the initial designs of the student, parent, and teacher materials were

developed, and (e) the evaluation instruments were designed. Further,

contacts were established with several educational organizations to invite

involvement and participation in the project. The project was positively

and enthusiastically greeted by parent, teacher and youth leaders.'

r4
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SECOND QUARTER OF THE PROJECT:
January-March, 1979

The project Development of Critical TV Viewing Skills.in Elementary

School Students progressed for the most part on schedule. During the

first quarter of 1979, the second quarter of the project, (a) seven

national youth-serving 'organizations were visited and apprised of the pro-

ject, (b) theCUrwiculum Review Board met on January 26-27, (c) a meeting

of the four contractors was held at USOE, (d) five national education

organizations were revisited and given a project update, (e) the Texas PTA

TV Project Committee met and reviewed our materials, (f) a cooperative

effort was established with Houston ISD, (g) pilot testing was conducted

in two Austin area schools, (h) presentations of materials were given to

three PTAs in Austin area schools, (i) field test sites were contacted,

AASA extended an invitation to present the project at the 2nd Annual

Summer Convention which focuses upon curriculum and instructional materials,

(k) Dr. Corder-Bolz met with secondary school project director, Donna

Lloyd-Kolkin in San Francisco, (1) a newsletter providing project information

and updates was instituted and two issues were published, (m) a draft

chapter on ,critical television viewing skills was written for the Camp

Fire Blue Bird Leader's Resource Book, (n) contact was made with us by

Dr. James Anderson who'is developing TV curriculum materials for elementary

school students, and (o) CBS Morning News spent two days observing and

videotaping pilot testing in progress and interviewing project staff, chil-

dren and their parents, and teachers who were using the material's. Our

experiences with the news team were extremely positive and yielded favor-

able publicity for the project.
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THIRD QUARTER OF THE PROJECT:

April-June, 1979

The primary emphases of the third quarter were final development and

printing of field test versions of materials and collaboration with edu-

cation and youth-serving organizations.

Development of Materials for Students, Teachers and Parents

Careful consideration was givenito the development of materials for

elementary school students and their parents and teachers. Initially, it

was determined that since changing long-entrenched viewing habits would

require a lengthy time frame, it would be necessary to enlist the help of

two Major teaching resources in the child's life, i.e., parents and teachers.

Furthermore, st'.ce teachers are already over-burdened with curriculum

demands, materials to help teachers were developed to integrate teaching

critical viewing skills with existing curriculum goals such as social

studies or reading. Similarly, in the family materials, the needs and goals

of parents were also taken into account. The family materials, then, were

designed to be easy to use and to serve family goals of socialization,

education, and family fun. Generally, all materials were designed to meet

teachers' and parents' goals so that both would want to use the materials.

Two packets of materials were developed, one for classroom and one

for family use. Some of the components, such as the Frog Log, the game

and the stories were included in both sets of materials. Others, such as

Teacher Cue Cards and the Teacher's Guide, and "Television: A Family Focus,"

were contained in the teacher packet and family packet, respectively.

Teacher packets were distr;buted to approximately 100 teachers throughout

the country in May for informal reaction.

11P40.4
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Children's Stories. Two series of children's stories were developed,

one_suitable for unaided reading by the child and one to be read to the

child by adults, to provide an effective format for transmitting critical

,

viewing skills in a unique, entertaining, and easily understandable manner.

A fairy tale, the See-More Frog series, written for adults to read to

children, incorporates basic facts about the TV industry, advertising,

"-production, and economics from a child's point of view. See-More is a

curious frog who explores the big city to see more about TV, what it is,

where it comes from, and how to get the most out of viewing. See-More makes

discoveries amid adventures and returns to the pond and a new friend, Tuner

Fish, whb watches TV constantly but know nithing about it. The three

stories, to be read sequentially, have been printed in book form: "See-

More Finds a Friend," "See-More Finds Out the Facts," and "Tuner's Tune-In

Guide." In addition., two more stories, "Who Pays for TV?" and "See-More

and Tuner Think as They Watch," were written in which the characters

increase their critical viewing skills.
2

The second series, the Suzie Stories, i,icludes realistic stories about

Suzie, a suburban child with two working parents. The stories generally

involve Suzid's asking questions and parental clarification about what is

seen on TV. In "Suzie's Broken TV," Suzie re-discovers tree-climbing,

bike riding, talking to her neighbors, and family activities when her TV is

in the shop for repairs. The other two stories which were printed include

"Suzie Makes the Menu," showing what would happen if a child planned menus

from children's TV commercials, and "Famous Suzie," which teaches the con-

cepts of editing and the special nature of TV news as Suzie sees herself on

the TV news. More Suzie stories were completed and were used in "Television:

A Family Focus" and with materials sent to cooperating agencies. "Suzie's
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Salesman Makes a Sale, Part I and II," concern the psychological implica-

tions of advertising and sales techniques; "Suzie's History Lesson" dis-

cusses cartoons as a medium and an educational resource; "Suzie Looks at

Jobs" shows Suzie the distortions of TV portrayal of occupations; and

"Really Suzie" also discusses distortions of the medium. All Suzie stories

are designed as models of critical viewing for children and parental

intervention models for parents.

Teacher's Materials. For teacher use, activities and discussion ques-

tions were developed for each curriculum area and printed on 5"x8" Teacher
G

Cue Cards in an easy-to-use format. These lessons can be adapted for any

age and degree of complexity, and tenhers are encouraged to modify them

to meet their individual classrOom need:. The Cue Cards include many

activities. For example, childreh are asked to draw their favorite cartoon

characters' faces to show different emotions. Discussion questions include:

"How do we know when a character is happy or sad? How is his face drawn to

show feelings? What other signals show how a cartoon character shows

feelings?"

In addition, a "Teachers' Guide to Critical TV Viewing" was

developed. It includes an explanation of the Project and of critical TV

viewing skills, why the teacher will find the materials helpful, how to

use the materials, and rationale and objective statements about each of

the materials. Suggested discussion questions for each story and a

resource.listing is alsO included.

Other Materials. The TV Frog Log was developed primarily for joint

use by parents and their children to help in planning TV watching.

Children are asked to plan their week's viewing in advance with the help

of their parents. With the newspaper TV listing, they are to decide what

/
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to watch, what kind of show they have selected (comedy, drama, etc.),

and to total their daily and weekly viewing time. The Frog Log is designed

to make children and their parents aware of both the quantity and quality

of the child's viewing. Finally,the TV Discovery Game, an enjoyable

board game, was designed to be played while watching TV. Players must

draw cards in turn and answer questions on the cards about the television

program they are watching, e.g., Who is the main character?" Each right

answer advances a player one space, and the first player to reach the TV

Discovery Club wins. The questions concern critical viewing, increase

awareness, and encourage the habit of evaluative viewing.

Parent Materials. Several issues of "Television: A Family Focus,"

were developed in tabloid newsletter format with articles, stories, acti-

vities, and word games such as Seek & Circle and TV Bingo. Each issue

focused on a different aspect of critical TV viewing such as selective

viewing, judicial use of time, and distortions of the medium. These were

printed for field testing.

Collaboration with Parent, Teacher and Youth-serving Organizations

Contacts.continued to be developed with several national and state

parent, teacher, and youth-serving organizations. Their advice in the curric-

ulum development and their assistance in disseminating information about the

project was sought.. It was hc,aed that these organizations would assist the

project in approaching segments of the population traditionally difficult

to reach.

Texas PTA. The Texas PTA established a TV Advisory Committee to advise

the Project on curriculum development. Furthermore, the Project was invited

to deliver a workshop on advising parents how to help children benefit more

from TV at the Texas PTA's 7th District Spring Conference on March 13, 1979,
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in San Saba, Texas. In addition, two other workshops were scheduled dur-

ing July, 1979 at the Texas Summer Seminar and at the State Convention in

November, 1979 on teaching parents to help children view TV critically.

National PTA. Thft Project met with the National PTA to discuss ideas

and issues in teaching critical viewing skills to students. At the

National PTA Convention in June, informal discussions were held with various

staff and board members. Furthermore, the Project tentatively arranged to

provide a series of workshops on critical TV viewing for the National PTA's

1980 annual convention on June 15-18.

Camp Fire Girls, Inc. The Project met with Camp Fire representatives

to discuss how the Project and Camp Fire would work toward the goal of

encouraging girls to-be critical viewers of TV. A draft chapter on critical

TV viewing skills was submitted for the "Blue Bird Leader's Handbook," a

manual for leaders of the younger children's branch of Camp Fire. which was

then being revised. When completed, the handbook including the critical

viewing chapter would be distributed to Blue Bird leaders nationwide., An

article for Camp Fire Leadership magazine on how leaders can teach critical

TV viewing skills was also submitted and was published during Summer, 1979.

Girls Clubs. Girls who are members of local Girls Clubs often

come 'from low-income families which traditionally are cliff :cult to reach

through the ordinary curriculum distribution approaches. The national

office of Girls Clubs was asked to assist in designing and implementing thp

materials to increase the Project's ability to reach and assist girls from

low income families.

Girls Clubs suggested that additional stories with characters of

different backgrounds and interest, be developed in the same style as

the Suzie stories. Three Tony stories were written during the third
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quartet. These stories center around the television experiences of an

inner-city child who lives with his carpenter father. Similarly, three

Juana stories about an Hispanic family's TV experiences and two Sally

Greentrees (later changed to Jennifer Redbird) stories about an Indian

Viild's perception of TV Indians were developed and scheduled for comple-

tion during summer, 1979.

In addition, Girls Clubs, who are very interested in family concerns,

expressed an interest in using "Television: A Family Focus." One of the

participating clubs in Escondido, California, was visited in June.

YWCA. As with the Girls Clubs, the Young Women's Christian Associations

serve girls who are traditionally difficult to reach. Through discussion,

meetings, and correspondence with the.National Board of the YWCA, the

Project arranged to provide staff training and family materials regarding

critical TV viewing.

YMCA. A preliminary meeting was held with the Director of Family and

Camping of the National Boards of YMCAs and the editor of the Y Circulator

on June 11. Their reception and response to the project and materials was

very positive. The possibility of our conducting workshops for staff and

leaders was explored.

Children's Advertising Unit of the Council of Better Business Bureaus.

The division of the Council of Better Business Bureaus whose concern is

advertising aimed at children expressed great interest in reviewing our

materials and at their suggestion, materials dealing with commercials were

sent to four advertiser organizations. The group has been very supportive

of the project.

National Federation _of Settlements and Neighborhood Centers. Settlement

House representatives expressed a desire to use the Tony series and the

family materials, "Television: A Family Focus."

rIt.: ft
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4H Clubs. It was thought that 4H Clubs could greatly assist the

Project through their relationship with the rural population. The Project

arranged to develop five articles about critical TV viewing skills for the

National 4H News magazine.

In addition, since 4H expressed interest inIstaff development, the

Project arranged to provide staff training materials to teach 4H staff how

to teach critical TV viewing,skills to their members.

Girl Scouts. Girl Scouts of the USA has a large nationwide membership

and offers access to a crucial segment of the Project's target group.

Through meetings and correspondence, the Project arranged to write articles,

each focusing on a different facet of critical TV viewing skills, for publi-

cation in issues of Girl Scout Leader magazine. As with other organizations,

Girl Scouts requested leadership training.Leadership training materials

were planned and expected to provided during-Phase Two.

A unique opportunity was available to the Project to plan requirements

for the Girl Scout literature badge, which was then being revised. Scouts

who aspire to earn the literature badge would thus be encouraged to learn

critical TV viewing skills.

Boys' Clubs of America. Boys! Clubs offered an opportunity to reach

inner-city boys. The Project agreed to write a Critical TV viewing skills

article for Keynote magazine, published quarterly for executive directors,

unit directors, and presidents of Boys' Clubs. Secondly, an article on how

to watch TV critically was written for HoWtoDo It magazine, which is dis-

tributed to Boys' Club leaders and members.

National School Boards Association. The NSBA represents school boards

nationwide. At the Project's recommendation, the NSBA organized a Tasx

Force entitled, "What Should Children be Taught About Critica' TV Viewing."
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The Project acted as consultant and advisor to the Task Force, which was

initiated this quarter and met September 10-11, during tie Fourth quarter.

American Association of School Administrators. The AASA invited the

Project to present a workshop for'their convention on July 1,.1979. Since

the audience would consist of school administrators and curriculum super-

visors; this represented a key curriculum distribution agent to the Project.

All, of the above organizations were given the core curriculum materials

including: the Susie and See-More stories, TV Frog Log, Teacher Cue Cards,

TV Discovery GaMe, and Teacher's Guide to Critical TV Viewing. Their

informal responses to these material.-; at this point were extremely positive.

Workshop Materials

Work was'begun on the development of workshop materials specifically

for these organizations to'teach teacher and parent leaders about critica'

television viewing skills and to train 'them to each these skills to others.

Initial planning for a special workshop to begin the workshop series

in October, 1979 was completed. Originally entitled; The Needs of Youth in

the Television Age," it was planned to include presentations and discussions

by leaders from educatibn, parent, public interest and youth-serving orga-

nizations, television broadcasters, researchers, and TV viewing curriculum

0
developers.

Publishers' Conference

Planning was completed for two publishers' conferences to be held

July 18 and August 1, 1979. A Request for Proposal's for printing, promoting

and distributing the materials was sent to approximately 100 natinal

publishers. A list of these publishers is presented in Appendix E.
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FOURTH QUARTER OF THE PROJECT
July-September, 1979

During the third quarter of 1979, the fourth quarter of the project,

the following was accomplished: (a) two workshop presentations about the

materials and project were made, one to the American Association of School

Administrator's Second Annual Curriculum Conference in Denver on July 1,

and the other to the National School Boards Association's Task Force on

Teaching Critical Television Viewing Skills to Children on September 11 in

Washington, D.C.; (b) the Curriculum Review Board met in Austin to review

field test versions of materials on July 26; (c) field test data were

tabulated and analyzed; (d) publishers' conferences were held July 18 and

August 1; (el planning continued for a special workshop on "Children in

the Age of Television," later know as the "National Workshop on Television

and Youth"; (f) the Training Manual was written and printed; (g) materials

revision continued; (h) a revision of the Phase II update report was

prepared; (1) a meeting was held with the project officer in Washington,

D.C., to discuss plans for dissemination and distribution and the special

workshop whose date was now changed to the spring of 1980; and (j) TV Viewer

#9 was published on July 27.

2',-; ')
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FIFTH QUARTER OF THE PROJECT
October-December, 1979

The Project progressed on schedule and in some cases ahead of schedule

during the last quarter of 1979, the fifth quarter of the project. During

this time: (a) five workshops were prepared and presented in October and

November while others were scheduled for future dates; (b) the planning

for the National Workshop on Television and Youth to be held in Washington,

D.C., March 12-13, 1980 continued; (c) TV Viewer newsletters were written,

printed, and mailed on October 31, November 15, and December 7; (d) the

distribution plan was finalized and the order form for materials printed;

(e) meetings were again held with the National Board of YMCAs, Girl Scouts

of the USA, and Boys' Clubs of America regarding organizational distribution

of SEDL materiels; and (f) printing of "A Cowboy Comes to Dinner," the

Workshop Training Manual, discussion question inserts for seven children's

books, workshop participants' postcards and revised Teacher Cue Cards were

completed. In addition, revised editions of "See-Mere Finds Out the Facts"

and "Suzie Makes the Menu" were being printed, and "Tuner's Tune-In Guide"

and "Famous Suzie" were pasted up and ready for printing.

I
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SIXTH QUARTER OF THE PROJECT
January-March, 1980

The Project progressed on schedule during the first quarter of 1980,

the sixth quarter of the Project. The following was accomplished: (a) final

arrangements were made for the National Workshop on Television and Youth;

(b) the workshop was held March 12-13; (c) workshops were given for the

Girl Scouts of the USA in New York City, Patchogue School District on Long

Island, and the Michigan State Department of Education in East Lansing;

(d) presentations were made to area teachers through the Region 13 Educa-

tion Service Center in January, to staff of Austin Independent School

District in Feburary, and to the Lawrence, Kansas, Media Literacy Project

in March; (e) the TV Viewer newsletter #13 was written, printed and mailed

February 14, and #14 written in March, to be mailed in April; (f) printing

of "See-More Finds Out the Facts" and "Suzie Makes the Menu" and the reprint-

ing of two issues of "Television: A Family Focus" and the order form were

completed; (g) letters, order forms, and in some cases, a book were mailed

to a random sample of elementary s. hool libraries, school library supervisors,

curriculum supervisors, and public libraries; (h) and work was begun on

the post-workshop publication.
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SEVENTH QUARTER OF THE PROJECT
April-June, 1980

The Project progressed on scheduled. During the second quarter of

1980, the seventh quarter of the project: (a) workshops were given for

the National Catholic Educational Association in New Orleans, the New

Jersey Education Association in North Brunswick, the Association for Edu-

cational Communications and Technology in Denver, the New Mexico PTA in

Roswell, the National Association for Elementary School Principals in

Miami, the Northern Colorado Educational Board of Cooperative Services in

Niwot and Loveland; and the Fifteenth Birthday Celebration of Head Start

in Dallas; (b) letters and order forms were mailed to 279 regional service

agencies throughout the country; (c) uses of materials were discussed with

New Orleans, Dallas, and Dade County School District officials and with the

staff of the Family Project of Greater Miami; (d) the post-workshop publi-

cation containing speeches, papers, and summary recommendations from the

National Workshop on Television and Youth was prepared for printing;

(e) an article requested by The Single Parent magazine was submitted for

the September issue; (f) TV Viewer #14, highlighting the National Workshop

on Television and Youth" was sent to a mailing list of 2,244; (g) "Suzie

Makes the Menu" was printed in the May, 1980 issue of Daisy, the Girl Scout

magazine'; and (h) work continued on the Spanish translation of the stories

and family materials in case budget amendments allowed for printing of

Spanish versions.

i) i: 0 N
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EIGHTH QUARTER OF THE PROJECT
July-September, 1980

The project DeLeloament of Critical Television Viewing Skills in

Elementary School Students progressed on schedule during the third quarter

of 1980, the eighth and final quarter of the project. The following have

been accomplished: (a) workshops were planned and presented at the nation-

al convention of Parents Without Partners in Dallas, July 11, for the

parent involvement coordinators from four states involved in the Basic

Education Skills Project in Austin on July 22, and for the Iowa Education

Association on September 18 in Indianola and September 19 in Cedar Falls;

(b) work on Spanish translations of the children's stories and family

materials was completed; (c) response to requests for information about

materials and distribution of materials to all parts of the country and

Canada continued; and (d) the final report of the project was prepared.


